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中 文 摘 要 ： 美國國會於2010 年通過的 Dodd-Frank Act，其第952 節要求 SEC
以及 NYSE 與 NASDAQ 訂定新
的薪酬委員會獨立性規定。在2013 年1 月11 日， SEC 核准了NYSE
以及NASDAQ 的上市公司薪酬
委員會修正條文，明確要求所有上市公司之薪酬委員會成員必須完
全獨立。本研究即在探討該2013
年之薪酬委員會獨立性規定，是否會影響公司董事會層級之公司治
理。
依循過去文獻，本研究以 CEO 薪酬以及CEO turnover 來衡量董事
會層級之公司治理水準。本研究對
於相關文獻有以下四項貢獻：第一，雖然過去有研究亦試圖探討與
薪酬委員會相關之立法事件是否影
響CEO 之薪酬，但是這些立法事件與薪酬委員會獨立性之間的關係
薄弱，導致實證結果並無顯著結
論。由於本研究所採用之2013 年薪酬委員會獨立性立法事件係完全
針對薪酬委員會獨立性設計，因
此提供了一個絕佳的機會可以精準地探討薪酬委員會獨立性是否會
影響董事會層級之公司治理。第
二，過去研究所採用之樣本期間過於老舊，導致其實證結果可能無
法提供有現代價值之政策性意涵。
由於2002 年通過的Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) 改變了公司的財務
報導以及管制環境，採用SOX 通過
之前的樣本所得到之實證結果，並不一定能適用於SOX 通過之後的
環境。本研究採用2010~2014 年
的樣本，試圖提供較新之實證結果供主管機關參考。第三，本研究
控制影響薪酬委員會效率的三個因
素：開會次數、產業專家知識以及薪酬委員會成員是否同時擔任審
計委員會成員。最後，本研究採用
difference-in-difference 的方法來控制薪酬委員會成員、CEO 薪
酬與CEO turnover 的自我選擇偏誤問題。

中文關鍵詞： 董事會層級公司治理, 薪酬委員會, CEO 薪酬, CEO 流動性,  獨立
性

英 文 摘 要 ： Section 952 of the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 directs the
national securities exchanges to adopt new listing
standards applicable to compensation committees. On January
11, 2013, the SEC approved the NYSE and the NASDAQ listing
standards relating to the independence of compensation
committees. In its approval orders, the SEC explicitly
emphasized that all listed firms should comply with the
NYSE’s and NASDAQ’s
independence standards. This study examines whether these
2013 independence standards on compensation committees
affect firms’ board-level governance. Following prior
studies, this study adopts two measures of board-level
governance: CEO compensation
and turnover. This study contributes to the literature in



the following ways. First, even though some prior studies
also examine whether independence-related legislation
events affect CEO compensation, the association between
these regulations and compensation committee independence
is very weak, leading to insignificant results. The 2013
independence standards provide a much stronger association
based on which I
can better test whether independence of compensation
committees affects board-level governance. Second, the
sample periods selected by prior studies are too out-of-
dated to draw useful policy implications in the post-SOX
period. Because SOX has significantly changed the financial
reporting and regulatory environment, including the roles
of the boards and their committees, it is not clear whether
findings based on pre-SOX era are applicable to the current
era. I adopt a sample between 2010~2014 to test the effects
of the 2013 independence standards on CEO compensation and
turnover. Third, I control three compensation committee-
specific characteristics: meeting times, industry
expertise, and overlapping between compensation committee
and compensation committee. Finally, I use the differences-
in-differences approach to control for any economic shocks
that occurred during the legislation event and that could
have affected CEO compensation and turnover in all firms.

英文關鍵詞： Board-level governance, Compensation committee, CEO
compensation, CEO turnover, Independence
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Compensation Committee Independence and 
Board-level Governance 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Section 952 of the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 directs the national securities exchanges to adopt new 
listing standards applicable to compensation committees. On January 11, 2013, the SEC approved 
the NYSE and the NASDAQ listing standards relating to the independence of compensation 
committees. In its approval orders, the SEC explicitly emphasized that all listed firms should 
comply with the NYSE’s and NASDAQ’s independence standards. This study examines whether 
these 2013 independence standards on compensation committees affect firms’ board-level 
governance. The empirical results show that more independent compensation committees are 
negatively associated with CEO compensation and positively associated with CEO turnover. 

 

Keywords: CEO compensation, CEO turnover, Compensation committee, Independence. 

Data Availability: All the data used in this study are from Audit Analytics, Compustat, Execucomp, 
and BoardEx.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In response to corporate scandals in 2001 and 2002, the US law-makers, regulators, and major 

stock exchanges have issued new board standards to enhance boards’ oversight effectiveness. The 

manner in which executives are compensated is an essential element of any corporate governance 

system (Monks and Minow 2011; Murphy 1999). A fundamental conflict of interest exists, however, 

between shareholders and executives with respect to executive compensation. On the one hand, 

shareholders want executive compensation to be as closely linked to corporate performance as 

possible. On the other hand, executives want their incentive compensation to be as high as possible. 

In fact, executive compensation practices have focused too strongly on short-term performance and 

have rewarded executives for making business decisions that bring excessive undue risks to the 

firms. This conclusion results in even greater shareholder scrutiny of compensation committees and 

their compensation-setting practices. As has been recognized by members of Congress, regulators, 

and industry leaders, independence is an essential characteristic for a compensation committee if it 

is to be well positioned to deal with this increased pressure and fulfill its duties to the shareholders. 

This is consistent with the notion that compensation decisions should be delegated to outside 

directors due to their unbiased judgments about executives’ quality (Fama 1980; Fama and Jensen 

1983; Jensen 1993) and CEOs who involve in director nomination and serve as board chairs usually 

receive higher compensation (Bebchuk and Fried 2003, 2004; Core et al. 1999; Cyert et al. 2002; 

Grinstein and Hribar 2004). 

Even though securities regulators and national exchanges have emphasized the importance of 

compensation committee independence since early 1990s (see Section 2 for details), many listed 

firms did not comply with these independence standards, resulting in widespread excessive 

executive compensation.1 This excessive executive compensation practice has been criticized as 

one major reason that caused the financial crisis in 2008~2009 (Balachandran et al. 2010) because 
                                                       
1For example, in 2003 the shareholders of Walt Disney brought a derivative action alleging the board of directors 
"consciously and intentionally disregarded their responsibilities" regarding a $ 38 million cash and $ 3 million stock 
option payout to the company's former president, who spent only fourteen months on the job. Chhaochharia and 
Grinstein (2009) also reports that the fraction of firms complying with independent compensation committees ranges 
from 75% in 2000 to 86% in 2005. 
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insider participation in compensation committees compromise committee independence, resulting 

in contracts that are skewed in executives’ favor (Vafeas 2003). The concern over opportunistic 

behavior by firms’ insiders sitting on the compensation committees led to government intervention 

in the design of appropriate structure for the compensation committees. For example, Section 952 

of the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 directs the national securities exchanges to adopt new listing 

standards applicable to compensation committees. On January 11, 2013, the SEC approved the 

NYSE and the NASDAQ listing standards relating to the independence of compensation 

committees. In its approval orders, the SEC explicitly emphasized that all listed firms should 

comply with the NYSE’s and NASDAQ’s independence standards. Importantly, all listed firms will 

have until the earlier of their first annual meeting after January 15, 2014, or October 31, 2014, to 

comply with these new listing standards.  

This study examines whether the 2013 independence standards on compensation committees 

affect firms’ board-level governance. Following Adams and Ferreira (2009), I adopt two measures 

of board-level governance: CEO compensation and turnover. I choose CEO compensation as one 

measure because the NYSE and NASDAQ new listing standards clearly require that compensation 

committees assume the responsibility of determining CEOs’ compensation. Furthermore, because 

CEO contracts are fairly heterogeneous and complex, the compensation committees are likely to 

spend considerable time and effort discussing their details. Therefore, CEO compensation can 

better capture compensation committees’ function effectiveness (Adams and Ferreira 2009). I also 

choose CEO turnover as another measure because prior studies suggest that boards with stronger 

governance are more likely to fire entrenched CEOs who pursue personal gains at the expense of 

shareholders (e.g., Adams and Ferreira 2009; Hermalin and Weisbach 1998, 2003). Moreover, the 

sensitivity of CEO turnover to stock return performance could be considered a measure of the 

intensity of board monitoring (Adams and Ferreira 2009; Weisbach 1988). 

Prior studies have investigated the effect of board structure on CEO compensation (e.g., 

Adams and Ferreira 2009; Bertrand and Mullainathan 2001; Core et al. 1999; Finkelstein and 
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Hambrick 1989; Grinstein and Hribar 2004; Hallock 1997; Lambert et al. 1993; Yermack 1996) but 

provide inconclusive evidence. One major reason is that board structure is often endogenously 

determined by unobservable firm and CEO characteristics that, in turn, determine CEO 

compensation (Chhaochharia and Grinstein 2009; Hermalin and Weisbach 2003; Thorburn 1997). 

Because the approval of the 2013 independence standards is a regulation event, changes to board 

structure can be attributed to the new standards rather than to unobservable characteristics. 

Therefore, analyzing such an event help mitigate the endogeneity problem. By using the 

differences-in-differences approach, I compare changes in CEO compensation and turnover 

between firms that were already complying with early independence requirements and firms that 

were not complying with them.  

The empirical evidence on the association between compensation committee independence and 

CEO pay is also mixed. For example, Newman and Mozes (1999) shows that the relation between 

CEO compensation and performance is more favorable toward the CEOs among firms that have 

insiders on the compensation committees. Conyon and Peck (1998) finds that the proportion of 

outside directors in a compensation committee is positively associated with CEO pay and 

sensitivity of pay to performance. In contrast, Conyon and He (2004) reports that insiders or CEOs 

from other companies who are members of the compensation committee have no impact on the 

level of CEO compensation or structure of equity incentives. Daily et al. (2003) shows that 

compensation committees consisting of affiliated directors do not award excessive pay or lower 

overall incentives to the CEOs. Clearly, these mixed results warrant further research. In this study, I 

use the 2013 independence standards to provide new evidence that is relevant to this debate. 

My study is similar to three prior studies that use US legislative events to test whether 

independence requirements affect compensation committees’ decisions in determining CEO 

incentive contracts. On October 16, 1992, the SEC adopted its final rules requesting a new "Board 

Compensation Committee Report on Executive Compensation" through which a compensation 

committee would disclose detailed justifications for the executive compensation paid. Also, the 
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report should show the names of all compensation committee members and be included in firm’s 

annual proxy statement. Anderson and Bizjak (2003) examines whether these reforms changed 

compensation committees’ decisions toward CEO compensation. The empirical results do not find 

evidence supporting the notion that greater compensation committee independence affects CEO pay. 

Specifically, compensation committees consisting of insiders and CEOs do not award excessive pay 

or lower overall incentives to the CEOs. Somewhat different from Anderson and Bizjak (2003), 

Vafeas (2003) also adopts the SEC 1992 reforms as the event but finds a steady decline in the 

number of insider participation in compensation committees. After the reforms, there is an increase 

in CEO pay and in the sensitivity of salary pay to performance. In a more recent study, 

Chhaochharia and Grinstein (2009) chooses Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) and subsequent 

amended listing standards proposed by the NYSE and NASDAQ as the event to examine whether 

the independence requirements on the majority of board members and members of the audit, 

compensation, and nominating committees affect CEO compensation. The empirical results show 

that only the independence requirement on the majority of board members is significantly 

associated with a decrease in CEOs’ bonus and stock-based compensation. The requirement on 

compensation committee independence has no effect on CEO pay.      

My study differs from the above three studies in four major aspects. First, the SEC’s 1992 

reforms only encourage listed firms to include independent directors into the compensation 

committees and increase disclosure requirements when corporate insiders serve on the 

compensation committees. Therefore, the main purpose is the mandatory disclosure of executive 

compensation, the rationale for the executive compensation paid, and the relationship of the 

compensation paid to the company's performance. In contrast, the primary goals of SOX are to 

enhance auditor independence (see Title II of SOX) and strengthen corporate governance with an 

emphasis on the effectiveness of audit committees (see Sections 301, 303, and 407 of SOX). 

Therefore, audit committee independence is one major concern at the board level and has received 

much attention by the regulators and the accounting academics (e.g., Beasley et al. 2009; Bedard et 
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al. 2004; Bronson et al. 2009; Carcello and Neal 2003; Lennox and Park 2007; Menon and 

Williams 2004, 2008; Naiker and Sharma 2009; Naiker et al. 2013; Srinivasan 2005). Even though 

the NYSE and NASDAQ also amended their listing standards (which were approved by the SEC on 

November 4, 2003) to require that compensation committees be composed of independent directors, 

many firms did not comply with this rule due to the exceptions allowed by the standards (see 

Section 2 for details). Given the above discussions, it appears that the impacts of the SEC 1992 

reforms, SOX provisions, and amended listing standards on compensation committee independence 

are relatively weak. This may explain why Anderson and Bizjak (2003) and Chhaochharia and 

Grinstein (2009) do not find significant association between compensation committee 

independence and CEO compensation. Different from these legislative events, the 2013 

independence standards target directly to compensation committees mandating that all listed firms 

should have fully independent compensation committees. Therefore, the 2013 independence 

standards provide a stronger setting in which I can cleanly and directly test whether exogenously 

determined change in compensation committee structure affects CEO compensation and turnover. 

Second, the sample periods selected by Anderson and Bizjak (2003) and Vafeas (2003) may be 

too out-of-dated (i.e., 1985~1998 and 1991-1997, respectively) to draw useful policy implications 

in the post-SOX period. Because SOX has significantly changed the financial reporting and 

regulatory environment, including the roles of the boards and their committees, it is not clear 

whether findings based on pre-SOX era are applicable to the current era. Carcello et al. (2011) 

suggests that post-SOX studies are necessary where similar issues have been investigated in the 

pre-SOX period. Thus, more recent empirical evidence is needed to understand whether 

compensation committee independence affects firms’ board-level governance in the post-SOX era. I 

adopt a sample between 2010~2014 to test the effects of the 2013 independence standards on CEO 

compensation and turnover. Third, the above three studies do not consider characteristics that may 

affect the effectiveness of compensation committees. My study controls for compensation 

committee-specific characteristics such as meeting times, industry expertise, and overlapping 
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between compensation committee and compensation committee (see Section 3.1 for details). 

Finally, Anderson and Bizjak (2003) and Vafeas (2003) do not control for endogeneity problem that 

may adversely influences the statistical validity of their tests. I use the differences-in-differences 

approach to control for any economic shocks that occurred during the legislation event and that 

could have affected CEO compensation and turnover in all firms. 

The remainder of this research proposal is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the 

history of regulations related to compensation committee independence. Section 3 describes the 

basic research design, including the measures of dependent and independent variables, the 

econometric models, and the sample selection procedures. Section 4 lists tasks to be finished if this 

research proposal is approved. 

 
2. HISTORY OF REGULATIONS ON COMPENSATION COMMITTEES  

On July 2, 1992, the SEC proposed substantial changes to its executive compensation 

disclosure rules (Release No. 33-6940). The most important part of this proposal is the new "Board 

Compensation Committee Report on Executive Compensation" requiring the compensation 

committee to disclose its specific rationale for executive compensation and the link between 

compensation and firm’s performance. The SEC proposed that this report should be included in the 

“Management's Discussion and Analysis” section of firm’s financial statements and believed this 

report would "… bring shareholders into the compensation committee or board meeting room and 

permit them to see and understand the specific decisions made through the eyes of the directors." 

Due to commenters’ strong arguments that this proposal would introduce undue intrusion into firms’ 

internal affairs and interfere with the functioning of the compensation committee, the SEC finally 

decided to require specific disclosure with respect to CEO rather than all named executives. In 

addition, the report has to show the names of all compensation committee members (but signatures 

are not required) and is required to be included in firms’ proxy statements for annual meeting 

purposes. The final rules were adopted on October 16, 1992 (Release No. 33-9089). One critical 

problem with the SEC 1992 reforms is that the subsequent amendments on NYSE and NASDAQ 
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listing standards did not mandatorily require firms to have compensation committees because the 

board compensation report can be issued by the governance or nominating committee if 

compensation committees do not exist. In addition, there was no formal definition of 

“independence” for members of compensation committees. This is the legislative event used in 

Anderson and Bizjak (2003) and Vafeas (2003). 

On February 13, 2002, Harvey Pitt, the then chair of SEC, requested that national exchanges 

should try to improve their governance listing standards (Press Release 2002-23). In response, the 

NYSE and the NASDAQ sent their proposed changes to the SEC in August 2002 and October 2002, 

respectively. The SEC approved these proposals with minor changes on November 4, 2003 

(Release No. 34-48745). The main provisions of the final listing standards require all firms must 

have a majority of independent directors (defined as those who have no directly material 

relationship with the firm or as a partner, shareholder, or officer of an organization that has a 

relationship with the firm). Also, the compensation committee, nominating committee, and audit 

committee shall consist of independent directors and should have written charters that define the 

obligations of these committees. All audit committee members should be financially literate and at 

least one member has accounting or related financial management expertise. Finally, non-executive 

directors must meet regularly to oversee the management. There are three major problems with the 

amended listing standards. First, they allow for exceptions to the independence requirements if the 

board has determined that the appointment of an inside director to the nominations and/or 

compensation committee is in the best interests of the company and the firm has disclosed its 

determination in the proxy statement or annual report filed with the SEC. This exception condition 

provides boards with more flexibility to justify their incompliance with the independence 

requirements. Second, the NASDAQ listing standards still do not require firms establish 

compensation committees. Finally, even though the NYSE and NASDAQ have the authority to 

delist firms that do not comply with their governance requirements (see NYSE Governance Rule 

202A, Section 13), they use this penalty only in very extreme case. Chhaochharia and Grinstein 
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(2009) uses the last problem as the reason to explain their puzzling result that not all firms 

complied with the exchanges’ amended listing standards but does not discuss the other two 

problems. This is the legislative event used in Chhaochharia and Grinstein (2009).  

Because of the financial crisis during 2008~2009, the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and 

Consumer Protection Act (Public Law 111-203) was signed into federal law by President Barack 

Obama on July 21, 2010. Section 952 of the Dodd-Frank Act added Section 10C (titled 

“Compensation Committees”) to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 requiring the SEC to direct 

the national securities exchanges to change their listing standards on the authority of the 

compensation committee, the independence of the members of the compensation committee, and 

the consideration by the compensation committee of specific factors relating to the independence of 

compensation advisers. On June 20, 2012, the SEC adopted Rule 10C-1 to implement the 

provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act. Rule 10C-1 explicitly requires each exchange to adopt rules 

providing that each member of the compensation committee of a listed firm must be a member of 

the board of directors and must otherwise be independent. In addition, the compensation committee 

should have authority to retain, appoint, compensate, and oversee compensation advisors, as well as 

to consider the independence of these outside advisors.2 Because the NYSE’s existing standards 

already require each listed firm to have a separate compensation committee consisting solely of 

directors who satisfy the NYSE’s general independence requirements, the “enhanced independence” 

specified in Rule 10C-1 and the new listing standards require that, in affirmatively determining the 

independence of any director who will serve on the compensation committee, the board must 

consider all factors specifically relevant to determining whether a director has a relationship to the 

firm that is material to that director’s ability to be independent from management in connection 

                                                       
2However, the final listing standards emphasize that nothing in the rules requires a compensation adviser to be 

independent, only that the compensation committee consider the six factors (i.e., the provision of other services to the 
listed firm by the person that employs the compensation consultant, counsel or other adviser; the amount of fees the 
advisor receives from the listed firm as a percentage of the advisor’s total revenue; the advisor’s policies and 
procedures designed to prevent conflicts of interest; any business or personal relationship of the compensation 
consultant, counsel or other adviser with a member of the compensation committee; any listed firm stock owned by 
the consultant, counsel or adviser; and any business or personal relationship of the consultant, counsel or adviser with 
an executive officer of the listed firm) before selecting or receiving advice from such adviser. 
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with the duties of a compensation committee member. In making such affirmative determination, 

the board should consider at least two relevant factors: (a) the sources of compensation of the 

director or other compensatory fee paid by the company to the director, and (b) whether the director 

is affiliated with the company or any of its subsidiaries or their affiliates (see Section 10C(a)(3)). 

Therefore, to be considered independent, members of the compensation committees must meet both 

the general independence criteria already included in the exchanges’ listing standards and the new 

compensation committee-specific criteria required by the new independence standards. The NYSE 

and NASDAQ submitted their proposed changes to the SEC on September 25, 2012. Both 

exchanges later submitted amendments to their proposals and the SEC finally approved the 

exchanges’ proposals, as amended, on January 11, 2013 (Release No. 34-68639). Companies have 

until the earlier of their first annual meeting after January 15, 2014, or October 31, 2014, to comply 

with the new compensation committee independence requirements. These final listing standard 

changes reflect the latest development in an on-going campaign from all sides (e.g., Congress, the 

SEC, exchanges, proxy advisers, and shareholders) to hold corporate boards more accountable for 

their compensation-related procedures and decisions (Poerio et al. 2013). This is the legislative 

event used in this study.  

The main provisions of the 2013 final listing standards are as follows: 

(1) The firm’s compensation committee is required to:  

(a) be comprised solely of independent directors;  

(b) have the authority to retain compensation advisers; and  

(c) consider independence factors in selecting not only compensation consultants but also 
any other advisers, including outside legal counsel.  

(2) The firm’s board of directors should affirmatively assess the independence of 
compensation committee members considering all relevant factors.  

(3) The compensation committee must have a formal written charter reflecting the committee’s 
responsibilities (e.g., structure, processes, and membership requirements, determination of 
compensation of CEO and all other executive officers). 

(4) Special considerations to compensation committee advisors: 

(a) the compensation committee may, in its sole discretion, retain or obtain advice of a 
compensation consultant, independent legal counsel or other adviser; 
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(b) the compensation committee is directly responsible for the appointment, compensation, 
and oversight of the work of any such adviser; 

(c)    the company must provide appropriate funding, as determined by the compensation 
committee, for payment of reasonable compensation to any such adviser; and 

(d) in selecting any adviser, the compensation committee must take into consideration all 

factors relevant to that person’s independence from management. 

(e) Compensation committee is not required to follow the advice of any such adviser. 
 

Obviously, the above discussions indicate that the SEC’s 1992 final rules focused on the 

mandatory disclosure of CEO compensation and required the compensation committees to issue a 

report explaining how they determine executive pays and whether such pays are linked to firms’ 

performance. On the other hand, even though SOX and subsequent amendments in the NYSE and 

NASDAQ listing standards required that compensation committees be composed of independent 

directors, firms may use the exception conditions specified in the standards to justify their 

noncompliance decisions. Also, some firms may simply decide not to comply with the standards 

because the NYSE seldom penalized them for noncompliance (Chhaochharia and Grinstein 2009). 

Due to these reasons, it appears that the association between these legislative events and 

compensation committee independence is not as straightforward as it might seem. Therefore, 

Anderson and Bizjak’s (2003) and Chhaochharia and Grinstein’s (2009) finding that there is no 

association between compensation committee independence and CEO compensation may not be 

valid. Different from these early legislations, the NYSE and NASDAQ 2013 independence 

standards aim directly at enforcing the independence of compensation committees. I thus argue that 

these new independence standards create a much stronger association between a legislative event 

and compensation committee independence. This provides a good opportunity to examine whether 

compensation committee independence affects CEO compensation and turnover. 

 
 

3. RESEARCH DESIGN  

3.1 Effect of 2013 Independence Standards on Board-level Governance: 
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I choose 2010~2014 as my sample period for two reasons. First, according to the effective date 

of the 2013 listing standards, there will be no impact for calendar-year reporting firms on their 2013 

proxy season. However, prior studies show that, even though firms were not formally required to 

comply with the listing standards until the effective date, the publication of the proposed 

recommendations itself probably led many firms to start complying long before the effective date. 

For example, Chhaochharia and Grinstein’s (2009) uses year 2003 as the breaking point for 

examining differences in CEO compensation before and after the listing standards despite the fact 

that the amended standards were approved on November 4, 2003. This is consistent with the notion 

that many firms began to change their board structure once the recommendations were put forth by 

the national exchanges. Following this notion, I choose 2013 as the cut-off and regard 2013~2014 

as the years after the new listing standards. Second, I do not consider years 2008~2009 because the 

variations in CEO compensation and turnovers tend to be substantially high during this financial 

crisis periods.  

 I hypothesize that if the 2013 independence standards imposed on the compensation 

committee affect board-level governance, boards that did not comply with these standards should 

respond more to the standards than boards that did comply with them. The measure of the level of 

compliance is whether the firm has a fully independent compensation committee in 2010~2012 

(before the new independence standards were announced). The dependent variable of interest is 

board-level governance (denoted by GOVERNANCE). Following Adams and Ferreira (2009), 

GOVERNANCE can be captured by CEO compensation (denoted by CEO_COMP) and CEO 

turnover (denoted by CEO_TURN). To test my hypothesis, I run the following regression (1) over 

an unbalanced panel of firm-observations in the years 2010~2014: 
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where 

CEO_COMP = (a) Natural log of CEO’s total compensation or (b) the ratio of CEO’s 
equity-based compensation to total compensation in year t; 

CEO_TURN = A dummy variable that equals one if the CEO leaves the CEO position in 
the following year (I also define CEO_TURN to be missing in the final 
year of the sample); 

NONCOMPLY = A dummy variable that equals one if the firm did not have a fully 
independent compensation committee on the board in 2010~2012 and 
zero otherwise (a director is defined as an independent director if the 
director was not an employee of the firm during the previous 3 years, 
if the director does not have family affiliation of the officers of the 
firm, and if the director does not have any business transactions with 
the firm); 

POST = A dummy variable that equals one if the firm-observation is in the period 
2013~2014 and zero otherwise; 

SALES = Natural log of firm’s net sales (in $millions) in year t−1; 

SEGMENTS = Number the firm’s business segments in year t−1; 

ROA = Natural log of one plus net income before extraordinary items and discontinued 
operations divided by the book value of assets, all measured in year t−1; 

RETURN = The firm’s raw stock return for year t−1 net of the CRSP value-weighted 
index, both compounded continuously; 

VOLA = Standard deviation of monthly stock returns from CRSP over the previous five 
years from t−5 to t−1; 

BOARDSIZE = Number of directors on the board in year t−1; 

BOARDIND = Percentage of independent directors on the board in year t−1; 

AGE = The age of the CEO in year t−1; 

HOLDINGS = Percentage of outstanding shares held by the CEO in year t−1; 

GENDER = A dummy variable that equals one if the CEO is female and zero otherwise; 

CHAIR = A dummy variable that equals one if the CEO is also the chairman in year t−1 
and zero otherwise; 

TENURE = Natural log of (1 + number of years CEO served in the firm by year t−1); 

MEETING = Number of meetings held by the compensation committee in year t−1; 

OVERLAP = Percentage of compensation committee members who also sit in the audit 
committee in year t−1; 
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EXPERTISE = Percentage of compensation committee members who are accounting 
experts with work experience as CPAs, CFOs, vice presidents of 
finance, financial controllers, or any other major accounting positions; 

Industry-year fixed effects = The Fama–French (1997) 48-industry dummies interacted 
with year dummies; 

 = Residual term. 
 

Following prior studies (e.g., Chhaochharia and Grinstein 2009; Adams and Ferreira 2009), I 

use a natural logarithmic transformation of total compensation (including base salary, bonuses, 

options, restricted stocks, and other compensation) and the ratio of equity-based compensation to 

total compensation as two measures of CEO_COMP. Because the ratio of equity-based 

compensation is bounded between zero and one, I use its log transform (i.e., the log odds ratio) as 

the dependent variable. If the ratio is z, my dependent variable is ln(z/(1-z)+), where  is a very 

small number I add to ensure I do not attempt to take the logarithm of zero. In the above regression 

model (1), if the dependent variable is CEO_COMP, coefficient 3 represents the change in each of 

the two CEO compensation measures of the noncomplying firms in the post-regulation period 

(years 2013-2014) compared to the CEO compensation of the complying firms. A significantly 

negative 3 suggests that the 2013 independence standards improve compensation committee 

independence, leading to reduced CEO compensation. Similarly, if the dependent variable is 

CEO_TURN, coefficient 3 represents the change in CEO turnover of the noncomplying firms in 

the post-regulation period compared to the CEO turn of the complying firms. A significantly 

positive 3 suggests that the 2013 independence standards improve compensation committee 

independence, leading to higher CEO turnover. Note that I restrict my sample to turnover events 

that are not classified as turnover due to CEO death or retirement.  

I also control for characteristics related to the firm, the board, and the CEO that have been 

reported in prior studies to have impacts on CEO compensation and turnover. For firm 

characteristics, I control for firm size (SALES), operation complexity (SEGMENTS), performance 

(ROA and RETURN), and firm risk (VOLA). I use the natural log of a firm’s net sales (in $millions) 
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to control for firm size. I also use two measures to control for firm’s performance: the natural log of 

the gross annual stock return and the natural log of the gross return on assets, which is defined as 

net income before extraordinary items divided by the book value of assets. Both performance 

measures are lagged 1 year to avoid measuring the effect of compensation on performance. For 

board characteristics, I consider board size (BOARDSIZE) and the percentage of independent 

directors on the board (BOARDIND). For CEO characteristics, I control for age, share ownership, 

gender, and whether CEO is also the chairman of the board. To control for CEO seniority, I use the 

natural log of one plus the number of years the CEO has served in the firm. Finally, I control for 

industry shocks that may affect the supply and demand for CEOs in different industries in different 

years by interacting industry dummies with year dummies. My industry classification follows that 

of Fama and French (1997). I also include firm fixed effects to control for any unobservable fixed 

firm characteristics that can affect compensation (e.g., the complexity of the tasks that the CEO 

faces) and turnover. In all the regressions I cluster the standard errors at the firm-period level for 

potential heteroskedasticity. For comparison purposes, I adjust for inflation by converting all 

compensation variables into 2010 dollars using the Consumer Price Index-All Urban Consumers 

(CPI-U), produced by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. By construction, there is a one-year lag 

between GOVERNANCE proxies and all control variables. 

In addition to the above firm-specific control variables, I also include three variables that may 

influence the effectiveness of the compensation committee. This procedure is important because 

improving compensation committee effectiveness is the main purpose of the 2013 independence 

standards. First, because there is no prior study that has ever adopted proxies for compensation 

committee’s effort, I borrow from the audit committee literature (e.g., DeZoort et al. 2002; Engel et 

al. 2010; Menon and Williams 1994) and use the number of meetings held by the compensation 

committee in a given year (MEETING) to capture committee’s diligence. More diligent 

compensation committees are more likely to meet more frequently. 

Second, Laux and Laux (2009) argue that due to the conflicting interests between the audit and 
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compensation committees, compensation committee members serving on the audit committees 

(OVERLAP) will tradeoff the costs between providing incentives to the CEOs and preventing CEOs’ 

earnings management. This tradeoff leads to a preference for offering less incentive compensation 

contracts to mitigate CEOs’ incentives in managing earnings. Hoitash and Hoitash (2009) provide 

empirical evidence consistent with the above prediction. Finally, even though the SEC’s 1992 rules 

and the 2013 independence standards allow firms to hire outside independent compensation 

advisors or consultants to help the compensation committees determine CEO compensation, the 

final decisions are made by the members of the compensation committees. Because shareholders 

prefer the CEOs to be compensated by their performance and CEOs’ operation performance is 

usually reflected in firms’ financial statements, compensation committee members who have 

accounting expertise shall be able to better evaluate CEOs’ true performance from accounting 

numbers and determine the appropriate level of CEO pays. Following prior research, I measure 

compensation committee’s accounting expertise (EXERTISE) as the percentage of compensation 

committee members who are accounting experts with work experience as CPAs, CFOs, vice 

presidents of finance, financial controllers, or any other major accounting positions (e.g., Krishnan 

and Visvanathan 2008; and Dhaliwal et al. 2010). 

 
3.2 Effect of Equity-based Compensation on Compensation Committee Independence: 

Even though the 2103 independence standards intend to enhance the independence of 

compensation committees, the efficacy of these standards may be enhanced or impaired if firms 

pay more equity-based compensation to their compensation committee members. On the one hand, 

corporate governance literature indicates that it is beneficial to have outside directors own stocks to 

align their interests with the shareholders (e.g., Fama and Jensen 1983; Monks and Minow 2001; 

Williamson 1984) and provide incentives for outside directors’ monitoring (e.g., Beasley 1996), 

resulting in better firm performance (e.g., Fich and Shivdasani 2006; Hanlon et al. 2003). In 

addition, compensation committee members may have incentives to maintain their reputation due to 

potential litigation exposure. Fama and Jensen (1983) and Zajac and Westphal (1996) point out that 
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a primary incentive for outside directors to effectively monitor managers is to enhance outside 

directors’ reputation. This is consistent with Yermack’s (2004) finding that 40% of total outside 

director incentives are related to reputation, which basically drives the chance to get and the risk to 

lose directorships. Further, some research finds that outside directors with a poor track record of 

monitoring are disciplined by the managerial labor market (e.g., Milgrom and Roberts 1992; Gerety 

and Lehn 1997). Finally, equity-based compensation could help firms in attracting talented 

compensation committee members who can determine appropriate CEO compensation. Overall, the 

above observations underscore the potential economic costs borne by compensation committee 

members as a result of their ineffective functioning. Therefore, members of compensation 

committees receiving more equity-based compensation shall face strong incentives to exercise due 

diligence to mitigate the risk of litigation and the consequential reputation loss.  

On the other hand, it is possible that equity-based compensation may impair the effectiveness 

of compensation committees. This argument is supported by the reasoning that, because stocks and 

options tie compensation committee members’ wealth to firms’ short-term and long-term financial 

performance, the objectivity of compensation committee members in determining appropriate CEO 

compensation level may decrease when their compensation create conflicts that induce them to 

compromise independence, leading to weak board-level governance. The National Association of 

Corporate Directors (NACD 2001, 2003) currently promotes the use of equity-based compensation 

for directors (Archambeault et al. 2008; Magilke et al. 2009) and large U.S. companies have 

increased the use of stocks and options to compensate their non-executive directors, of which 

compensation committees are to be formed. However, there is a lack in the literature that examines 

the association between equity-based compensation and compensation committees’ effectiveness.3 

More importantly, even though the 2013 independence standards mandate that all compensation 

                                                       
3Recent studies have found that equity-based compensation creates incentives for audit committee members to tolerate 
earnings management by managers since audit committee directors directly benefit from such actions (e.g., Magilke et 
al. 2009). Empirical studies also show that option compensation is associated with higher likelihood of restatements 
(e.g., Archambeault et al. 2008) and earnings management (e.g., Bedard et al. 2004). In addition, clients whose audit 
committees have larger stock ownership are more likely to dismiss their auditors following first-time going concern 
opinion (Carcello and Neal 2003). Firms demanding less monitoring over financial reporting pay more equity-based 
compensation to their audit committees (Engel et al. 2010).  
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committee members should be fully independent, it is possible that these members satisfy this 

requirement when they are newly appointed, but become less independent when they receive 

equity-based compensation during their tenure periods. Therefore, the answers to the question of 

whether new regulations are needed to govern how compensation committees should be 

compensated to ensure their effectiveness over time bear important policy implications to the 

regulators and national exchanges. 

Given these opposite predictions, the net effect of equity-based compensation on compensation 

committee independence is an empirical issue. This issue becomes even more important under the 

2013 independence standards because the NYSE and NASDAQ explicitly require the boards 

consider “… the sources of compensation of the director or other compensatory fee paid by the 

company to the director...” in evaluating the independence of compensation committee members. 

To test if equity-based compensation enhances or harms compensation committees’ independence, 

I include the ratio of equity-based compensation to total compensation paid to the compensation 

committees (denoted by EBC) into regression model (1), leading to the following model (2):  
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where 

EBC = Ratio of equity-based compensation to total compensation paid to the 
compensation committees in year t−1; 

The definitions of all other variables are the same as those in model (1).  

 

If equity-based compensation impairs the independence of compensation committees, 

coefficient 4 shall be positive when CEO_COMP is the dependent variable (i.e., the CEO will 

receive larger total compensation and higher portion of equity-based compensation) and be 

negative when CEO_TURN is the dependent variable (i.e., the CEO is less likely to be dismissed 
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when his/her performance is poor). 

 
3.3 Data and Sample Selection: 

The data source for CEO compensation, tenure, turnover, and chairmanship is the Execucomp 

database, which has all compensation information about firms that belong to the NYSE or that once 

belonged to the exchange. I do not consider firms listed at NASDAQ because its 2013 

independence standards are different from those of the NYSE in three substantial ways. First, the 

NASDAQ standards only require firms to have a compensation committee of at least two 

independent directors. This requirement is not consistent with the definition of the variable 

NONCOMPLY, which is coded one if all members of a compensation committee are independent. 

Second, the NASDAQ standards do not implement the “enhanced independence” requirement that 

the boards must consider relevant factors to make affirmative determination about the independence 

of compensation committee members. Finally, the NASDAQ standards maintain the existing 

exception allowing a listed firm to have inside directors serving on its compensation committee. 

The data source for board structure and director information (e.g., size, independence, 

compensation, memberships, age, gender, holdings, and education and prior work experience) 

comes from BoardEx. In particular, the database has information about whether the director is 

independent and about whether the director serves on the compensation and audit committees. My 

analysis spans the years 2010 to 2014 covering all companies listed at NYSE. To ensure that I do 

not capture changes in compensation due to firms entering and leaving the samples, and to ensure 

that the firms are subject to the 2013 independence standards, I include in the analysis only U.S. 

firms that existed in these two databases for the entire period and that are members of the NYSE. I 

will retrieve financial information for each firm from COMPUSTAT. All variables are adjusted for 

inflation using 2010 as the base year. Firm observations will be deleted if they: (a) do not have 

complete financial and compensation data and (b) do not pay equity compensation. To control for 

outlier problem, I winsorize observations that fall in the top and bottom 1 percent of the empirical 

distribution for both the dependent and independent variables (Bulter et al. 2004; Fan and Wong 
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2005). 

Two major compensation components will be examined: stock awards (which include 

common stock with and without restrictions, deferred stock units, and phantom stock units) and 

option grants (which include short-term and long-term stock options). The value of stocks will be 

determined by multiplying the number of shares awarded by the closing price. Following Brick et 

al. (2006) and Core et al. (1999), I will compute the value of options using the 25 percent of their 

exercise price or the closing market price on the annual meeting date if exercise price is not 

available. I exclude meeting fees because they are often viewed as an opportunity cost of attending 

a meeting and, thus, are not similar to annual compensation (Adams and Ferreirs 2008). 

 
3.4 Further Analyses: 

3.4.1 Low vs. High External Monitoring 

Prior research shows that  the extent to which the decrease in CEO compensation is related to 

the existence of other external monitoring mechanisms in the noncomplying firms. I focus on two 

mechanisms that have been shown to affect CEO compensation. The first is the concentration of 

institutional holdings. Hartzell and Starks (2003) find that firms with high concentrations of 

institutional holdings tend to give more efficient compensation schemes to their managers. 

Following Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007), I first calculate the sum of all ownership positions 

greater than 5% held by institutional investors for each firm in each year. These blockholdings, as 

collected from the 13-F filings by Thomson Financial, can be considered a measure of the extent 

active large shareholders oversee the management. Since large shareholders have greater incentive 

to monitor management, firms improve their governance from within by taking policies and 

procedures to protect their investments in the face of potential agency conflicts (Gompers et al. 

2003). I then use the median value of these sums to partition the sample into two groups and code 

observations above (below) the median as having high (low) monitoring. Model (1) is estimated 

separately for each group.  

The second mechanism is the existence of a nonemployee blockholder on the board. Core et al. 
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(1999) show that when a blockholder sits on the board of directors, compensation to the manager is 

lower, consistent with Spatt’s (2006) conjecture that stronger incentives to directors are likely to 

make them more effective. Following Chhaochharia and Grinstein (2009), I define a director 

blockholder as a nonemployee director who holds 5% or more of the shares in the firm. I partition 

the sample into firms with and without a blockholder and re-estimate model (1) separately for each 

group. I hypothesize that noncomplying firms that have a large concentration of ownership by 

institutional investors or a nonemployee blockholder on the board should not decrease the firm’s 

CEO compensation as much as firms that do not have a large concentration of holdings.  

3.4.2 Low vs. High Fraud Risk 

 Firms with a higher risk of fraud are of particular interest to investors, auditors, and regulators. 

I examine whether the effect of compensation committee independence on board-level governance 

varies with firms’ fraud risk. I use the F-score to proxy for fraud risk (Dechow et al. 2011). 

DeChow et al.’s (2011) F-score provides an ex ante indicator of a firm’s risk of having material 

accounting misstatements due to fraud. Specifically, a larger F-score indicates a higher probability 

of material misstatements. I partition the sample at the median value of the F-score and code 

observations above (below) the median as high (low) fraud risk and re-estimate model (1) 

separately for each partition. I hypothesize that noncomplying firms that have larger fraud risk 

should decrease the firm’s CEO compensation more than firms that have smaller fraud risk. 

3.4.3 Low vs. High Managerial Ability 

Demerjian et al. (2013) show that, because superior managers are more knowledgeable of their 

company and business, they will make better judgments and estimates, leading to higher earnings 

quality. Based on this conclusion, I hypothesize that firms having more capable CEOs will have 

less incentive to manipulate earnings because they do not need to do so to maintain their earnings 

levels. Therefore, the effect of compensation committee independence may become insignificant 

for noncomplying firms if these firms hire capable CEOs.  

Demerjian et al. (2013) measure their managerial ability variable using the decile ranks of the 
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managerial ability scores (denoted by MAS) developed in Demerjian et al. (2012) by year and 

industry with an aim to make the MAS more comparable across time and industries. This 

measurement may not be applicable to my study because I want to examine whether, at the firm 

level, more capable CEOs have less incentive to manage earnings and, therefore, can possibly 

mitigate the positive effect of compensation committee independence on CEO compensation and 

turnover. To capture the salient features that capable CEOs shall increase their managerial ability 

over time and this continuing improvement in managerial ability enhances firm’s earnings quality 

in year t, I use the SIC 2-digit industry-year mean MAS to separate the sample into two groups and 

run model (1) separately. 

4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The empirical results show that more independent compensation committees are negatively 

associated with CEO compensation and positively associated with CEO turnover. Interested readers 

are welcomed to ask the author for a complete copy of this paper. 
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Abstract 
 

Motivated by the finding of prior research that social ties (resulting from past education, 
employment, or other non-professional activities) between CEOs and audit committee members 
will hamper audit committee oversight quality, we examine whether and how the auditors react 
to these social ties and what factors affect such reactions. Based on a large dataset of US-listed 
firms during 2004~2012, we document the following findings. First, at the aggregate level, 
CEO-audit committee social ties have increased 5% during the sample period. At the individual 
tie level, employment ties have doubled, from 8% in 2004 to 16% in 2012. Second, S&P 500 
firms considerably reduced non-professional ties while non-S&P 500 firms substantially 
increased employment ties. Finally, while auditors consistently react to employment ties only, 
their reactions vary depending on firm types and whether firms’ audit committees have 
accounting experts. If there are accounting expert on the audit committees, the auditors will react 
by being more conservative to non-S&P 500 or resigning from S&P 500. If there is no 
accounting expert on the audit committees, the auditors will react by exerting more effort on 
non-S&P 500 firms. These results bear important implications for regulators and investors. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Audit committees (AC) have long been regarded as a vital mechanism to assure the 

transparency and integrity of financial reporting (Blue Ribbon Committee 1999; COSO 1992; Public 

Oversight Board 1993). However, recent accounting frauds have led market participants to question the 

effectiveness of ACs in fulfilling their oversight role. Such concerns gave rise to the more stringent 

provisions stipulated in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), which increased ACs’ accountability and 

expanded their responsibilities in an attempt to restore the credibility of corporate financial statements. 

These AC mandates (e.g., fully independent, financial expertise, duties of determining audit fees and 

auditor choice) attempt to increase the demand for audit quality by improving corporate governance 

through altering firms’ incentives and competencies (DeFond and Zhang 2014). Most prior research 

investigates whether SOX’s AC mandates improve audit quality and finds strong support. For example, 

independent ACs are more likely to hire industry specialist auditors (e.g., Dhaliwal et al. 2010; 

Krishnan 2005) and protect auditors from being dismissed after first-time going concern reports (e.g., 

Carcello and Neal 2003), less likely to appoint officers’ former audit firms (e.g., Lennox and Park 

2007), and purchase less non-audit services from auditors (e.g., Abbott et al. 2003).1 Also, ACs with 

financial, legal, and industry expertise are associated with better financial reporting quality (e.g., 

Abbott et al. 2007; Bedard et al. 2004; Cohen et al. 2014; Dhaliwal et al. 2010; Krishnan et al. 2011). 

While the above studies show that effective ACs improve audit quality, few studies examine 

how auditors react to ineffective ACs. From the demand-side perspective, Bruynseels and Cardinaels 

(2014) find that post-SOX ACs who are socially tied with the CEOs are more likely to pay lower audit 

fees, and have larger discretionary accruals. Also, auditors are less likely to issue going concern 

                                                       
1AC independence has received much attention from professional bodies and accounting academics because independence 
is the cornerstone on which ACs can effectively exercise their delegated duty (e.g., Lennox and Park 2007; Menon and 
Williams 2004, 2008; Naiker and Sharma 2009; Public Oversight Board 1993; Srinivasan 2005). See Carcello et al. (2011a) 
for a detailed review of the literature on ACs. 
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opinions and internal control weakness reports. These results suggest that ACs will become ineffective 

due to a lack of independence if some (or all) of the members are socially tied with the CEOs. Because 

SOX substantially increases auditors’ legal liabilities (Lu and Sapra 2009) and specifies mandates on 

auditor independence (e.g., prohibition of the provisions of non-audit services and revolving door), we 

contend that it is practically infeasible for auditors to increase their litigation exposure by accepting 

low audit fees, providing less effort, and issuing going-concern and internal control weakness reports 

less often to clients that genuinely warrant such opinions. Actually, auditors should regard the 

existence of social ties between the CEOs and AC members as an important signal that the clients’ 

control risk is high. Therefore, auditors should take actions to protect themselves from potential 

litigation and reputation loss. Drawing on the above arguments, we take a supply-side perspective to 

explore (1) what actions the auditors will take if there are social ties between clients’ CEOs and AC 

members, (2) whether auditors react to different types of social ties differently, and (3) whether 

auditors view social ties to have differential effects on different types of firms (e.g., S&P 500 vs. 

non-S&P 500). These issues have not been examined in the audit committee literature.  

To contrast our empirical results with those reported in Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014), we 

adopt the same definitions of three types of social ties: past education (e.g., alumni relation), 

employment (e.g., current or past working experience as employees or directors at other firms), and 

other non-professional activities (e.g., members of clubs, charities, foundations, and non-profit 

organizations). Although both studies draw their samples from the BoardEx database, we extend the 

sample period from 2004~2008 in Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) to 2004~2012, thereby giving us 

a much larger dataset of US-listed companies. This longer time-series dimension facilitates more 

precise measurements of different types of social ties as well as their trends. 

We then relate these tie measures to three variables that are commonly used in prior studies to 
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proxy for auditors’ possible reactions to the existence of CEO-AC social ties. Prior studies have found 

that audit report lag (which is the difference between a company’s fiscal year-end and the audit report 

date) can proxy for audit effort because the length of this lag is positively associated with audit risk 

(e.g., Bamber et al.1993; Ettredge et al. 2006; Knechel and Payne 2001). If the auditors are likely to 

increase clients’ assessed audit risk due to the CEO-AC social ties, which may impair AC 

independence, they will lengthen the audit report lag in auditing the clients’ financial statements. 

Because the existence of social ties may help auditors distinguish clients with a higher likelihood of 

financial misstatements and in turn higher audit risk, social ties will motivate auditors to increase their 

effort. Therefore, we test whether auditors are more likely to exert more audit effort when there are 

social ties between the CEOs and AC members. 

Recent studies report that auditors have become more conservative in auditing their clients after 

SOX (e.g., Cahan and Zhang 2006; Lobo and Zhou 2006). DeFond and Subramanyam (1999) and Lee 

and Mande (2003) show that auditor conservatism is related to clients’ litigation risk. On the other 

hand, it is well-documented in prior research that, if additional audit effort is not enough to reduce 

audit risk to a tolerable level, auditors tend to avoid or reduce risk by terminating engagements with 

risky clients. Using data from a variety of sources, this line of research consistently document that 

auditors are more likely to resign from, and less likely to accept, riskier clients (e.g., Bockus and 

Gigler 1998; Choi et al. 2004; Hackenbrack and Hogan 2005; Johnstone and Bedard 2003, 2004; 

Krishnan and Krishnan 1997; Raghunandan and Rama 1999). Drawing on these studies, we also test 

whether auditors are more conservative and more likely to resign when clients’ CEOs and AC 

members are socially tied to each other.  

The empirical results show five important findings. First, there is a 5% increase in CEO-AC 

social ties of all types from 2004 to 2012. Importantly, the proportion of employment ties doubled, 
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from 8% in 2004 to 16% in 2012. Second, S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 firms adopt entirely different 

policies in hiring their AC members. Particularly, the S&P 500 firms reduce AC members who are 

socially tied with the CEOs due to other non-professional activities by 5%. In contrast, the non-S&P 

500 firms increase AC members who have employment ties with the CEOs by 9%. Third, the auditors 

appear to regard that it is the employment ties in the non-S&P 500 firms that harm AC independence. 

The auditors react to these employment ties by exerting more audit effort, becoming more conservative, 

and resigning more often when these firm have higher fraud risk. Fourth, similar to Bruynseels and 

Cardinaels (2014), we also find that auditors will react to non-professional ties by reducing audit fees. 

However, we do not find that auditors respond to lower audit fees by reducing their audit effort. To 

reconcile these seemingly inconsistent results, we posit that the demand-side firms have stronger 

bargaining power than the supply-side auditors. Based on the notion that employment ties are 

practically observable but non-professional ties are not, we test our conjecture by using industry expert 

to capture auditors’ bargaining power. We find that Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ (2014) results exist 

only when auditors are non-experts. These auditors may not know the decrease in audit fees is due to 

non-professional ties (because they are not observable), but they will react to employment ties by 

investing more effort. Finally, even though we consistently find that auditors react to EMPLOY ties 

only, their reactions are affected by firm types and whether firms’ ACs have accounting experts. If ACs 

have accounting experts, the auditors will either become more conservative to non-S&P 500 or resign 

from S&P 500 more often. If there is no accounting expert on ACs, the auditors will exert more effort 

on non-S&P 500 firms.   

Our study makes at least five contributions to the literature. First, prior studies provide strong 

evidence that AC independence is associated with stronger monitoring (e.g., Klein 2002a, 2002b), and 

strengthened monitoring motivates ACs to choose high quality audit inputs (e.g., Dhaliwal et al. 2010; 
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Krishnan 2005) and reduce perceived threats to audit quality (e.g., Abbott et al. 2003; Carcello and 

Neal 2003; Lennox and Park 2007). However, Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) show that AC 

members are more likely to demand low audit quality if they have non-professional ties with the CEOs. 

While these findings may be valid from the demand-side firms’ perspective, the consequences of such 

social ties on the auditors is not well understood. Because SOX has substantially changed the 

regulatory and legal environment the auditors face, it is important to know whether and how the 

auditors react to these CEO-AC social ties. Different from Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014), we take a 

supply-side perspective and show that auditors regard employment ties, rather than non-professional 

ties, as the most severe and react differently to different types of firms. 

Second, prior research provides some evidence that shareholders and boards hold AC members 

accountable for ineffectiveness (e.g., Cai et al. 2009; Ertimur et al. 2010; Johnstone et al. 2011; 

Srinivasan 2005). However, these studies do not explore why ACs become ineffective. Bruynseels and 

Cardinaels (2014) contribute to the literature by showing that the existence of non-professional social 

ties between the CEOs and AC members is one possible reason that harms AC independence. We go a 

step further to show that auditors consider employment ties to be the major source of potential audit 

risk and take actions to protect themselves from litigation. 

Third, recent research indicates that auditors are more conservative in auditing their clients 

during the post-SOX period (e.g., Cahan and Zhang 2006; Lobo and Zhou 2006). Even though the 

empirical evidence documents this phenomenon, few attempts have been made to explore the 

determinants of auditor conservatism. Lu and Sapra (2009) analytically show that firms with higher 

business risk induce auditor conservatism. Particularly, conservatism and audit quality jointly affect 

firms’ share prices, leading to investment inefficiency. Different from these studies, we show that the 

existence of employment social ties between the CEOs and AC members is one determinant of auditor 
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conservatism because the CEOs can control major governance bodies inside the firms, leading to a 

weaker control environment and higher control risk. 

Fourth, while Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) focus on the demand side and find that it is the 

non-professional ties that induce ACs to be less independent, we focus on the supply side and find that 

auditors view employment ties to be the main reason that attenuates ACs’ oversight quality. These 

divergent findings raise the question of whether the auditors are not capable of identifying the correct 

social ties that really impair AC independence and the resulting oversight ineffectiveness. This inability 

may potentially harm audit quality, leading to unexpectedly higher audit risk. To this end, our empirical 

evidence highlights the need to require firms to publicly disclose different types of social ties between 

their CEOs and AC members so that AC members can maintain independence in fact rather than in 

appearance. Our proposed disclosure is consistent with the SEC's current calls to enhance the 

disclosures for audit committees (see SEC Concept Release No. 33-9862 [2015]).2 

Finally, understanding whether and how auditors react to the existence of social ties in clients’ 

boards is of great interest to academics, investors, and regulators because auditors play a crucial role in 

ensuring the quality of firms’ financial statements, a key information source for many important 

economic decisions. The interactive nature of the audit negotiation and verification process makes 

auditors’ reactions a relevant issue in which social ties are likely to influence AC independence. The 

existing literature is limited in addressing this issue. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related research and 

develops our hypotheses. Section 3 describes the basic research design, including the dependent and 

independent variable measures, econometric models, and sample selection procedures. Section 4 

                                                       
2Current AC disclosure requirements are contained in Item 407 of Regulation S-K. Certain AC related information are 
required to be disclosed in firms' proxy statements, such as the AC report, names of AC members, whether AC members 
are independent, the number of AC meetings held, and certain statements related to its responsibilities for overseeing 
financial reporting, internal control, and the audits. 
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discusses the empirical findings and Section 5 concludes. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Social Ties Research in the Finance Literature 

Social ties have received much attention from accounting and finance academics because they 

are nonfamilial and informal connections that may be a potential source of a person’s dependence on 

other people. Prior finance research examines whether CEOs’ social ties with board directors and other 

outside professionals bring negative consequences to the firms. However, the results are mixed. For 

example, in a smaller cross-section of Fortune 100 firms drawn from 1996-2005, Hwang and Kim 

(2009) find that firms whose board members are tied with their CEOs through education and 

non-professional connectedness award a significantly higher level of CEO compensation and exhibit 

weaker pay-performance sensitivity. Fracassi and Tate (2012) examine whether social ties between 

CEOs and board directors jeopardize firms’ governance. They find that CEO-director’s education, 

employment, and other activities ties reduce firm value, particularly when firms have no other 

governance mechanisms to substitute for board oversight. In addition, firms with more CEO-director 

ties engage in more value-destroying merger and acquisitions (M&A) activities.  

In contrast, Cohen et al. (2008) focus on education ties between CEOs and mutual fund 

managers. They find that portfolio managers put larger bets on connected firms and perform 

significantly better on these holdings. Cohen et al. (2010) also use education ties between CEOs and 

analysts to show that connected analysts outperform by up to 6.60% per year on their stock 

recommendations. The above two studies suggest that social ties facilitate information flows. Schmidt 

(2015) explores the effect of education and non-professional ties between CEOs and board members 

on firms’ M&A decisions. The empirical results indicate that bidder announcement returns are higher 
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when board advice is more important than monitoring. The author concludes that, in the M&A 

situation, board independence is not always in the shareholders’ best interest. 

Overall, given the mixed results reported in the finance literature, whether CEO-director social 

ties are detrimental or beneficial to firms is still an empirical question. Instead of focusing on the 

consequences of social ties among board members, our study focuses on what actions the auditors can 

take to respond to the existence of three types of social ties in their clients’ boards. We argue that 

different types of social ties between CEOs and people other than board directors who are not 

responsible for overseeing financial reporting will have different effects on the firms. 

2.2 Social Ties Research in the Accounting Literature 

Recently, accounting researchers have also begun to investigate the effects of social ties on 

firms’ earnings quality and governance effectiveness. Not surprisingly, the results are mixed. For 

example, Naiker and Sharma (2009) examine whether the presence of former audit partners on ACs 

harms the committees’ independence, leading to oversight failure in internal control weaknesses. They 

find that AC members who are former audit partners and affiliated with current auditors enhance AC 

oversight quality, which in turn improves internal controls and financial reporting quality. In a related 

study in a similar setting, Naiker et al. (2013) further show that the presence of former audit partners 

on ACs is negatively associated with the procurement of non-audit services from the current auditors. 

Both studies suggest that past audit firm employment ties will not reduce current AC oversight quality. 

In contrast, Krishnan et al. (2011) combine social ties resulting from education, employment, 

and non-professional activities into one measure and test whether these ties between the CEOs/CFOs 

and board directors motivate firms’ earnings management. They first show that CEOs/CFOs are more 

likely to appoint socially-connected directors to boards after SOX. They then show that these social 

ties are positively associated with firms’ avoidance of a loss, an earnings decline, and failure to meet or 
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beat analysts’ earnings forecasts. However, the negative effect of social ties seems to be offset by the 

increase in board risk aversion due to SOX. 

Two more recent studies turn attention to two monitoring bodies that are mandated to be 

independent. Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) document that social ties between AC members and 

CEOs have a negative effect on the quality of AC oversight. Particularly, they find that ACs that have 

non-professional activities ties with CEOs tend to pay lower audit fees to buy less audit effort, leading 

to larger discretionary accruals. In addition, because ACs become ineffective, they cannot sufficiently 

mitigate management pressure on the auditors when there are disputes about firms’ going-concern and 

internal control weaknesses. However, social ties resulting from AC members' past education and 

employment with the CEOs do not have adverse effects on AC oversight effectiveness. In another 

study, Guan et al. (2016) use China data to show that auditors who have school ties with clients’ 

executives are more likely to issue favorable audit opinions, especially for financially distressed clients. 

Also, firms audited by these connected auditors are more likely to have larger discretionary accruals, 

subsequent downward earnings restatements, and lower information content of earnings. The authors 

conclude that school ties between auditors and clients’ executives impair audit quality. 

Different from the above two studies, Westphal and Graebner (2010) adopt impression 

management theory to test whether powerful firm leaders change board composition so that they 

appear to be more independent but actually do not enhance monitoring capacity, especially when 

analysts make negative appraisals of firm value. The results show that CEOs tend to increase 

socially-tied directors that are formally independent to induce analysts to issue more optimistic 

earnings forecasts and more positive stock recommendations. This finding suggests that, even though 

regulators believe that an increase in formal board independence can improve board governance, such 

changes in board composition are made simply to create the appearance of improved governance 
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without actually increasing board control. 

Our study differs from prior accounting studies in two aspects. First, Bruynseels and Cardinaels 

(2014) take a demand-side perspective and show that it is other non-professional ties that harm AC 

independence. We take a supply-side perspective and report that auditors regard employment ties to be 

their major concern and react accordingly. Importantly, Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) do not 

separate their sample into S&P 500 vs. non-S&P 500 firms and do not investigate whether AC 

members’ accounting expertise mitigates the adverse effect of social ties on AC quality. Because they 

do not examine whether different types of firms will use different types of social ties to influence their 

AC members, it is possible that their empirical results may be jointly driven by social tie type and firm 

type. We conduct our analyses using S&P 500 vs. non-S&P 500 samples and find that auditors do not 

perceive any type of social ties to be severe and do not react when their clients are S&P 500 firms or 

when firms have at least one accounting expert on their ACs. We focus on the auditors’ reactions 

because accepting low audit fees from ineffective ACs and exerting less audit effort exposes auditors to 

much higher litigation risk. In auditing practice, the auditors will not compromise their audit quality 

simply because clients’ CEOs and AC members are socially tied by non-professional activities.  

Second, our study and Westphal and Graebner (2010) examine entirely different incentive 

problems. In Westphal and Graebner's (2010) setting, the corporate leaders react to analysts’ negative 

firm valuation by appointing more socially-tied directors with an aim to convince the analysts that 

firms' governance has improved. However, the actual board control capacity does not increase. In other 

words, social ties serve as a means to “cheat” the analysts. In contrast, auditors in our setting react to 

social ties between CEOs and AC members by taking certain actions to protect themselves from 

litigation. Therefore, social ties serve as a “warning sign” that clients’ control risk may be higher.  

2.3 Hypotheses: 
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First, because social ties may harm AC independence and facilitate earnings management, 

which increases the likelihood of restatements and in turn audit risk, we expect CEO-AC social ties 

will lead to reduced AC oversight quality. We thus test whether auditors regard the existence of social 

ties as a signal of increased audit risk and react accordingly. 
  
H1: The auditor’s reaction increases with the proportion of social ties between the CEO and 

audit committee members. 
 

Second, Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) show that, from a demand-side perspective, only 

other non-professional ties impair AC oversight quality. Because we do not know which type of social 

ties the auditors will perceive to jeopardize ACs' monitoring effectiveness from a supply-side 

perspective, we predict that the auditors will regard different types of social ties to have different 

effects on AC and, therefore, react differently: 
 
H2: The auditor’s reaction differs across education, employment, and non-professional ties 

between the CEO and audit committee members. 

Finally, because larger firms are more likely to attract the attention of the public (Watts and 

Zimmerman 1986) and their shares are highly preferred by institutional investors due to their stronger 

governance (Ferreira and Matos 2008), larger firms are subjected to higher external monitoring 

pressure. Therefore, even though there are social ties between CEOs and AC members, larger firms’ 

ACs are more likely to remain effective than smaller firms. Because firms with different sizes may 

have different incentives to use different types of social ties to influence their ACs, we predict that the 

auditors will perceive the social ties problem to be less severe for larger firms than for smaller firms 

and react differently.   
 
H3: The auditor’s reaction to social ties between the CEO and audit committee members differs 

between large and small firms.  

To test the above hypotheses, we focus on the following three common proxies for auditors’ 
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reactions: audit effort, conservatism, and auditor change. Also, we use S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 

(including Mid-cap S&P 400 and small-cap S&P 600) to distinguish large and small firms. We use 

S&P 500 membership to define firm types mainly because S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 firms have 

substantial differences in stock returns, risk exposure to the market, media attention, industry 

concentration, market capitalization, and the adoption of social ties in appointing AC members (to be 

discussed in Section 3.2). Since global investors may include both types of firms in their portfolios, it 

is necessary to examine whether different social ties affect ACs’ oversight quality and whether auditors 

react to different social ties in different ways for different types of firms.   

3. DATA DESCRIPTIONS 

3.1 Sample Selection  

We collect data on social ties from BoardEx for the years 2004-2012. After excluding financial 

institutions (SIC codes 6000-6999) due to their special regulations and operating practices, we obtain a 

sample of 29,225 firm-year observations. We then exclude observations that do not have the requisite 

data in COMPUSTAT and Audit Analytics, giving rise to our initial sample of 20,965 firm-year 

observations from 3,546 firms. For our audit effort models, we exclude missing adjusted report lag, 

cases where the difference between a firm’s fiscal year-end and the audit report date is greater than 90 

days from our initial sample, and missing control variables, resulting in 18,932 observations. For our 

conservatism test, we follow Kothari et al. (2005) to compute performance-adjusted discretionary 

accruals. After excluding observations with missing data to calculate these accruals and control 

variables, we have 10,079 observations. We use adjusted discretionary accruals to proxy for auditor 

conservatism. Finally, for our auditor change model, we restrict our sample to firms with high 

probability of committing fraudulent financial reporting. Excluding observations with missing control 

variables and data to compute firms’ fraud risk gives rise to 7,364 observations. To control for the 
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potential effects of extreme values, we winsorize observations that fall in the top and bottom 1 percent 

of the sample distributions of the dependent and the continuous independent variables. 

Table 1 shows the distribution of sample firms by year and industry. Panel A reports that the 

sample is evenly distributed across 2004-2012, except in the first year when there are fewer 

observations. Panel B reports that, across our four samples, the top three industry categories are, 

respectively, manufacturingPart 2 (ranging from 25.83%~40.03%), services (ranging from 

19.84%~26.52%), and manufacturingPart 1 (ranging from 17.45%~19.58%). Overall, our sample 

distribution by industry is very similar to that reported in Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014). 

[Insert Table 1 here] 

3.2 CEO-AC Social Ties  

For comparison with Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014), we follow their definitions of the 

social ties measures. Education ties arise when the CEO and AC member(s) earn their bachelor or 

graduate degrees from the same educational institution. Employment ties arise when the CEO and AC 

member(s) have current or past overlapping employment as employees or directors in any firms. Other 

non-professional ties arise when CEO and AC member(s) have present or past membership in the same 

charities, clubs, foundations, and non-profit organizations. To test H1, we use an aggregate tie measure 

ALLTIES, which is defined as the proportion of AC members who have at least one type of ties with 

the CEO. To test H2, we use EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT to denote the proportions of AC 

members who have connections to the CEO based on education, employment, and other 

non-professional ties, respectively. To test H3, we estimate all the regressions for our S&P 500 and 

non-S&P 500 sub-samples separately. Using the initial sample of 20965 firm-observations, Table 2 

reports a complete picture of the average distributions of these tie measures over our sample period.  

[Insert Table 2 here] 
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Panel A of Table 2 shows a sharp increase in ALLTIES, from 16% in 2004 to 21% in 2012. 

Turning to the three types of social ties, the proportion of EDU remains stable at 4% while the 

proportion of OTHERACT decreases from 7% in 2004 to 4% in 2012. Notably, the proportion of 

EMPLOY doubles, from 8% in 2004 to 16% in 2012. These 9-year distributions suggest that, on 

average, CEOs substantially increase the appointment of AC members that have employment ties with 

them and reduce AC members that are connected to them through other non-professional activities. If 

we separate the full sample into S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 groups, Panels B and C report that the 

S&P 500 firms tend to reduce AC members who are socially tied with the CEOs, mainly through a 

notable decrease, from 14% in 2004 to 9% in 2012, of AC members with other non-professional ties. 

In contrast, the non-S&P 500 firms tend to increase the appointment of socially-tied individuals to their 

ACs, mainly through a substantial increase, from 8% in 2004 to 17% in 2012, of AC members with 

employment ties. These results suggest that S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 firms appear to adopt entirely 

different policies in hiring AC members. Particularly, CEOs in non-S&P 500 firms may have changed 

their AC selection decision by appointing more individuals who have previously worked with them and 

reducing individuals who are connected to them through non-professional activities. One possible 

reason underlying this phenomenon is that the CEOs tend to focus more on AC members’ professional 

expertise and competence rather than their friendship. This notion is consistent with Cohen et al.’s 

(2014) result that industry expertise together with accounting expertise can improve AC oversight 

effectiveness. In contrast, CEOs in the S&P 500 firms tend to decrease individuals who have 

connections with them from non-professional activities. Given Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ (2014) 

finding that it is non-professional ties that jeopardize AC oversight quality, Table 2 implies that the 

impairment of AC effectiveness appears to decrease in S&P 500 firms.  

Note that our social ties distributions are similar to those documented in Panel A of Table 2 in 
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Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014). Looking at years 2004~2008, the average proportion of ALLTIES is 

between 15%~17% in our study and 16%~17% in theirs. In addition, we both report that the average 

proportion of EDU is 4%. Finally, the average proportions of EMPLOY and OTHERACT in our study 

(8%~10% and 5%~7%, respectively) are almost the same as those in their study (i.e., 9%~10% and 

4%~6%, respectively). These basic statistics provide evidence that our identifications of ALLTIES, 

EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT are consistent with those in Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014). 

4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

In this section we report the regression results to test our three hypotheses. In each model, we 

follow prior studies and include control variables related to characteristics of the firms, the boards, the 

auditors, and the audit committees. See the appendix for detailed definitions of all the variables. In 

addition to these control variables, we also include year and industry fixed effects to control for the 

potential effects due to macroeconomic, regulatory, and industry-specific factors on our dependent 

variables.3 Because our tests rely on panel data, the residuals may be correlated across firms in each 

year and over time for each firm. Therefore, we adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard 

errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity (Petersen 2009). To evaluate potential 

multicollinearity concerns, we examine variance inflation factors (VIFs) among the independent 

variables in each model. All of the VIFs are between 1.225 and 3.125, well below the 10.0 threshold 

suggested by Neter (1996). Accordingly, multicollinearity is not a problem in our analyses. 

4.1 Audit Effort Analysis  

4.1.1 Empirical model 

Following prior studies (e.g., Chan et al. 2012), we use audit report lag to proxy for audit effort. 

Knechel and Payne (2001) show that a lengthy audit report lag is due to more audit hours and effort 

                                                       
3We also include Big 4 fixed effects in all our regression models and obtain the similar results.   
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being devoted to an engagement. Ettredge et al. (2006) also document that the reporting of internal 

control weaknesses is associated with longer audit report lag due to extended audit work. We use 

REPORTLAG, which is defined as the number of days between a firm’s fiscal year-end and the audit 

report date minus the SEC’s filing deadline requirements (60, 75, and 90 days for large accelerated, 

accelerated, and non-accelerated filers, respectively) (Hoitash and Hoitash 2016), as the dependent 

variable and regress it on our social ties variables and a set of control variables. We adopt the 

following models (1-1) and (1-2) to test whether auditors exert more audit effort in response to the 

existence of social ties between CEOs and AC members. We first use the aggregate measure ALLTIES 

in model (1-1) to test H1 and then replace ALLTIES by EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT in model 

(1-2) to test H2.  

 
  REPORTLAG = 0 + 1ALLTIES + 2LOGTA + 3LEV + 4QUICK + 5FOREIGN 
                + 6SEGMENT + 7ROA + 8LOSS + 9BIG4 + 10INDSPEC 

+ 11GC + 12ICW+ 13AUDCHANGE+ 14LOGCEOTENURE 
+ 15CEOCHANGE+ 16INVREC+ 17INDEP+ 18AUDSIZE 
+ 19CURR+ Fixed effects + ,                                  (1-1) 

 
  REPORTLAG = 0 + 1EDU + 2EMPLOY + 3OTHERACT + 4LOGTA + 5LEV 

 + 6QUICK + 7FOREIGN + 8SEGMENT+ 9ROA + 10LOSS 
 + 11BIG4 + 12INDSPEC + 13GC+ 14ICW+ 15AUDCHANGE 
+ 16LOGCEOTENURE+ 17CEOCHANGE+ 18INVREC 
+ 19INDEP+ 20AUDSIZE+ 21CURR+ Fixed effects + ,              (1-2) 

where  all the dependent and independent variables are defined in the appendix. 

4.1.2 Empirical results 

Panel A of Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics of all variables used in models (1-1) and 

(1-2). While our REPORTLAG has been adjusted for SEC’s filing deadline requirements, prior studies 

do not make this adjustment. Therefore, the mean and median of REPORTLAG (which are -6.73 days 

and -4 days, respectively) cannot be compared with those reported in the literature. For comparison and 
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readability purposes, we report the descriptive statistics of REPORTLAG without adjusting the SEC’s 

deadlines. The unadjusted mean and median values are 63.45 days and 61 days, respectively. This 

mean value is longer than Ettredge et al.’s (2006) 50 days and Tanyi et al.’s (2010) 62.57 days 

(ex-Andersen clients) and 56.08 days (other Big 5 clients with auditor changes), but shorter than 

Knechel and Payne’s (2001) 68.09 days. On average, 75% of all board members are independent and 

an AC generally has 3.56 members. About 78% of all firms hire Big 4 as their auditors. Again, the 

means of ALLTIES, EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT (which are 18%, 4%, 12%, and 6%, respectively) 

are almost the same as those reported in Panel A, Table 2 of Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014), 

indicating that our sample for the test of audit effort is comparable to their initial sample. 

[Insert Table 3 here] 

The first column of Panel B in Table 3 shows that the coefficient on ALLTIES is positive and 

significant at the 0.05 level. This implies that auditors react to clients’ CEO-AC social ties by exerting 

more audit effort. This result is consistent with H1. The second and the third columns of Panel B 

indicate that, when we decompose the sample into S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 sub-samples, the 

coefficient on ALLTIES is not significant in the S&P 500 sub-sample but is positive and significant at 

the 0.01 level in the non-S&P 500 sub-sample. In other words, the auditors view CEO-AC social ties to 

have differential effects on AC oversight quality between S&P 500 and non- S&P 500 firms. This 

result is consistent with H3.  

When we focus on three types of social ties, an F test on the full sample results in column 1 of 

Panel C indicates rejection of the hypothesis that the coefficients of the three categories of social ties 

are equal to one another. Examination of the different social tie coefficients indicates that only the 

coefficient on EMPLOY is positive and significant at the 0.01 level. The second and the third columns 

indicate that auditors regard employment ties to be the main reason for reduced AC oversight quality 
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and exert more audit effort only in the non-S&P 500 sub-sample. This result is consistent with H2 and 

H3, suggesting that auditors view different CEO-AC social ties differently and perceive that 

employment ties play the most important role in AC oversight quality. Economically, when we change 

EMPLOY from 0 to its mean (i.e., 0.12) and set all other variables at their respective mean values, the 

reported coefficient on EMPLOY implies that the deadline-adjusted audit report lag will increase by 

4.39%. Taken together, Panels B and C of Table 3 indicate that the auditors only react to employment 

ties by exerting more audit effort when their clients are not S&P 500 firms. 

4.2 Auditor Conservatism Analysis  

4.2.1 Empirical model 

Because prior studies show that auditors are more conservative in auditing their clients after 

SOX (e.g., Cahan and Zhang 2006; DeFond and Subramanyam 1999; Lee and Mande 2003; Lobo and 

Zhou 2006), we also test whether auditors will become more conservative when clients’ CEOs and AC 

members are socially tied. Following Kothari et al. (2005), we first estimate unadjusted discretionary 

accruals based on the Jones model. We calculate performance adjusted discretionary accruals by taking 

the unadjusted discretionary accruals for firm i and subtracting the mean unadjusted discretionary 

accruals for the firm i’s industry-ROA decile, where the mean is computed excluding firm i. Each 

industry-ROA decile has at least ten observations. We use ROA-adjusted discretionary accruals 

(ADACC) to measure auditor conservatism and the following models (2-1) and (2-2) to test our 

hypotheses. Similar to the above analyses, we first use the aggregate measure ALLTIES in model (2-1) 

to test H1 and then replace ALLTIES by EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT in model (2-2) to test H2.  

 
      ADACC = 0 + 1ALLTIES + 2LOGTA + 3LEV + 4QUICK + 5FOREIGN 
                + 6SEGMENT + 7ROA + 8LOSS + 9BIG4 + 10INDSPEC 

+ 11LOGAUDTENURE + 12GC + 13ICW + 14AUDCHANGE 
+ 15LOGCEOTENURE+ 16CEOCHANGE+ 17LAGMB 
+ 18INDEP+ 19AUDSIZE+ Fixed effects + ,                     (2-1) 
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      ADACC = 0 + 1EDU + 2EMPLOY + 3OTHERACT + 4LOGTA + 5LEV 
                + 6QUICK + 7FOREIGN + 8SEGMENT + 9ROA + 10LOSS 
                + 11BIG4 + 12INDSPEC + 13LOGAUDTENURE + 14GC 
                + 15ICW + 16AUDCHANGE + 17LOGCEOTENURE 
                + 18CEOCHANGE+ 19LAGMB + 20INDEP+ 21AUDSIZE 
                + Fixed effects + ,                                           (2-2) 

    where  all the dependent and independent variables are defined in the appendix. 

4.2.2 Empirical results 

Panel A of Table 4 presents the descriptive statistics of all variables. The mean and median of 

ADACC are around zero, consistent prior studies (e.g., Dechow and Dichev 2002). About 76% of all 

board members are independent and the average size of an AC is 3.52 members. Big 4 audit about 77% 

of all firms in our sample. Again, the means of ALLTIES, EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT (which are 

19%, 4%, 12%, and 6%, respectively) are the same as those reported in Panel A of our Tables 4 and 5. 

Thus, our sample for the test of auditor conservatism is comparable to Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ 

(2014) sample. 

[Insert Table 4 here] 

Panel B of Table 4 shows that the coefficient on ALLTIES is significant only in our non-S&P 

500 sub-sample at the 0.10 level. This result implies that, at the aggregate tie level, the auditors will be 

more conservative only when their non-S&P 500 clients have CEO-AC social ties. While this evidence 

implies that auditors perceive the negative effect of social ties differently for different types of clients, 

which is consistent with our H3, it is not consistent with H1. In contrast, when we focus on three types 

of social ties, Panel C of Table 4 shows that the coefficients on EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT are 

not equal to one another for the full sample and the non-S&P 500 group, consistent with H2. The 

results also show that the coefficients on EMPLOY are negative and significant for the full sample and 

the non-S&P 500 sub-sample, both at the 0.05 level. The coefficients on EDU and OTHERACT remain 

insignificant. These results suggest that, at the individual tie level, the auditors still recognize that it is 
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the employment ties in the non-S&P 500 firms that bring adverse effect on AC oversight quality and 

react by being more conservative. To compute the economic significance, we change EMPLOY from 0 

to its mean and set all other variables at their mean values. The reported coefficient on EMPLOY 

implies a decrease in ADACC by 1.97% (around $126,000). Overall, our empirical results are 

consistent with H2 and with H3. 

4.3 Auditor Change Analysis  

4.3.1 Empirical model 

Prior research has documented that auditors may avoid audit risk by client retention and 

acceptance (DeFond and Zhang 2014). Practically, auditors can avoid future litigation risk by departing 

from controversial clients. Recent studies have shown that, when clients create unacceptable level of 

audit risk for the CPA firms, auditors may choose to resign to avoid adverse consequences (e.g., Choi 

et al. 2004; Hackenbrack and Hogan 2005; Johnstone and Bedard 2003, 2004; Krishnan and Krishnan 

1997; Raghunandan and Rama 1999). Because resignation is the most serious action the auditors will 

take to respond to clients’ risk (Burke et al. 2016) and the existence of CEO-AC social ties by itself 

may not be egregious enough to warrant a resignation, we predict that auditors will resign only when 

the CEO-AC social ties can be used to conceal firms’ financial reporting fraud. We use the F-score 

proposed by Dechow et al. (2011) to measure the ex ante risk that firms have misstated their financial 

statements. An indicator variable HIFRAUD is coded one if a firm’s F-score is greater than the yearly 

median values (i.e., high fraud risk) and zero otherwise. We then interact this dummy variable with the 

aggregate measure ALLTIES and three individual ties EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT to test whether 

auditors are more likely to resign from clients who have CEO-AC social ties and higher risk of fraud.     

 While the above discussion implies that we should focus on resignations, the differentiation 

between auditor resignation and dismissal is often unreliable as disclosure of reasoning beyond 
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accounting disagreements is voluntary and infrequent (Burke et al. 2016; Hackenbrack and Hogan 

2002). For this reason, we employ an indicator variable CHANGE4Y, which equals one if a firm-year 

observation has an auditor change in years t, t+1, t+2, and t+3, and zero otherwise, to capture both 

resignations and dismissals. We use a long window to measure auditor changes because auditors may 

not resign immediately when they find that their clients have high fraud risk. We regress this 

dependent variable on our social ties variables, the fraud risk dummy, the interaction terms, and a set of 

control variables using the following models (3-1) and (3-2) to test our hypotheses.  

 
      CHANGE4Y = 0 + 1ALLTIES + 2HIFRAUD + 3ALLTIESHIFRAUD 

+ 4GIG4 + 5 LOGAUDFEE + 6INDSPEC + 7ROA 
 + 8LEV + 9FOREIGN + 10SEGMENT + 11LOSS  
+ 12LOGTA + 13ICW + 14MAO+ 15MB 
+ Fixed effects + ,                                     (3-1) 

 
      CHANGE4Y = 0 + 1EDU + 2EMPLOY + 3OTHERACT + 4HIFRAUD 

 + 5EDUHIFRAUD + 6EMPLOYHIFRAUD  
+ 7OTHERACTHIFRAUD + 8BIG4 + 9LOGAUDFEE  
+ 10INDSPEC + 11ROA + 12LEV + 13FOREIGN  
+ 14SEGMENT + 15LOSS + 16LOGTA + 17ICW  
+ 18MAO+ 19MB + Fixed effects + ,                     (3-2) 

 
where  all the dependent and independent variables are defined in the appendix. 

4.3.2 Empirical results 

Panel A of Table 5 presents the descriptive statistics of all variables. On average, there are 15% 

of our firm-year observations have auditor changes between year t and t+3. In addition, Big 4 and 

industry experts audit about 78% and 28% of all firms in our sample. Finally, the means of ALLTIES, 

EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT (which are 18%, 4%, 11%, and 5%, respectively) are almost the 

same as those reported in Panel A of our Tables 3 and 4. Thus, our sample for the test of auditor change 

is comparable to Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ (2014) sample. 

[Insert Table 5 here] 
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Panel B of Table 5 shows that the coefficients on ALLTIES are negative and significant only in 

the non-S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.10). The coefficients ALLTIESHIFRAUD are positive and 

significant in our full sample (p < 0.05) and non-S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.01). We test and find that 

the sums of the coefficients on ALLTIES and ALLTIESHIFRAUD (i.e., 1 + 3) are positive and 

significant in our full sample (p < 0.0938) and non-S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.0998). These results 

suggest that, when firms have higher risk of financial statement fraud, the existence of CEO-AC social 

ties is positively associated with the likelihood of auditor change, consistent with our H1. In contrast, 

when we decompose ALLTIES into three types of social ties, Panel C of Table 5 shows that, while the 

coefficients on EMPLOYHIFRAUD are positive and significant for the full sample and the non-S&P 

500 sub-sample (p < 0.05), the coefficients on EDUHIFRAUD and OTHERACTHIFRAUD are not 

significant. This is consistent with H2. We further test and find that the sums of the coefficients on 

EMPLOY and EMPLOYHIFRAUD (i.e., 2 + 6) are positive and significant in the full sample (p < 

0.0668) and one-tailed significant in the non-S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.1191). These results indicate 

that, when the auditors face clients with high fraud risk, they react to employment ties in the non-S&P 

500 firms by resignation.4 We calculate the economic significance as the change in likelihood of 

auditor change when HIFRAUD moves from zero (i.e., low fraud risk) to one (i.e., high fraud risk). 

Holding all control variables at their mean values, we observe a mean likelihood increase of 13.33% in 

the full sample and 14.76% in the non-S&P 500 firms. These results are consistent with H2 and H3. 

4.4 Additional Tests  

4.4.1 Controls for endogeneity  

The results in Tables 3~5 show that auditors perceive that only employment ties in the 

                                                       
4Note that the coefficient on EDU is significant in the S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.10), suggesting that auditors will 
consider education ties to be serious and react by resigning from S&P 500 clients who have low fraud risk. Since this 
result bears no practical implication and disappears in our subsequent tests of endogeneity, it is a random result and does 
not deserve further discussion. 
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non-S&P 500 firms will harm AC oversight quality and react accordingly. However, the possibility of 

endogeneity is a concern in our analysis. Prior studies identify three major sources of endogeneity that 

may arise in our setting. The first source is time-invariant unobservable heterogeneity, which arises if 

there are unobservable firm-specific factors that affect both the CEO-AC social ties and auditors' 

reactions. To address this endogeneity problem, we follow Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) by 

re-estimating all the previous regressions with lagged values of the three social tie measures. 

In our audit effort test, Panel A of Table 6 shows that the coefficients on LAGEMPLOY are 

positive and significant in the full sample (p < 0.01) and the non-S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.10). The 

coefficients on LAGEDU and LAGOTHERACT remain insignificant across different samples. Similarly, 

in our conservatism test, Panel B indicates that the coefficients on LAGEMPLOY are significant in the 

full sample and the non-S&P 500 sub-sample at the 0.10 level. Again, the coefficients on LAGEDU 

and LAGOTHERACT are still insignificant. Finally, Panel C shows that in our auditor change test the 

coefficients on EMPLOYHIFRAUD are significant in the full sample and the non-S&P 500 

sub-sample at the 0.10 one-tailed level. Overall, Table 6 is consistent with Tables 3~5. 

[Insert Table 6 here] 

Although using lag analyses helps address the time-invariant unobservable heterogeneity 

problem, they may not mitigate endogeneity arising when an omitted time-variant variable leads to 

both a change in social ties and a change in auditors' reactions. We use an instrumental variables 

approach to address this second source of endogeneity. Because our Tables 3~5 consistently show that 

auditors care about social ties from employment and react accordingly, we follow Bruynseels and 

Cardinaels (2014) and focus only on EMPLOY. We use the 1-year lag of EMPLOY as the instrumental 

variable. We implement the instrumental variables approach as follows. In the first stage, we regress 

the level of EMPLOY on the level of lag EMPLOY and all the control variables used in Tables 3~5 as 
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exogenous variables. In the second stage, we use the predicted level of employment ties from the first 

stage regressions (denoted by EMPLOY_PRED) in place of the actual values and estimate regressions 

of auditors' reactions on this predicted EMPLOY measure and all control variables used in Tables 3~5. 

The results of the second-stage regressions are reported in the first three columns of Panels A, B, and C 

in Table 7. The coefficients on EMPLOY_PRED are significant in our full sample and non-S&P 500 

sub-sample for the tests of audit effort, conservatism (at 0.10 level or better), and auditor change (at 

0.10 one-tailed level). Taken together, our second-stage results produce very similar conclusions. 

[Insert Table 7 here] 

A third source of endogeneity is simultaneity, which arises when the variable of interest is also 

a function of the dependent variable. Specifically, dynamic endogeneity may exist in such a way that 

the values of the variable of interest in year t are a function of the dependent variable in year t-1. This 

is a potential concern in our setting because auditors’ past reactions could be related to the current 

levels of CEO-AC social ties. To address this potential endogeneity problem, we follow prior studies 

(e.g., Blundell and Bond 1998; Kim et al. 2015; Wintoki et al. 2012) and adopt a system of two 

equations that include a dynamic model transformed into first-differenced form and a dynamic model 

in levels form. We then use dynamic GMM to estimate the following system of equations using 1-year 

lagged EMPLOY as the instrument: 

EMPLOYt = a0 + a1REACTIONt-1 + Controls,                       (4-1) 

REACTIONt = b0 + b1EMPLOYt  + Controls.                       (4-2) 

The last three columns of Panels A ,B, and C in Table 7 report the results from the dynamic 

GMM estimations. We continue to find significant coefficients on EMPLOY_PRED at the one-tailed 

0.10 level or better. This suggests that, after controlling for endogeneity using the dynamic GMM 
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estimator, auditors appear to react to CEO-AC employment ties only in the non-S&P 500 firms by 

increasing audit effort, becoming more conservative, or even resigning from clients who have high 

fraud risk. Overall, the results from the above three econometric methods to control for endogeneity 

indicate that our major findings reported in Tables 3~5 are unlikely to result from endogeneity.5  

4.4.2 Audit fee analysis  

The regression model   

Prior studies show that audit fees reflect audit risk (e.g., Bedard and Johnstone 2004; Chan et al. 

2012; Gul and Tsui 2001). If auditors observe significant audit risk, they are likely to charge higher 

fees to cover the extra costs arising from additional audit effort and/or the assignment of more 

experienced staff to the audit (Simunic and Stein 1996). Previous research also documents a positive 

relation between the aggressiveness of financial reporting and audit fees (e.g., Gul et al. 2003; Hogan 

and Wilkins 2008; Hoitash et al. 2008). We posit that the auditors will charge higher audit fees if 

clients’ AC members are socially tied with the CEOs. This is because these ties may impair AC 

independence and facilitate earnings management, which increases the likelihood of restatements and 

in turn audit risk. In their review paper, DeFond and Zhang (2014) identify that auditors are more 

likely to respond to litigation risk by reducing or bearing risk through audit fee adjustments. 

Following prior audit fee studies (e.g., Chaney et al. 2004; Ferguson et al. 2003; Francis et al. 

2005; Whisenant et al. 2003), we employ the following models (5-1) and (5-2) to test whether auditors 

adjust higher audit fees (LNAF) in response to the existence of social ties between CEOs and AC 

members. Similar to our main analyses, we use ALLTIES in model (5-1) and replace it with EDU, 

                                                       
5We also try to use a within-firm sample to test whether there are significant changes in audit effort, conservatism, and 
auditor changes before and after a firm has an individual social tie. To do this test, we need to make sure that a firm does 
not have any social tie for a certain number of years and then has a social tie in subsequent years. In other words, each firm 
should have complete social tie data during our sample period. Missing data in any single year cannot be our observations. 
Due to this reason, our within-firm samples for three types of social ties are too small to provide any meaningful 
regression results. Therefore, we cannot use this method to control for endogeneity.     
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EMPLOY, and OTHERACT in model (5-2). Note that we include the same set of control variables as in 

Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) so that we can make comparisons between our results and theirs. 

 

              LNAF = 0 + 1ALLTIES + 2CEOCHAIR + 3CEOTENURE 
+ 4BOARDSIZE + 5INDEP + 6FINEXP + 7AUDSIZE 
+ 8LOGTA + 9INITIAL + 10BIG4+ 11LEV+ 12CURR 
+ 13ROA+ 14LOSS+ 15INVREC+ 16BM+ 17FOREIGN 
+ 18GROWTH + 19NEWFIN + Fixed effects + ,                   (5-1) 

 
              LNAF = 0 + 1EDU + 2EMPLOY + 3OTHERACT + 4CEOCHAIR  

+ 5CEOTENURE + 6BOARDSIZE + 7INDEP + 8FINEXP 
+ 9AUDSIZE + 10LOGTA + 11INITIAL + 12BIG4+ 13LEV 
+ 14CURR + 15ROA+ 16LOSS+ 17INVREC+ 18BM 
+ 19FOREIGN + 20GROWTH + 21NEWFIN + Fixed effects + ,      (5-2) 

 
where  all the dependent and independent variables are defined in the appendix.  

The empirical results  

Panel A of Table 8 presents the descriptive statistics of all variables used in models (5-1) and 

(5-2). The mean and median values of audit fees (LNAF) are 13.69, consistent with Bruynseels and 

Cardinaels (2014) and other prior studies. About 17% of all AC members are socially tied with the 

CEOs in our audit fee sample. In addition, the average board size is about 8 members and 75% of the 

firms are audited by the Big 4. Note that the means of ALLTIES, EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT 

(which are 17%, 4%, 11%, and 5%, respectively) are very close to those reported in Table 4 of 

Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014), indicating that our sample is comparable to their audit fee sample. 

[Insert Table 8 here] 

Panel B shows that, when we use the full sample, the coefficient on ALLTIES is negative and 

significant at the 0.10 level. This implies that auditors charge lower audit fees to clients with CEO-AC 

social ties. This result, which is consistent with Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014), does not support our 

H1. The second and the third columns of Panel B indicate that the coefficient on ALLTIES is negative 
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and significant at the 0.05 level only in the non-S&P 500 sub-sample. These results are consistent with 

H3. Panel C further indicates that the coefficients on OTHERACT are negative and significant in both 

the full sample (p < 0.05) and non-S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.01) while the coefficients on EDU and 

EMPLOY are not significant in any sample. These results suggest that auditors react to CEO-AC 

non-professional ties by charging lower audit fees, consistent with H2. Taken together, our audit fee 

analyses provide supply-side evidence supporting Bruynseels and Cardinaels’s (2014) findings.6 

Discussions of the inconsistent findings  

DeFond and Zhang (2014) point out that audit fees are jointly determined by the demand-side 

firms and the supply-side auditors. From the demand-side, Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) show that 

CEO-AC social ties resulting from OTHERACT will harm AC independence, leading to lower audit 

fees and audit quality. From the supply-side, our results confirm Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ (2014) 

demand-side results. The evidence obtained from both sides not only contradicts with prior literature’s 

conclusion that auditors will raise audit fees to compensate increased audit risk, but also contradicts 

with our main findings that auditors regard EMPLOY ties as the most critical and react. Notably, given 

Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ (2014) results that audit fees will be lower, the auditors shall have strong 

incentive to reduce audit effort. However, we do not find negative and significant coefficients on 

OTHERTACT in our audit effort model across different samples. Given these results, the critical 

question we want to ask is: Why are the auditors willing to charge a lower level of audit fees but still 

put more effort when they identify EMPLOY ties between the CEOs and AC members?    

To answer the above question, we first posit that other non-professional activities are private 

personal actions that may not be observable to the auditors. In contrast, prior employment experience 

could be relatively easier to observe from auditors’ own social networking. Therefore, auditors are able 

                                                       
6We also separate our sample into 2004-2008 and 2009-2012 sub-samples and re-estimate the audit fee model separately. 
The results are still consistent with Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014).  
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to identify EMPLOY ties and perceive them as a potential threat to AC independence.7 We then posit 

that the demand-side firms may have stronger bargaining power than the supply-side auditors in 

determining audit fees. To test this conjecture, we adopt industry expert to capture auditors’ bargaining 

power because previous research shows that industry specialization leads to a fee premium (e.g., 

Casterella et al. 2004) and this audit fee premium is driven by city-level industry expertise (e.g., 

Francis et al. 2005). Following prior studies (e.g., Balsam et al. 2003; Kim et al. 2015; Lim and Tan 

2008), we use clients’ sales to estimate industry market share (MS) of an audit firm as follows: 
 

∑

∑ ∑
 

The numerator is the sum of the sales of all 	clients of audit firm i in industry k. The 

denominator is the sales of all  clients in industry k, summed over all  audit firms in the industry. 

We require a minimum of 20 clients in each industry to estimate industry market share for an audit 

firm in a given year. Auditor with the top two industry market shares are defined as industry experts. 

We then separate our sample into Industry Expert vs. Non-industry Expert sub-samples and re-estimate 

our audit fee and audit effort models. Panels A and B of Table 9 indicate that only in the non-industry 

Expert sub-sample that the coefficient on OTHERACT is negative (p < 0.05) and the coefficient on 

EMPLOY is positive (p < 0.01). In other words, Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ (2014) results exist only 

                                                       
7We obtained this information from personal interviews with managing partners, CEOs, chairmen, and senior partners at the 
Big 4’s headquarters. They kindly provide several reasons. First, because the auditors have to maintain independence in 
fact, partners at the Big 4 are not allowed to participate in private parties or banquets held by clients’ executives. Therefore, 
it is relatively difficult for the partners to observe CEOs’ and audit committee members’ private connections. Second, only 
employment ties involve “professional knowledge” interactions from which the CEOs and audit committee members 
(especially the chairs) can figure out how to manage earnings and find acceptable reasons to convince audit partners that a 
reduction in audit fees is necessary. Third, CEOs’ non-professional activities are so diversified that it’s almost impossible 
to identify them. Also, the frequencies of these activities are usually high. In contrast, CEOs’ prior and current 
employment ties are highly focused and, once the employment ties are established, they will be stable over time. Finally, 
to show their appreciation, people who get promoted in a company are more likely to cooperate with their supervisors who 
promote them. It is relatively easier for the audit partners to know who have been promoted in their clients (especially the 
S&P 500) from partners’ personal social networking.  
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when auditors are non-experts. Because non-experts have only few clients in each industry, the 

importance of these clients increases. Also, a lack of industry expertise prevents non-experts from 

earning audit fee premium. These factors jointly motivate firms with OTHERACT ties to cut audit fees. 

Since non-experts may not observe OTHERACT ties but can observe EMPLOY ties, they will react by 

exerting more audit effort to reduce potential audit risk.   

[Insert Table 9 here] 

Panels A and B of Table 9 also indicates that the coefficients on EDU, EMPLOY, and 

OTHERACT are all insignificant in the Industry Experts sub-sample. One possible reason underlying 

these results is that industry experts have already charged high audit fees. Therefore, when they 

observe social ties between clients’ CEOs and AC members, they tend to take other actions such as 

conservatism rather than increasing audit fees. To test whether our conjecture is correct, we estimate 

the abnormal audit fees for industry experts and non-experts. Untabulated results indicate that the 

average normal audit fees (in log values) for industry experts and non-experts are 14.04 and 13.05, 

respectively, and the difference is significant (t = 45.53; p < 0.0001). Similarly, there is a significant 

difference in average abnormal audit fees (t = 4.31; p < 0.0001) for industry experts (i.e., 0.421) and 

non-experts (i.e., 0.392). The median tests between these two sub-samples provide the same results. 

These statistics suggest that industry experts already charge higher normal and abnormal audit fees 

than non-experts. Because prior studies indicate that the increase in audit fees is attributable mainly to 

the increase in audit hours rather than higher rate per hour (e.g., Bae et al. 2016), industry experts have 

already devoted more effort in their audit work. Therefore, these could be the reasons that industry 

experts will not charge higher audit fees and put more effort as reactions to the existence of CEO-AC 

EMPLOY ties. 

4.4.3 Effects of Accounting Expertise and Social Ties  
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Regulators regard accounting expertise as one of the most important characteristics of ACs. 

Prior studies find strong support for the notion that AC members’ accounting expertise is positively 

associated with firms’ financial reporting quality (e.g., Agrawal and Chadha 2005; Bedard et al. 2004; 

DeFond et al. 2005; Dhaliwal et al. 2010; Krishnan and Visvanathan 2008; Xie et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 

2007). However, because AC oversight quality is jointly determined by AC members’ professional 

knowledge and integrity, accounting expertise by itself cannot maintain or improve AC effectiveness 

without AC independence. Recent studies find that AC independence may be compromised due to 

option compensation (e.g., Archambeault et al. 2008; Campbell et al. 2015; Keune and Johnstone 

2015), presence of former audit partners (e.g., Naiker and Sharma 2009; Naiker et al. 2013), and social 

ties between CEOs and AC members (e.g., Bruynseels and Cardinaels 2014). In this study, we strictly 

define accounting experts as those who have bachelor or master degrees in accounting, prior working 

experience as an auditor, controller, or internal auditor, and hold CPA licenses. We first separate our 

full sample into sub-samples with and without at least one accounting expert on the AC. We then 

estimate our regression models separately on these two sub-samples to examine how auditors view the 

relative efficacy of expertise and independence on AC oversight quality.     

Panels A of Table 10 shows that, if there is at least one accounting expert on the AC, the 

coefficients on EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT are not significant in our full sample, S&P 500, and 

non-S&P 500 sub-samples. However, if there is no accounting expert on the AC, only the coefficients 

on EMPLOY become significant in our full sample and non-S&P 500 sub-sample at the 0.01 level. 

These results suggest that the auditors will not exert more audit effort for any social ties when both 

S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 firms have at least one accounting expert on their ACs. If there is no 

accounting expert, the auditors only react to employment ties in the non-S&P 500 firms by exerting 

more audit effort. In contrast, Panel B shows that, if there is at least one accounting expert on the AC, 
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only the coefficients on EMPLOY are significant in our full sample and non-S&P 500 sub-sample at 

the 0.10 level or better. These results imply that auditors will be more conservative in auditing 

non-S&P 500 firms’ financial statements even though these firms have accounting experts on their ACs. 

Finally, Panel C shows that, for firms who have accounting experts on their ACs, the coefficients on 

EDU, EMPLOY, OTHERACT, and EMPLOYHIFRAUD are significant at 0.05 level or better. 

However, we test and find that only the sum of the coefficients on EMPLOY and EMPLOYHIFRAUD 

is positive and significant in the S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.0346). One possible reason of this result is 

that the auditors regard accounting experts who have prior or current employment connection with the 

CEOs to be more capable of managing earnings and more willing to cooperate with the CEOs in hiding 

earnings management. Therefore, the auditors tend to react by resignation.8 While recent studies have 

found that larger portion of accounting experts on ACs can effectively enhance AC oversight quality 

(e.g., Dhaliwal et al. 2010; Krishnan and Visvanathan 2008), our results show that the negative effect 

of CEO-AC employment ties may outweigh the benefit of having accounting experts on ACs. In 

contrast, we test and find that the sums of the coefficients on EMPLOY and EMPLOYHIFRAUD are 

positive but insignificant in the full sample (p < 0.1007) and non-S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.1329).  

[Insert Table 10 here] 

Taken together, Table 10 indicates that, while auditors consistently react to EMPLOY ties only, 

their reactions vary depending on firm types and whether firms’ ACs have accounting experts. If there 

is at least one accounting expert on AC, the auditors will react by (1) not exerting more effort to either 

S&P 500 or non-S&P500 firms, (2) being more conservative to non-S&P 500 only, and (3) resigning 

from S&P 500. If there is no accounting expert on AC, the auditors will react by exerting more effort 

                                                       
8We check our data and find that, in our full sample for auditor change analyses, there are 2441 S&P 500 firms. Nearly 55% 
of these firms are classified as having high fraud risk. We also find that there are 491 S&P 500 firms whose ACs have at 
least one accounting experts. About 53% of them are classified as high fraud risk firms. 
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on non-S&P 500 firms only.    

4.4.4 Using the 2009~2012 sample  

To ensure that our empirical results are not driven by the long horizon of the sample period, we 

use observations during 2009-2012 as our sample and re-estimate the audit effort, conservatism, and 

auditor change models. Untabulated results show that, in the audit effort model, all the results reported 

in Table 3 remain unchanged. In the conservatism model, the coefficients on ALLTIES are not 

significant in the full sample and the S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 sub-samples. However, the 

coefficients on EMPLOY are significantly positive (p < 0.05) in the full and non-S&P 500 samples, 

consistent with our Table 4. Finally, in the auditor change model we find significant coefficients on 

EMPLOYHIFRAUD in the S&P 500 and S&P 500 sub-samples at the 0.05 level. Further, we also find 

the sum of the coefficients on EMPLOY and EMPLOYHIFRAUD to be significant in S&P 500 (p < 

0.01) and non-S&P 500 (p < 0.05). These results may imply that, due to the increased requirements and 

standards imposed on the auditing profession, auditors are more willing to resign from their S&P 500 

clients who have high ex ante risk of fraudulent financial reporting.     
 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The role of ACs in enhancing financial reporting quality has received much attention in the past 

decade. Therefore, research evidence on factors that may affect the effectiveness of ACs is of interest 

to regulators, boards, and investors. While Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) show that CEO-AC 

social ties resulting from other non-professional activities are associated with ineffective boards’ 

demand for low audit quality, the consequences of such social ties on auditors remain unclear. Because 

SOX has substantially increased the litigation risk auditors face, it is important to know whether 

auditors recognize this increased risk and how they react to different types of CEO-AC social ties in 

auditing different types of firms. This study takes a supply-side perspective to address these questions. 
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Using a large dataset of US-listed firms during 2004 to 2012, we document three important 

findings. First, there is a sharp increase in social ties of all types, from 16% in 2004 to 21% in 2012. 

Importantly, the proportion of employment ties changes from 8% in 2004 to 16% in 2012, a 100% 

increase. We further find that the S&P 500 firms reduce the number of AC members who are socially 

tied with the CEOs due to other non-professional activities from 14% in 2004 to 9% in 2012. In 

contrast, the non-S&P 500 firms substantially increase the number of AC members who have 

employment ties with the CEOs from 8% in 2004 to 17% in 2012. These statistics imply that the S&P 

500 and non-S&P 500 firms adopt different policies in hiring their AC members. Second, auditors only 

react to employment ties existed in non-S&P 500 firms by exerting more audit effort, becoming more 

conservative, and resigning more often if clients have higher fraud risk. These findings are robust to 

controlling for endogeneity and different sample periods. Third, we provide and test a possible 

explanation that may reconcile the inconsistency between Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ (2014) results 

and ours. Finally, we find that, whereas auditors consistently react to EMPLOY ties only, their reactions 

vary depending on firm types and whether firms’ ACs have accounting experts. . 

 Our empirical findings have important implications for regulators, boards of directors, investors, 

and others. First, we find that more than one-fifth of the AC members in our 2012 firm-year 

observations are socially tied with the CEOs. Because Westphal and Graebner (2010) show that CEOs 

may increase socially-tied directors that are formally independent simply to create the appearance of 

improved governance without actually increasing boards’ control capacity, our results may motivate 

regulators to seriously consider this problem and establish new rules, such as a mandatory disclosure of 

AC social ties with executives in firms’ proxy statements. Second, our audit fee analyses produce the 

same results as those in Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014). If social ties between CEOs and AC 

members indeed impair AC independence, the auditors shall face a higher control risk. Following prior 
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studies, the auditors should adjust audit fees upward to incorporate the increased audit risk. However, 

empirical evidence from the demand-side and supply-side shows that audit fees decrease when 

non-professional ties exit. Future research may explore the underlying reasons why the auditors view 

this type of social ties to be beneficial to ACs. Third, we find that Bruynseels and Cardinaels' (2014) 

results are mainly driven by non-S&P 500 firms. As a result, regulators and investors should pay more 

attention to the financial reporting quality of non-S&P 500 because these firms are more likely to hire 

non-industry expert auditors, giving rise to lower audit quality. Fourth, we show that auditors are more 

likely to resign from their S&P 500 clients if these firms have accounting experts on their audit 

committees. We posit that these experts may take advantage of their accounting expertise to cooperate 

with the CEOs in managing and hiding earnings manipulation. Our conjecture may be important to 

regulators because, when considering the existence of employment ties between the CEOs and 

accounting experts, audit committees with more “tied” experts may increase risk, leading to a higher 

likelihood that the auditors will resign. Future research may examine whether our conjecture is valid. 

Finally, we focus on four common reactions the auditors may take to respond to clients’ CEO-AC 

social ties. Future research could explore how auditors use the combination of these reactions and test 

other reactions to examine whether these reactions are effective in improving AC oversight quality. 
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APPENDIX 
Variable Definitions 

 

Variables  Definitions 

Social Ties   

ALLTIES 
 Proportion of audit committee members who are socially connected with the 

CEO; 

EDU 
 Proportion of audit committee members who are connected with the CEO 

via education ties; 

EMPLOY 
 Proportion of audit committee members who are connected with the CEO 

via employment ties; 

OTHERACT 
 Proportion of audit committee members who are connected with the CEO 

via other activities; 

Auditors' Reactions   

LNAFEE  Natural logarithm of total audit fees; 

REPORTLAG 

 The number of days between a firm’s fiscal year-end and the audit report 
date minus the SEC’s filing deadline requirement (60, 75, and 90 days for 
large accelerated, accelerated, and non-accelerated filers, respectively); 

DACC 

 Performance adjusted discretionary accruals is calculated by taking the 
unadjusted discretionary accruals for firm i and subtracting the mean 
unadjusted discretionary accruals for the firm i’s industry-ROA decile where 
the mean is computed excluding firm i. Each industry-ROA decile has at 
least ten observations; 

CHANGE4Y 
 Indicator variable equal 1 for companies that have auditor changes in years t, 

t+1, t+2, and t+3, and zero otherwise; 

Control Variables   

HIFRAUD  Indicator variable equal to 1 if a firm’s F-score is greater than the yearly 
median values, and 0 otherwise. 

LOGTA  Natural logarithm of total assets (in millions); 

LEV  Total liabilities divided by total assets; 

QUICK  Current assets minus inventory, divided by current liabilities; 

INVREC  Inventory plus accounts receivable, divided by total assets; 
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CURR  Current assets divided by current liabilities; 

FOREIGN 
 Indicator variable equal to 1 if foreign assets are greater than zero, and 0 

otherwise; 

SEGMENT  Natural logarithm of the number of business segments; 

ROA  Net income before extraordinary items scaled by total assets; 

LOSS  Indicator variable equal to 1 if net income is less than zero, and 0 otherwise; 

BIG4  Indicator variable equal to 1 if an auditor is one of a Big 4 auditor, and zero 
otherwise; 

INDSPEC  Auditor’s industry market share in a four-digit SIC code industry based on 
client sales revenue; 

LOGAUDTENURE  Natural logarithm of the number of years the auditor is with the company; 

INITIAL  Indicator variable equal to 1 if the auditor is in the first year of engagement, 
and 0 otherwise; 

GC  Indicator variable equal to 1 if a going-concern opinion is issued, and 0 
otherwise; 

ICW  Indicator variable equal to 1 if a SOX 404 audit opinion indicates inefficient 
internal control, and 0 otherwise; 

AUDCHANGE  Indicator variable equal to 1 if there is an auditor change in the current year, 
and 0 otherwise; 

BOARDSIZE  Number of directors on the board; 

CEOCHAIR  Indicator variable equal to 1 if the CEO is the chair of the board, and 0 
otherwise; 

CEOTENURE  CEO’s tenure; 

LOGCEOTENURE  Natural logarithm of the CEO’s tenure; 

CEOCHANGE  Indicator variable equal to 1 if there is a CEO change in the year, and 0 
otherwise; 

INDEP  Proportion of independent directors on the board; 
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AUDSIZE  Number of directors on the audit committee; 

FINEXP  Proportion of financial experts on the audit committee; 

BM  Book-to-market ratio; 

LAGMB  Market-to-book ratio at the beginning of the fiscal year;  

GROWTH  Growth in sales; 

NEWFIN  Indicator variable equal to 1 if the company issued either equity or debt 
during the fiscal year, and 0 otherwise; 

LAGMAO  Indicator variable equal to 1 if the prior year audit report is qualified, adverse 
or disclaimer audit opinion, and 0 otherwise. 
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TABLE 1 

Sample Size and Industry Distribution 

 

Panel A: Distribution of Sample Firms by Year 

  
Audit Effort 

Model 
 

Conservatism 
Model 

 
Auditor Change 

Model 
Year  n   %  n %  n % 

2004  1724 9.11   656  6.51  1063 5.79 

2005  1989 10.51   966  9.58  1777 9.68 

2006  2170 11.46  1187 11.78  1931 10.52 

2007  2207 11.66  1308 12.98  2239 12.20 

2008  2205 11.65  1276 12.66  2370 12.92 

2009  2242 11.84  1300 12.90  2338 12.74 

2010  2253 11.90  1226 12.16  2259 12.31 

2011  2220 11.73  1204 11.95  2217 12.08 

2012  1922 10.15   956  9.49  2155 11.74 

Total  18932 100.00  10079   100.00  18349 100.00 

 

Panel B: Distribution of Sample Firms by Industry 

2-digit 

SIC Industries 

 
Audit Effort 

Model 
Conservatism 

Model 
 

Auditor 
Change 
Model 

N % N %    N % 

01 – 09  Agriculture, forestry, and 
fishing 42 0.22 0 0.00  32 0.17 

10 – 14  Mining 1263 6.67 726 7.20  1135 6.19 

15 – 17  Construction 274 1.45 0 0.00  127 0.69 

20 – 29  Manufacturing—Part 1 3707 19.58 1759 17.45  3782 20.61 

30 – 39  Manufacturing—Part 2 5659 29.89 2603 25.83  6158 33.56 

40 – 49  Transportation, communication,
utilities 2023 10.69 985 9.77  1672 9.11 

50 – 51  Wholesale trade 702 3.71 374 3.71  694 3.78 

52 – 59  Retail Trade 1457 7.70 959 9.51  1321 7.20 

70 – 89  Services 3757 19.84 2673 26.52  3394 18.50 

91 – 99  Public administration 48 0.25 0 0.00  34 0.19 

Total  18932 100.00 10079 100.00  18349 100.00
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TABLE 2 

Proportions of Audit Committee Members Having Social Ties with CEOs during 2004 – 2012 

 

Panel A: Full Sample 

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total

Obs. 1956 2407 2577 2585 2459 2421 2340 2279 1941 20965a

Social Tiesb      Average

ALLTIES 16% 15% 16% 15% 17% 17% 17% 19% 21% 17%

EDU 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%

EMPLOY 8% 8% 9% 9% 10% 11% 12% 14% 16% 11%

OTHERACT 7% 6% 6% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 4% 5%

 

Panel B: S&P 500 Firms 

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total

Obs. 272 275 270 255 263 286 290 282 236 2429

Social Tiesb     Average

ALLTIES 21% 19% 19% 20% 19% 19% 19% 18% 18% 19%

EDU 4% 4% 4% 4% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 4%

EMPLOY 10% 9% 9% 9% 9% 10% 10% 10% 10% 9%

OTHERACT 14% 13% 13% 12% 12% 11% 11% 9% 9% 11%

 

Panel C: Non-S&P 500 Firms 

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total

Obs. 1684 2132 2307 2330 2196 2135 2050 1997 1705 18536

Social Tiesb     Average

ALLTIES 16% 15% 15% 15% 16% 16% 17% 19% 21% 17%

EDU 5% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%

EMPLOY 8% 8% 9% 9% 10% 11% 12% 14% 17% 11%

OTHERACT 6% 5% 5% 5% 5% 4% 4% 4% 4% 5%
aIn this table, we use the initial sample of 20965 observations to provide a more complete picture of the social tie 
distribution and trend over 2004-2012. Using smaller samples shown in Table 1 gives rise to very similar results. 

bVariable ALLTIES is the ratio of the number of directors who have at least one connection to the CEO by the total number 
of directors in the audit committee. Variables EDU, EMPLOY, OTHERACT denote the proportions of audit committee 
members who have a connection to the CEO on the basis of social ties from education, employment and other activities, 
respectively. 
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TABLE 3 

Auditors’ Reaction #1  Adjust Audit Effort 

 

Panel A: Descriptive Statistics (N = 18932) 

Variablesa Mean Median Q1 Q3 Std. Dev. 

REPORTLAGb 63.45  61.00  56.00  73.00  12.70  

ALLTIES 0.18  0.00  0.00  0.33  0.26  

EDU 0.04  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.11  

EMPLOY 0.12  0.00  0.00  0.17  0.24  

OTHERACT 0.06  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.15  

LOGTA 6.36  6.35  4.94  7.74  2.00  

LEV 0.49  0.48  0.30  0.64  0.26  

QUICK 2.32  1.52  0.97  2.62  2.46  

FOREIGN 0.10  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.30  

SEGMENT 2.21  1.00  1.00  3.00  1.64  

ROA -0.02  0.04  -0.02  0.08  0.24  

LOSS 0.22  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.41  

BIG4 0.78  1.00  1.00  1.00  0.42  

INDSPEC 0.27  0.22  0.05  0.43  0.26  

GC 0.02  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.14  

ICW 0.04  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.19  

AUDCHANGE 0.07  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.26  

LOGCEOTENURE 1.15  1.34  0.47  2.00  1.18  

CEOCHANGE 0.08  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.28  

INVREC 0.24  0.21  0.09  0.35  0.18  

INDEP 0.75  0.78  0.67  0.86  0.13  

AUDSIZE 3.56  3.00  3.00  4.00  0.87  

CURR 2.84  2.04  1.33  3.30  2.61  

 

Panel B: Audit Effort Model using an Aggregate Measure of social tiesc 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept -10.063 -5.88 *** 0.699 0.11 -12.290 -6.53 ***

ALLTIES 1.560 2.43 ** -0.378 -0.29 1.610 2.32 ***

LOGTA 0.477 3.28 *** -1.634 -4.22 *** 0.974 5.30 ***

LEV 0.234 0.25 -0.613 -0.25 -0.307 -0.30 
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QUICK -0.782 -1.96 * -1.495 -1.29 -0.480 -1.16 

FOREIGN -0.538 -0.85 0.596 0.68 -0.999 -1.37 

SEGMENT 0.234 2.02 ** -0.175 -1.02 0.385 2.86 ***

ROA -0.257 -0.26 -13.413 -3.59 *** -0.856 -0.85 

LOSS -0.246 -0.52 0.819 0.57 -0.153 -0.31 

BIG4 3.836 6.34 *** 7.652 1.86 * 3.093 4.91 ***

INDSPEC -1.545 -1.84 * -0.018 -0.01 -1.236 -1.30 

GC 1.103 0.94 1.536 1.32 

ICW 8.744 16.79 *** 9.018 5.54 *** 8.524 15.66 ***

AUDCHANGE -0.629 -1.13 -0.328 -0.27 -0.521 -0.89 

LOGCEOTENURE -0.368 -2.76 *** 0.180 0.72 -0.423 -2.90 ***

CEOCHANGE -0.208 -0.46 1.151 1.96 * -0.529 -1.03 

INVREC -3.229 -1.93 * -2.843 -0.85 -2.591 -1.47 

INDEP -0.222 -0.14 2.068 0.56 0.316 0.19 

AUDSIZE -0.308 -1.68 * 0.265 0.98 -0.390 -1.79 * 

CURR 0.458 1.27  1.007  0.89 0.196 0.52 

Fixed Effectsd Included Included Included 

Obs. 18932 2638 16294 

Adjusted R2 (%) 4.78 17.45 5.37 

 

Panel C: Audit Effort Model using Three Types of Social Tiesc 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept -10.357 -6.01 *** 1.120 0.17 -12.301 -6.54 *** 

EDU -1.109 -0.64 -2.060 -0.81 -0.787 -0.41 

EMPLOY 2.242 3.44 *** 0.828 0.59 1.779 2.56 ** 

OTHERACT -0.407 -0.40 0.543 0.36 0.265 0.22 

LOGTA 0.490 3.36 *** -1.662 -4.20 *** 0.974 5.29 *** 

LEV 0.178 0.19 -0.647 -0.27 -0.344 -0.33 

QUICK -0.788 -1.97 ** -1.494 -1.30 -0.487 -1.18 

FOREIGN -0.541 -0.86 0.553 0.64 -1.020 -1.40 

SEGMENT 0.242 2.09 ** -0.177 -1.02 0.384 2.86 *** 

ROA -0.226 -0.23 -13.516 -3.59 *** -0.823 -0.82 

LOSS -0.262 -0.55 0.852 0.59 -0.162 -0.33 

BIG4 3.859 6.39 *** 7.597 1.84 * 3.127 4.96 *** 

INDSPEC -1.511 -1.80 * -0.067 -0.05 -1.232 -1.29 
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GC 1.124 0.96 1.537 1.32 

ICW 8.720 16.75 *** 9.100 5.59 *** 8.509 15.64 *** 

AUDCHANGE -0.622 -1.12 -0.300 -0.25 -0.517 -0.89 

LOGCEOTENURE -0.320 -2.35 ** 0.170 0.67 -0.397 -2.68 *** 

CEOCHANGE -0.132 -0.30 1.158 1.98 ** -0.501 -1.00  

INVREC -3.159 -1.89 * -2.793 -0.82 -2.599 -1.47 

INDEP -0.151 -0.10 1.850 0.50 0.338 0.20 

AUDSIZE -0.275 -1.50 0.278 1.01 -0.380 -1.75 * 

CURR 0.459 1.27 1.000 0.89 0.199 0.53 

Fixed Effectsd Included Included Included 

Obs. 18932 2638 16294 

Adjusted R2 (%) 4.83 17.45 5.37 
aThe dependent variable is audit report lag. See appendix for variable definitions. 
bFor readability purpose, in this table we report the original (unadjusted) audit report lag. After adjusting the SEC’s filing 
deadlines, the mean, median Q1, Q3, and standard deviation of the deadline-adjusted audit report lag are -6.73, -4.00, -13.00, 
0.00, and 15.59, respectively. 

cWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. 
Asterisks *, **, and *** denote two-tailed significance levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. 

dWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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TABLE 4 

Auditors’ Reaction #2  Conservatism 

 

Panel A: Descriptive Statistics (N = 10079) 

Variablesa Mean Median Q1 Q3 Std. Dev. 

DACC 0.00 -0.01 -0.08 0.06 0.17 

ALLTIES 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.26 

EDU 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 

EMPLOY 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.24 

OTHERACT 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 

LOGTA 6.26 6.22 4.76 7.70 2.07 

LEV 0.48 0.46 0.28 0.64 0.27 

QUICK 2.54 1.62 0.99 3.00 2.65 

FOREIGN 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 

SEGMENT 2.10 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.59 

ROA -0.06 0.03 -0.06 0.08 0.28 

LOSS 0.25 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.44 

BIG4 0.77 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.42 

INDSPEC 0.25 0.21 0.04 0.39 0.23 

LOGAUDTENURE 2.12 2.08 1.52 2.71 0.95 

GC 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 

ICW 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 

AUDCHANGE 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 

LOGCEOTENURE 1.18 1.34 0.47 2.01 1.14 

CEOCHANGE 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 

LAGMB 3.16 2.23 1.39 3.85 4.67 

INDEP 0.76 0.78 0.67 0.86 0.13 

AUDSIZE 3.52 3.00 3.00 4.00 0.85 

 

Panel B: Conservatism Model using an Aggregate Measure of Social Tiesb 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept 0.192 1.20 -0.292 -0.40 0.238 1.50

ALLTIES -0.013 -1.44 0.020 1.04 -0.016 -1.67 * 

LOGTA -0.014 -7.78 *** -0.005 -1.01 -0.014 -5.81 ***

LEV 0.005 0.31 0.020 0.76 0.004 0.25
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QUICK -0.006 -4.28 *** -0.013 -2.59 *** -0.006 -3.99 ***

FOREIGN -0.002 -0.31 -0.002 -0.14 -0.002 -0.25

SEGMENT 0.002 1.34 0.001 0.59 0.002 1.19

ROA 0.148 10.16 *** 0.132 1.67 * 0.152 10.07 ***

LOSS 0.050 7.16 *** -0.011 -0.63 0.052 7.18 ***

BIG4 -0.009 -1.08 0.075 1.15 -0.009 -1.02

INDSPEC 0.006 0.54 -0.008 -0.34 0.005 0.35

LOGAUDTENURE 0.002 0.94 0.002 0.39 0.002 0.74

GC 0.043 1.99 **  0.045 2.04 ** 

ICW -0.011 -0.98 0.014 0.74 -0.012 -1.00

AUDCHANGE -0.017 -2.14 ** 0.000 0.02 -0.019 -2.28 ** 

LOGCEOTENURE 0.001 0.65 -0.003 -0.75 0.002 0.79

CEOCHANGE -0.004 -0.54 0.007 0.65 -0.006 -0.78

LAGMB -0.002 -4.18 *** -0.002 -1.67 * -0.002 -3.89 ***

INDEP -0.046 -2.40 ** -0.053 -1.26 -0.051 -2.46 ** 

AUDSIZE 0.004 1.62 -0.000 -0.01 0.005 1.55

Fixed Effectsc Included Included Included 

Obs. 10079 1461 8618 

Adjusted R2 (%) 5.28 15.52 4.71 

 

Panel C: Conservatism Model using Three Types of Social Tiesb 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept 0.200 1.25 -0.314 -0.43 0.249 1.56 

EDU -0.007 -0.39 0.025 0.68 -0.015 -0.73

EMPLOY -0.020 -2.05 ** 0.026 1.14 -0.024 -2.29** 

OTHERACT 0.021 1.52 0.024 1.10 0.021 1.27

LOGTA -0.014 -7.92 *** -0.005 -1.05 -0.015 -5.87*** 

LEV 0.005 0.33 0.020 0.76 0.004 0.26

QUICK -0.006 -4.25 *** -0.012 -2.56 ** -0.006 -3.97*** 

FOREIGN -0.002 -0.28 -0.002 -0.19 -0.002 -0.23

SEGMENT 0.002 1.31 0.001 0.59 0.002 1.26

ROA 0.148 10.06 *** 0.133 1.68 * 0.151 9.97*** 

LOSS 0.050 7.17 *** -0.011 -0.60 0.052 7.18*** 

BIG4 -0.008 -1.03 0.073 1.12 -0.009 -1.01

INDSPEC 0.005 0.47 -0.008 -0.34 0.004 0.33
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LOGAUDTENURE 0.002 0.85 0.002 0.39 0.002 0.68

GC 0.043 1.96 **  0.044 2.02** 

ICW -0.011 -0.98 0.015 0.76 -0.012 -1.01

AUDCHANGE -0.017 -2.12 ** 0.000 0.02 -0.019 -2.27** 

LOGCEOTENURE 0.001 0.43 -0.003 -0.86 0.001 0.57

CEOCHANGE -0.004 -0.60 0.007 0.65 -0.007 -0.86

LAGMB -0.002 -4.17 *** -0.002 -1.65 * -0.002 -3.85*** 

INDEP -0.046 -2.40 ** -0.050 -1.18 -0.050 -2.43** 

AUDSIZE 0.004 1.43 -0.000 -0.05 0.004 1.41 

Fixed Effectsc Included Included Included 

Obs. 10079 1461 8618 

Adjusted R2 (%) 5.32 15.69 4.76 
aThe dependent variable is auditors’ conservatism. See appendix for variable definitions. 
bWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. 
Asterisks *, **, and *** denote two-tailed significance levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. 

cWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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TABLE 5 
Auditors’ Reaction #3  Auditor Changes 

 
Panel A: Descriptive Statistics (N = 18349) 

Variablesa Mean Median Q1 Q3 Std. Dev. 

CHANGE4Y 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.36 

ALLTIES 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.25 

EDU 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 

EMPLOY 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 

OTHERACT 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 

FSCORE 1.10 0.62 1.02 1.44 0.64 

HIFRAUD 0.50 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 

BIG4 0.78 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.41 

LOGAUDFEE 13.85 13.12 13.83 14.56 1.13 

INDSPEC 0.28 0.05 0.22 0.43 0.26 

ROA -0.02 -0.03 0.04 0.08 0.23 

LEV 0.48 0.28 0.46 0.64 0.26 

FOREIGN 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31 

SEGMENT 2.19 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.59 

LOSS 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.41 

LOGTA 6.32 4.99 6.26 7.61 1.92 

ICW 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 

MAO 0.40 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.49 

MB 2.83 1.27 2.06 3.48 4.21 
 
Panel B: Auditor Change Model using an Aggregate Measure of Social Tiesb 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500  Non-S&P 500 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value  Coeff. t-value

Intercept -0.805 -1.21 2.174 0.84  -1.088 -1.55 

ALLTIES -0.265 -1.55 0.627 0.97  -0.327 -1.85 * 

HIFRAUD -0.018 -0.25 -0.198 -0.65  -0.001 -0.02 

ALLTIESHIFRAUD 0.539 2.45 ** -0.247 -0.28  0.596 2.64 *** 

BIG4 -0.653 -7.22 *** -0.838 -1.32  -0.662 -7.04 *** 

LOGAUDFEE 0.072 1.11 -0.102 -0.39  0.087 1.30 

INDSPEC 0.016 0.10 0.296 0.53  0.025 0.15 

ROA -0.061 -0.39 -1.947 -1.33  -0.097 -0.62 

LEV 0.065 0.48 0.597 0.75  0.016 0.11 
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FOREIGN 0.131 1.21 0.229 0.63  0.102 0.90 

SEGMENT 0.050 2.14 ** 0.078 1.07  0.051 2.06 ** 

LOSS 0.116 1.40 0.413 0.89  0.120 1.45 

LOGTA -0.245 -5.64 *** -0.280 -1.13  -0.232 -5.03 *** 

ICW 0.960 11.26 *** 1.390 3.36 ***  0.945 10.91 *** 

MAO 0.082 1.51 0.569 2.93 ***  0.042 0.75 

MB -0.011 -1.72 * 0.017 0.82  -0.013 -2.01 ** 

Fixed effectsc Included Included  Included

Obs. 18349 2441  15908

Pseudo R2 (%) 10.02 13.83  9.00

 

Panel C: Auditor Change Model using Three Types of Social Tiesb 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500  Non-S&P 500 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value  Coeff. t-value

Intercept -0.905 -1.31 1.717 0.59  -1.138 -1.57 

EDU -0.024 -0.07 2.024 1.94 *  -0.137 -0.37 

EMPLOY -0.256 -1.39 -0.346 -0.40  -0.263 -1.40 

OTHERACT -0.292 -0.78 0.562 0.69  -0.556 -1.28 

HIFRAUD -0.017 -0.25 -0.145 -0.49  -0.004 -0.06 

EDUHIFRAUD 0.490 0.97 -1.089 -0.67  0.564 1.07 

EMPLOYHIFRAUD 0.572 2.45 ** 1.147 0.98  0.537 2.27 ** 

OTHERACTHIFRAUD 0.158 0.32 -0.934 -0.78  0.547 1.00 

BIG4 -0.657 -7.27 *** -0.720 -1.19  -0.662 -7.05 *** 

LOGAUDFEE 0.079 1.19 -0.071 -0.25  0.091 1.32 

INDSPEC 0.019 0.12 0.280 0.50  0.029 0.18 

ROA -0.065 -0.41 -1.913 -1.31  -0.098 -0.62 

LEV 0.062 0.46 0.599 0.75  0.015 0.10 

FOREIGN 0.135 1.24 0.240 0.67  0.104 0.91 

SEGMENT 0.050 2.16 ** 0.077 1.05  0.051 2.06 ** 

LOSS 0.115 1.39 0.387 0.82  0.118 1.42 

LOGTA -0.245 -5.58 *** -0.304 -1.21  -0.232 -4.99 *** 

ICW 0.955 11.21 *** 1.295 3.14 ***  0.942 10.86 *** 

MAO 0.083 1.52 0.595 3.03 ***  0.044 0.77 

MB -0.011 -1.73 * 0.017 0.82  -0.013 -2.03 ** 

Fixed Effectsc Included Included  Included

Obs. 18349 2441  15908
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Pseudo R2 (%) 10.07 14.30  9.04
aThe dependent variable is auditor changes. See appendix for variable definitions. 
bWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. Asterisks 
*, **, and *** denote two-tailed significance levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. 

cWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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TABLE 6 
Controlling for Endogeneity  Using Lag Model 

 
Panel A: Audit Efforta 

Variablesb All S&P 500 Others 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept -10.107 -5.87*** 1.025 0.16 -11.908 -6.35 *** 

LAGEDU -0.758 -0.51 -1.272 -0.55 -0.557 -0.34 

LAGEMPLOY  1.689 2.63 *** 0.859 0.62 1.274 1.85 * 

LAGOTHERACT -1.217 -1.27 0.348 0.25 -0.752 -0.66 

LOGTA 0.388 2.67 *** -1.650 -4.16 *** 0.830 4.47 *** 

LEV 0.218 0.22 -0.761 -0.31 -0.253 -0.24 

QUICK -0.696 -1.73 * -1.447 -1.25 -0.400 -0.96 

FOREIGN -0.438 -0.70 0.516 0.59 -0.929 -1.28 

SEGMENT 0.238 2.10 ** -0.171 -0.98 0.382 2.89 *** 

ROA -0.229 -0.23 -13.635 -3.60 *** -0.775 -0.76 

LOSS -0.268 -0.55 0.847 0.59 -0.170 -0.34 

BIG4 3.737 6.15 *** 7.513 1.81 * 3.065 4.82 *** 

INDSPEC -1.227 -1.45 0.028 0.02 -0.957 -0.99 

GC 0.980 0.80 1.388 1.14 

ICW 8.591 16.36 *** 9.093 5.59 *** 8.385 15.28 *** 

AUDCHANGE -0.519 -0.99 -0.686 -0.59 -0.385 -0.69 

LOGCEOTENURE -0.050 -0.36 0.198 0.78 -0.096 -0.63 

CEOCHANGE 0.325 0.75 1.219 2.04 ** 0.024 0.05 

INVREC -3.140 -1.84 -2.853 -0.84 -2.671 -1.47 

INDEP -0.716 -0.45 * 1.788 0.48 -0.318 -0.19 

AUDSIZE -0.153 -0.83 0.300 1.10 -0.254 -1.17 

CURR 0.401 1.10 0.953 0.84 0.148 0.39 

Fixed Effectsc Included Included Included 

Obs. 17984 2632 15352 

Adjusted R2 (%) 4.32 17.43 4.73 

 

Panel B: Conservatisma  

Variablesb All S&P 500  Others 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept 0.195 1.22 -0.316        -0.42 0.245     1.54 

LAGEDU -0.009 -0.50 0.056 1.58 -0.020 -1.04 
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LAGEMPLOY -0.016 -1.73 * 0.006 0.30 -0.017 -1.74 * 

LAGOTHERACT 0.020 1.50 0.022 1.07 0.020 1.21 

LOGTA -0.015 -7.94 *** -0.005 -1.06 -0.015 -5.91 *** 

LEV 0.005 0.32 0.021 0.82 0.004 0.26 

QUICK -0.006 -4.25 *** -0.012 -2.52 ** -0.006 -3.99 *** 

FOREIGN -0.002 -0.26 -0.003 -0.26 -0.002 -0.21 

SEGMENT 0.002 1.30 0.001 0.47 0.002 1.23 

ROA 0.148 10.08 *** 0.129 1.63 * 0.152 10.01 *** 

LOSS 0.050 7.17 *** -0.012 -0.64 0.052 7.18 *** 

BIG4 -0.008 -1.02 0.075 1.15 -0.009 -1.00 

INDSPEC 0.005 0.47 -0.007 -0.30 0.004 0.34 

LOGAUDTENURE 0.002 0.86 0.001 0.34 0.002 0.72 

GC 0.043 1.97 **   0.044 2.04 ** 

ICW -0.011 -0.97 0.015 0.77 -0.012 -1.00 

AUDCHANGE -0.017 -2.13 ** 0.000 -0.01 -0.018 -2.26 ** 

LOGCEOTENURE 0.001 0.45 -0.003 -0.85 0.001 0.63 

CEOCHANGE -0.004 -0.55 0.004 0.37 -0.006 -0.75 

LAGMB -0.002 -4.18 *** -0.002 -1.72 *  -0.002 -3.87 *** 

INDEP -0.046 -2.37 ** -0.050 -1.17  -0.049 -2.39 ** 

AUDSIZE 0.004 1.43 -0.001 -0.21  0.004 1.42 

Fixed Effectsc Included  Included Included 

Obs. 10079  1461 8618 

Adjusted R2 (%) 5.30  15.72 4.73 
 

Panel C: Auditor Changesa  

Variablesb All S&P 500  Others 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value  Coeff. t-value

Intercept -0.937 -1.31 2.291 0.82  -1.210 -1.61 

LAGEDU -0.024 -0.06 1.158 1.22  -0.091 -0.24 

LAGEMPLOY -0.154 -0.82 0.011 0.01  -0.169 -0.88 

LAGOTHERACT -0.253 -0.67 0.584 0.72  -0.534 -1.19 

HIFRAUD 0.000 0.00 -0.171 -0.59  0.014 0.19 

EDUHIFRAUD 0.525 1.06 -0.446 -0.28  0.571 1.11 

EMPLOYHIFRAUD 0.337 1.38 # 0.452 0.39  0.319 1.28 # 

OTHERACTHIFRAUD 0.116 0.23 -0.708 -0.66  0.496 0.87 

BIG4 -0.649 -7.02 *** -0.805 -1.26  -0.655 -6.81 ***
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LOGAUDFEE 0.083 1.21 -0.113 -0.41  0.098 1.38 

INDSPEC 0.005 0.03 0.261 0.46  0.018 0.11 

ROA -0.051 -0.32 -2.094 -1.49  -0.082 -0.51 

LEV 0.080 0.57 0.650 0.82  0.030 0.21 

FOREIGN 0.139 1.26 0.208 0.59  0.110 0.95 

SEGMENT 0.053 2.24 ** 0.078 1.05  0.054 2.15 ** 

LOSS 0.098 1.16 0.369 0.79  0.101 1.18 

LOGTA -0.253 -5.62 *** -0.283 -1.13  -0.242 -5.07 ***

ICW 0.952 10.90 *** 1.317 3.24 ***  0.937 10.53 ***

MAO 0.081 1.47 0.617 3.18 ***  0.039 0.68 

MB -0.008 -1.28 0.019 0.94  -0.010 -1.60 

Fixed Effectsc Included Included  Included 

Obs. 17938 2436  15502 

Adjusted R2 (%) 10.03 14.30  8.96 
aWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. 
Asterisks *, **, and *** denote two-tailed significance levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively; pound key # denotes 
0.10 one-tailed significance level. 

bSee appendix for variable definitions. 
cWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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TABLE 7 
Controlling for Endogeneity  Using Two Alternative Approaches 

 
Panel A: Audit Efforta 

Variablesb Instrumental Variable Dynamic GMM 
All S&P 500 Others All S&P 500 Others 

Intercept -9.970 *** 0.815 -11.868 *** -9.888 *** 0.906 *** -11.796 *** 

 (-5.80) (0.13) (-6.32) (-5.72) (0.14) (-6.26) 
EMPLOY_PREDc 1.940 ** 1.040 1.470 * 1.965 *** 0.998 1.500 * 

 (2.58) (0.64) (1.82) (2.62) (0.61) (1.87) 
LOGTA 0.367 ** -1.643 *** 0.821 *** 0.374 ** -1.652 *** 0.833 *** 

 (2.54) (-4.29) (4.42) (2.58) (-4.31) (4.47) 
LEV 0.241 -0.720 -0.241 *** 0.203 -0.708 -0.294 
 (0.25) (-0.29) (-0.23) (0.20) (-0.29) (-0.27) 
QUICK -0.699 * -1.442 -0.400 -0.697 * -1.414 -0.399 
 (-1.74) (-1.24) (-0.96) (-1.73) (-1.22) (-0.95) 
FOREIGN -0.437 0.521 -0.916 -0.402 0.513 -0.877 
 (-0.69) (0.58) (-1.26) (-0.63) (0.57) (-1.19) 
SEGMENT 0.231 ** -0.171 0.380 *** 0.231 ** -0.178 0.380 *** 

 (2.03) (-0.98) (2.87) (2.03) (-1.02) (2.87) 
ROA -0.213 -13.521 *** -0.771 -0.296 -13.640 *** -0.869 
 (-0.22) (-3.60) (-0.75) (-0.30) (-3.63) (-0.84) 
LOSS -0.282 0.831 -0.178 -0.312 0.831 -0.208 
 (-0.58) (0.57) (-0.36) (-0.64) (0.57) (-0.41) 
BIG4 3.747 *** 7.472 * 3.063 *** 3.767 *** 7.489 * 3.081 *** 

 (6.16) (1.81) (4.82) (6.19) (1.81) (4.84) 
INDSPEC -1.253 0.066 -0.969 -1.248 0.110 -0.963 
 (-1.48) (0.05) (-1.01) (-1.47) (0.08) (-1.00) 
GC 0.977 

NA
1.388 0.981 

NA
1.394 

 (0.80) (1.14) (0.79) (1.13) 
ICW 8.612 *** 9.066 *** 8.397 *** 8.617 *** 9.053 *** 8.400 *** 

 (16.41) (5.59) (15.30) (16.39) (5.58) (15.27) 
AUDCHANGE -0.529 -0.717 -0.392 -0.481 -0.718 -0.334 
 (-1.01) (-0.61) (-0.71) (-0.91) (-0.61) (-0.60) 
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LOGCEOTENURE -0.069 0.196 -0.108 -0.070 0.190 -0.109 
 (-0.50) (0.78) (-0.71) (-0.51) (0.76) (-0.72) 
CEOCHANGE 0.352 1.244 ** 0.052 0.382 1.234 ** 0.090 ** 

 (0.81) (2.13) (0.10) (0.88) (2.12) (0.18) 
INVREC -3.145 * -2.829 -2.657 -3.127 * -2.779 -2.634 
 (-1.84) (-0.84) (-1.47) (-1.83) (-0.82) (-1.45) 
INDEP -0.727 1.892 -0.324 -0.796 1.930 -0.395 
 (-0.46) (0.51) (-0.19) (-0.50) (0.52) (-0.23) 
AUDSIZE -0.174 0.304 -0.264 -0.188 0.298 -0.280 
 (-0.95) (1.11) (-1.21) (-1.02) (1.09) (-1.28) 
CURR 0.404 0.955 0.149 0.400 0.931 0.145 
 (1.11) (0.85) (0.39) (1.10) (0.82) (0.38) 
Fixed Effectsd Included Included Included Included Included Included 
Obs. 17984 2632 15352 17921 2625 15296 
Adjusted R2 (%) 4.31  17.47 4.74 4.29  17.50 4.72 

 
Panel B: Conservatisma 

Variablesb Instrumental Variable Dynamic GMM 
All S&P 500 Others All S&P 500 Others 

Intercept 0.193 -0.250 0.243 0.166 -0.289 0.218 
 (1.21) (-0.33) (1.52) (1.04) (-0.39) (1.36) 
EMPLOY_PREDc -0.018 * 0.010 -0.020 * -0.015 # 0.011 -0.017 # 
 (-1.68) (0.43) (-1.73) (-1.43) (0.49) (-1.48) 
LOGTA -0.014 *** -0.005 -0.014 *** -0.014 *** -0.005 -0.014 *** 

 (-7.79) (-0.97) (-5.81) (-7.83) (-0.98) (-5.82) 
LEV 0.005 0.019 0.004 0.005 0.018 0.005 
 (0.33) (0.72) (0.27) (0.36) (0.69) (0.32) 
QUICK -0.006 *** -0.013 *** -0.006 *** -0.006 *** -0.013 *** -0.006 *** 

 (-4.25) (-2.63) (-3.96) (-4.28) (-2.63) (-3.99) 
FOREIGN -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.001 
 (-0.28) (-0.13) (-0.21) (-0.22) (-0.15) (-0.15) 
SEGMENT 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.002 
 (1.33) (0.65) (1.22) (1.30) (0.70) (1.18) 
ROA 0.148 *** 0.134 * 0.151 *** 0.149 *** 0.140 * 0.152 *** 
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 (10.07) (1.69) (9.98) (10.01) (1.77) (9.91) 
LOSS 0.050 *** -0.012 0.052 *** 0.050 *** -0.011 0.052 *** 

 (7.20) (-0.68) (7.20) (7.20) (-0.63) (7.21) 
BIG4 -0.009 0.077 -0.009 -0.009 0.078 -0.010 
 (-1.08) (1.15) (-1.04) (-1.15) (1.18) (-1.13) 
INDSPEC 0.006 -0.006 0.004 0.006 -0.006 0.005 
 (0.51) (-0.26) (0.34) (0.53) (-0.25) (0.38) 
LOGAUDTENURE 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 
 (0.87) (0.44) (0.70) (1.01) (0.46) (0.84) 
GC 0.043 **

NA
0.044 ** 0.044 **

NA
0.045 ** 

 (1.97) (2.02) (1.99) (2.04) 
ICW -0.011 0.013 -0.012 -0.011 0.014 -0.011 
 (-0.99) (0.67) (-1.01) (-0.96) (0.69) (-0.99) 
AUDCHANGE -0.017 ** 0.001 -0.018 ** -0.017 ** 0.001 -0.018 ** 

 (-2.13) (0.05) (-2.27) (-2.11) (0.07) (-2.26) 
LOGCEOTENURE 0.001 -0.002 0.002 0.001 -0.003 0.002 
 (0.54) (-0.67) (0.68) (0.63) (-0.73) (0.78) 
CEOCHANGE -0.004 0.008 -0.006 -0.004 0.008 -0.006 
 (-0.60) (0.65) (-0.82) (-0.60) (0.68) (-0.83) 
LAGMB -0.002 *** -0.002 * -0.002 *** -0.002 *** -0.002 * -0.002 *** 

 (-4.16) (-1.67) (-3.87) (-4.33) (-1.70) (-4.04) 
INDEP -0.046 ** -0.051 -0.051 ** -0.045 ** -0.049 -0.050 ** 

 (-2.40) (-1.22) (-2.45) (-2.33) (-1.17) (-2.38) 
AUDSIZE 0.004 -0.000 0.005 0.004 -0.000 0.005 
 (1.58) (-0.01) (1.52) (1.52) (-0.08) (1.49) 
Fixed Effectsd Included Included Included Included Included Included 
Obs. 10079 1461 8618 10074 1466 8608 
Adjusted R2 (%) 5.29 15.39 4.71 5.30 15.54 4.72 

 
Panel C: Auditor Changesa 

Variablesb Instrumental Variable Dynamic GMM 
All S&P 500 Others All S&P 500 Others 

Intercept -0.933 2.203 -1.243 * -0.932 2.209 -1.242 * 

 (-1.31) (0.80) (-1.66) (-1.31) (0.80) (-1.66) 
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EMPLOY_PREDc -0.186 0.164 -0.201 * -0.197 0.148 -0.212 
 (-0.83) (0.16) (-0.88) (-0.88) (0.14) (-0.93) 
HIFRAUD 0.022 -0.281 0.050 0.022 -0.280 0.050 
 (0.32) (-0.99) (0.69) (0.32) (-0.99) (0.69) 
EMPLOY_PREDHIFRAUD 0.407 # 0.444 0.380 # 0.407 # 0.442 0.379 # 

 (1.41) (0.34) (1.29) (1.41) (0.33) (1.28) 
BIG4 -0.644 *** -0.831 -0.652 *** -0.644 *** -0.833 -0.652 *** 

 (-6.96) (-1.31) (-6.77) (-6.96) (-1.31) (-6.78) 
LOGAUDFEE 0.083 -0.106 0.100 0.083 -0.106 0.100 
 (1.21) (-0.39) (1.41) (1.21) (-0.39) (1.41) 
INDSPEC 0.001 0.302 0.010 0.001 0.303 0.010 
 (0.00) (0.54) (0.06) (0.00) (0.54) (0.06) 
ROA -0.044 -2.083 -0.077 -0.044 -2.083 -0.077 
 (-0.27) (-1.50) (-0.48) (-0.28) (-1.50) (-0.48) 
LEV 0.080 0.628 0.030 0.080 0.627 0.030 
 (0.57) (0.81) (0.21) (0.57) (0.81) (0.21) 
FOREIGN 0.135 0.221 0.107 0.135 0.221 0.107 
 (1.23) (0.62) (0.93) (1.23) (0.62) (0.93) 
SEGMENT 0.053 0.081 0.054 ** 0.053 ** 0.081 0.054 ** 

 (2.24) ** (1.11) (2.14) (2.24) (1.11) (2.14) 
LOSS 0.100 0.374 0.103 0.101 0.374 0.104 
 (1.18) (0.79) (1.21) (1.18) (0.79) (1.21) 
LOGTA -0.256 *** -0.268 -0.245 *** -0.256 *** -0.268 -0.245 *** 

 (-5.70) (-1.07) (-5.15) (-5.70) (-1.07) (-5.15) 
ICW 0.955 *** 1.343 *** 0.940 *** 0.955 *** 1.343 *** 0.939 *** 

 (10.93) (3.20) (10.56) (10.93) (3.20) (10.56) 
MAO 0.080 0.609 *** 0.038 0.080 0.609 *** 0.038 
 (1.46) (3.15) (0.66) (1.46) (3.15) (0.66) 
MB -0.008 0.018 -0.010 -0.008 0.018 -0.010 
 (-1.30) (0.89) (-1.60) (-1.30) (0.89) (-1.60) 
Fixed Effectsd Included Included Included Included Included Included 
Obs. 17938 2436 15502 17938 2436 15502 
Adjusted R2 (%) 9.98 14.03 8.88 9.98 14.02 8.88 

aWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. Asterisks *, **, and *** denote two-tailed significance 
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levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively; pound key # denotes 0.10 one-tailed significance level. 
bSee appendix for variable definitions. 
cFollowing Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014), the instrumental variable is 1-year lag EMPLOY. 
dWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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TABLE 8 
Auditors’ Reaction－Adjusting Audit Fees 

 
Panel A: Descriptive Statistics (N = 20965) 
Variablesa Mean Median Q1 Q3 Std. Dev. 
LNAFEE 13.69  13.73  12.91  14.46  1.14  
ALLTIES 0.17  0.00  0.00  0.33  0.25  
EDU 0.04  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.12  
EMPLOY 0.11  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.22  
OTHERACT 0.05  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.14  
CEOCHAIR 0.59  1.00  0.00  1.00  0.49  
CEOTENURE 5.69  3.80  1.60  7.60  6.17  
BOARDSIZE 8.05  8.00  7.00  9.00  2.15  
INDEP 0.75  0.78  0.67  0.86  0.13  
FINEXP 0.46  0.33  0.33  0.67  0.26  
AUDSIZE 3.52  3.00  3.00  4.00  0.84  
LOGTA 6.13  6.12  4.71  7.52  1.94  
INITIAL 0.06  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.24  
BIG4 0.75  1.00  0.00  1.00  0.43  
LEV 0.46  0.45  0.28  0.62  0.22  
CURR 2.93  2.12  1.41  3.43  2.57  
ROA 0.03  0.07  0.01  0.12  0.19  
LOSS 0.39  0.00  0.00  1.00  0.49  
INVREC 0.25  0.22  0.10  0.36  0.18  
BM 0.61  0.48  0.29  0.75  0.56  
FOREIGN 0.12  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.33  
GROWTH 0.15  0.09  -0.02  0.22  0.43  
NEWFIN 0.93  1.00  1.00  1.00  0.26  
 
 
Panel B: Audit Fees Model using an Aggregate Measure of Social Tiesb 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 
Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept 9.831 60.12 *** 7.253 22.44 *** 9.975 59.30 ***

ALLTIES -0.047 -1.71 * -0.067 -0.82 -0.063 -2.21 **

CEOCHAIR -0.004 -0.28 -0.006 -0.18 -0.007 -0.48 
CEOTENURE -0.005 -4.29 *** 0.004 1.10 -0.006 -4.43 ***

BOARDSIZE 0.016 3.42 *** 0.040 4.37 *** 0.011 2.26 **

INDEP 0.393 6.71 *** 0.899 5.09 *** 0.344 5.65 ***

FINEXP 0.064 2.34 ** 0.048 0.88 0.054 1.82 *

AUDSIZE -0.012 -1.30 -0.034 -1.92 * -0.016 -1.60 
LOGTA 0.511 75.11 *** 0.565 23.62 *** 0.509 65.85 ***

INITIAL 0.063 4.03 *** -0.057 -1.21 0.073 4.48 ***

BIG4 0.325 15.34 *** -0.081 -0.41 0.334 15.40 ***

LEV 0.026 0.61 0.436 3.48 *** -0.007 -0.15 
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CURR -0.023 -6.91 *** -0.035 -2.16 ** -0.024 -7.10 ***

ROA -0.419 -10.13 *** -0.317 -1.25 -0.397 -9.37 ***

LOSS 0.157 11.74 *** 0.087 2.47 ** 0.163 11.70 ***

INVREC 0.572 9.52 *** 1.686 8.28 *** 0.481 7.90 ***

BM -0.039 -3.75 *** -0.051 -0.76 -0.039 -3.69 ***

FOREIGN 0.115 7.48 *** 0.141 4.75 *** 0.110 6.62 ***

GROWTH -0.038 -3.97 *** -0.142 -2.70 *** -0.035 -3.65 ***

NEWFIN 0.028 1.28 -0.130 -1.98 ** 0.040 1.78 *

Fixed Effectsc Included Included  Included  
Obs. 20965 2429 18536  
Adjusted R2 (%) 81.15 70.89 77.01  
 
 
Panel C: Audit Fees Model using Three Types of Social Tiesb 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 
Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept 9.811 59.74 *** 7.230 22.35*** 9.950 58.90 ***

EDU -0.037 -0.62 -0.100 -0.68 -0.027 -0.44 
EMPLOY -0.011 -0.38 -0.007 -0.08 -0.018 -0.61 
OTHERACT -0.114 -2.04 ** -0.072 -0.67 -0.184 -2.95 ***

CEOCHAIR -0.003 -0.23 -0.006 -0.17 -0.006 -0.41 
CEOTENURE -0.005 -4.04 *** 0.004 1.13 -0.005 -4.09 ***

BOARDSIZE 0.016 3.48 *** 0.040 4.39*** 0.012 2.31 **

INDEP 0.396 6.76 *** 0.893 5.11*** 0.349 5.73 ***

FINEXP 0.066 2.43 ** 0.049 0.91 0.057 1.94 *

AUDSIZE -0.010 -1.11 -0.032 -1.82* -0.014 -1.37 
LOGTA 0.511 75.19 *** 0.567 23.16*** 0.510 66.02 ***

INITIAL 0.063 4.03 *** -0.057 -1.19 0.073 4.48 ***

BIG4 0.326 15.38 *** -0.075 -0.38 0.335 15.47 ***

LEV 0.026 0.61 0.435 3.47*** -0.007 -0.15 
CURR -0.023 -6.91 *** -0.035 -2.17** -0.024 -7.11 ***

ROA -0.419 -10.13 *** -0.319 -1.24 -0.397 -9.35 ***

LOSS 0.156 11.71 *** 0.087 2.48** 0.162 11.66 ***

INVREC 0.574 9.57 *** 1.695 8.44*** 0.482 7.93 ***

BM -0.039 -3.73 *** -0.053 -0.79 -0.038 -3.65 ***

FOREIGN 0.115 7.46 *** 0.141 4.75*** 0.110 6.60 ***

GROWTH -0.039 -4.09 *** -0.143 -2.71*** -0.036 -3.80 ***

NEWFIN 0.027 1.24 -0.129 -1.97** 0.039 1.75 *

Fixed Effectsc Included Included  Included  
Obs. 20965 2429 18536  
Adjusted R2 (%) 81.16 70.88 77.04  

aSee appendix for variable definitions. 
bWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. 
Asterisks *, **, and *** denote two-tailed significance levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. 

cWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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TABLE 9 
Effect of Industry Expertise on Audit Fees and Audit Effort 

 
Panel A: Audit Fee Model 

Variables Industry Experts  Non-Industry Experts 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value  
Intercept 9.660 46.31 ***  9.976 53.20 ***

EDU 0.026 0.33  -0.083 -1.06 
EMPLOY -0.026 -0.65  0.005 0.14 
OTHERACT -0.079 -1.22  -0.191 -2.15 **

CEOCHAIR -0.003 -0.16  -0.002 -0.10 
CEOTENURE -0.005 -2.62 ***  -0.006 -3.65 ***

BOARDSIZE 0.019 3.07 ***  0.013 2.05 **

INDEP 0.383 4.62 ***  0.402 5.39 ***

FINEXP 0.052 1.52  0.082 2.10 **

AUDSIZE -0.027 -2.36 **  0.009 0.63 
LOGTA 0.509 55.42 ***  0.508 55.06 ***

INITIAL 0.066 2.35 **  0.071 3.70 ***

BIG4 0.265 4.01 ***  0.318 12.61 ***

LEV 0.155 2.70 ***  -0.084 -1.52 
CURR -0.020 -3.99 ***  -0.026 -6.34 ***

ROA -0.475 -6.84 ***  -0.364 -7.51 ***

LOSS 0.140 7.95 ***  0.169 9.26 ***

INVREC 0.805 9.06 ***  0.401 5.30 ***

BM -0.023 -1.42  -0.049 -3.77 ***

FOREIGN 0.114 6.05 ***  0.100 4.47 ***

GROWTH -0.036 -2.46 **  -0.042 -3.51 ***

NEWFIN 0.062 1.73 *  0.012 0.45 
Fixed Effects Included   Included  
Obs. 10658   10307  
Adjusted R2 (%) 76.65   78.51  
 
 
Panel B: Audit Effort Model 

Variables Industry Experts  Non-Industry Experts 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value
Intercept -9.898 -2.85 ***  -11.964 -5.15 
EDU -3.920 -1.58  2.187 0.98 
EMPLOY 1.373 1.64  2.454 2.64 ***

OTHERACT 0.120 0.10  -1.217 -0.68 
LOGTA -0.043 -0.23  1.202 5.83 ***

LEV 0.595 0.41  -0.353 -0.32 
QUICK -1.626 -2.54 **  -0.355 -0.71 
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FOREIGN 0.018 0.02  -1.361 -1.54 
SEGMENT 0.177 1.24  0.416 2.27 **

ROA 0.069 0.05  -0.809 -0.69 
LOSS -0.208 -0.27  -0.128 -0.22 
BIG4 5.648 2.59 ***  2.538 3.60 ***

INDSPEC -1.189 -1.11  -2.080 -0.57 
GC 2.162 1.19  1.147 0.79 
ICW 7.767 9.95 ***  9.327 13.26 ***

AUDCHANGE 1.539 2.33 **  -1.034 -1.40 
LOGCEOTENURE -0.035 -0.20  -0.603 -3.08 ***

CEOCHANGE 0.296 0.47  -0.638 -1.06 
INVREC -1.426 -0.54  -4.479 -2.15 **

INDEP 0.537 0.27  -0.887 -0.39 
AUDSIZE -0.378 -1.79 *  -0.182 -0.59 
CURR 1.085 2.08 **  0.126 0.27 
Fixed Effects Included   Included  
Obs. 10048   8884  
Adjusted R2 (%) 4.35   7.90  

aSee appendix for variable definitions. 
bWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. 
Asterisks *, **, and *** denote two-tailed significance levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. 

cWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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TABLE 10 
Audit Committees With or Without Accounting Experts 

 
Panel A: Audit Effort 

Variablesa AC with Accounting Expertsb AC without Accounting Expertsb

Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 
Intercept -4.866 20.840 * -7.717 ** -11.909 *** -1.082 *** -13.843 *** 

 (-1.44) (1.72) (2.23) (-6.34) (-0.16) (-6.62)
EDU -1.806 -1.576 -2.125 -0.954 -2.746 -0.472 
 (-0.53) (-0.25) (-0.56) (-0.48) (-0.96) (-0.22)
EMPLOY 1.048 3.911 0.354 2.552 *** 0.236 2.125 *** 

 (0.81) (1.14) (0.26) (3.50) (0.16) (2.72)
OTHERACT -2.553 -3.371 -2.460 -0.234 1.449 0.469 
 (-1.08) (-0.91) (-0.84) (-0.21) (0.91) (0.36)
LOGTA 0.244 -2.47 ** 0.845 * 0.567 *** -1.723 *** 1.045 *** 

 (0.72) (-2.28) (1.89) (3.63) (-4.13) (5.28)
LEV -1.937 * 1.874 -2.855 0.718 -0.908 0.302 
 (-0.76) (0.24) (-1.04) (0.79) (-0.44) (0.31)
QUICK -1.259 -0.11 -0.993 -0.760 * -1.399 -0.464 
 (-1.43) (-0.04) (-1.10) (-1.71) (-1.21) (-1.01)
FOREIGN 0.536 1.132 -0.312 -0.672 0.607 -1.106 
 (0.35) (0.38) (-0.17) (-1.02) (0.67) (-1.48)
SEGMENT 0.455 * 0.09 0.652 ** 0.188 -0.161 0.314 ** 

 (1.88) (0.17) (2.40) (1.49) (-0.90) (2.13)
ROA -3.270 * -4.669 -3.997 ** 0.411 -14.447 *** -0.194 
 (-1.82) (-0.61) (-2.13) (0.37) (-3.30) (-0.17)
LOSS -1.315 -4.55 -1.203 -0.001 1.232 0.066 
 (-1.40) (-1.21) (-1.28) (-0.00) (0.79) (0.12)
BIG4 3.227 ***

NA
2.526 ** 4.096 *** 8.109 ** 3.333 *** 

 (2.92) (2.13) (6.00) (2.12) (4.68)
INDSPEC -2.235 1.79 -2.857 -1.380 -0.296 -0.994 
 (-1.25) (0.52) (-1.40) (-1.52) (-0.21) (-0.96)
GC 2.262 NA 2.849 0.956 NA 1.311 
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 (1.08) (1.36) (0.72) (0.99)
ICW 8.432 *** 14.61 *** 7.601 *** 8.627 *** 7.098 *** 8.489 *** 

 (7.19) (4.69) (6.07) (15.12) (3.66) (14.31)
AUDCHANGE -0.813 2.495 -1.036 -0.473 -0.916 -0.304 
 (-0.74) (0.77) (-0.90) (-0.75) (-0.72) (-0.46)
LOGCEOTENURE -0.733 ** -0.51 -0.797 ** -0.253 * 0.367 -0.329 ** 

 (-2.48) (-0.59) (-2.55) (-1.69) (1.62) (-1.98)
CEOCHANGE -1.431 * 2.981 * -2.244 ** 0.180 1.148 * -0.038 
 (-1.75) (1.75) (-2.48) (0.36) (1.88) (-0.06)
INVREC -8.216 *** -7.43 -7.369 ** -2.165 -2.154 -1.677 
 (-3.02) (-0.79) (-2.58) (-1.14) (-0.57) (-0.83)
INDEP 2.677 -4.642 4.171 -0.922 3.713 ** -0.534 
 (0.83) (-0.56) (1.24) (-0.53) (0.97) (-0.29)
AUDSIZE -0.449 0.39 -0.639 -0.202 0.269 -0.281 
 (-1.11) (0.65) (-1.33) (-1.02) (0.94) (-1.18)
CURR 0.701 -0.671 0.472 -5.229 *** 1.229 0.227
 (0.98) (-0.27) (0.64) (-5.69) (1.12) (0.54)
Fixed Effectsc Included Included Included Included Included Included
Obs. 3767 502 3265 15165 2136 13029
Adjusted R2 (%) 9.53 20.90 11.00 4.60 20.58 5.02

 
 

Panel B: Conservatism 

Variablesa AC with Accounting Expertsb AC without Accounting Expertsb

Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 
Intercept -0.041 -0.271 -0.023 0.238 -0.283 0.319 * 

 (-0.15) (-0.16) (-0.08) (1.33) (-0.43) (1.74) 
EDU 0.001 0.041 -0.015 -0.006 0.018 -0.012 
 (0.03) (0.37) (-0.33) (-0.30) (0.40) (-0.54) 
EMPLOY -0.043 * 0.035 -0.055 ** -0.015 0.018 -0.018 
 (-1.83) (0.64) (-2.23) (-1.45) (0.78) (-1.60) 
OTHERACT 0.043 0.037 0.021 0.017 0.000 0.022 
 (0.95) (0.49) (0.36) (1.28) (0.00) (1.44) 
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LOGTA -0.015 *** -0.017 -0.015 *** -0.014 *** -0.002 -0.014 *** 

 (-3.81) (-1.61) (-2.93) (-6.91) (-0.41) (-5.06) 
LEV 0.010 0.036 0.006 0.004 0.011 0.004 
 (0.30) (0.54) (0.18) (0.23) (0.42) (0.24) 
QUICK -0.005 *** -0.028 ** -0.004 * -0.006 *** -0.007 -0.006 *** 

 (-2.10) (-3.55) (-1.83) (-3.73) (-1.36) (-3.50) 
FOREIGN -0.018 -0.032 -0.027 0.002 -0.000 0.004 
 (-1.22) (-1.30) (-1.49) (0.29) (-0.01) (0.46) 
SEGMENT 0.003 0.007 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.003 
 (1.01) (1.33) (0.28) (1.03) (0.16) (1.14) 
ROA 0.119 *** 0.186 0.129 *** 0.153 *** 0.129 0.155 *** 

 (3.54) (1.03) (3.65) (9.41) (1.40) (9.23) 
LOSS 0.042 *** 0.002 0.042 *** 0.051 *** -0.008 0.054 *** 

 (2.84) (0.04) (2.83) (6.50) (-0.39) (6.55) 
BIG4 0.008 

NA
0.006 -0.013 0.071 -0.012 

 (0.46) (0.34) (-1.37) (0.92) (-1.24) 
INDSPEC 0.001 -0.134 ** 0.022 0.006 0.027 0.001 
 (0.03) (-2.49) (0.73) (0.50) (1.22) (0.04) 
LOGAUDTENURE -0.006 -0.007 -0.007 0.003 0.002 0.003 
 (-1.22) (-0.77) (-1.21) (1.10) (0.51) (0.90) 
GC -0.037 

NA
-0.032 0.057 **

NA
0.057 ** 

 (-0.78) (-0.67) (2.32) (2.34) 
ICW 0.017 -0.037 0.022 -0.016 0.033 * -0.018 
 (0.56) (-0.91) (0.63) (-1.41) (1.94) (-1.49) 
AUDCHANGE -0.005 -0.015 -0.003 -0.019 ** 0.004 -0.022 ** 

 (-0.25) (-0.33) (-0.16) (-2.20) (0.20) (-2.42) 
LOGCEOTENURE -0.003 -0.001 -0.003 0.002 -0.004 0.002 
 (-0.64) (-0.13) (-0.49) (0.79) (-0.89) (0.88) 
CEOCHANGE -0.017 0.047 -0.025 -0.001 -0.001 -0.003 
 (-1.21) (1.38) (-1.63) (-0.18) (-0.07) (-0.32) 
LAGMB -0.004 *** -0.004 -0.004 *** -0.002 *** -0.001 -0.002 *** 

 (-3.55) (-1.06) (-3.33) (-2.80) (-0.82) (-2.64) 
INDEP -0.060 -0.085 -0.067 -0.042 * -0.048 -0.048 ** 
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 (-1.47) (-0.67) (-1.54) (-1.93) (-1.06) (-2.05) 
AUDSIZE -0.007 -0.003 -0.007 0.005 * 0.001 0.006 * 

 (-1.17) (-0.22) (-0.98) (1.84) (0.15) (1.77) 
Fixed Effectsc Included Included Included Included Included Included 
Obs. 1993 291 1702 8086 1170 6916 
Adjusted R2 (%) 4.97 20.82 4.44 5.30 17.78 4.77 

 
Panel C: Auditor Changes 

Variablesa AC with Accounting Expertsb AC without Accounting Expertsb

Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 
Intercept -3.188 ** -0.058 -2.766 * -0.227 2.834 -0.639 
 (-2.14) (-0.01) (-1.77) (-0.31) (0.97) (-0.83) 
EDU 0.557 7.542 *** 0.125 -0.112 1.646 -0.185 
 (0.66) (3.23) (0.15) (-0.28) (1.43) (-0.44) 
EMPLOY -0.130 -4.424 ** -0.245 -0.294 -0.292 -0.296 
 -0.30) (-2.03) (-0.51) (-1.47) (-0.28) (-1.46) 
OTHERACT -0.922 4.651 ** -2.159 * -0.250 0.354 -0.377 
 (-0.71) (2.00) (-1.65) (-0.63) (0.37) (-0.83) 
HIFRAUD 0.014 0.660 -0.036 -0.028 -0.246 -0.006 
 (0.09) (0.77) (-0.22) (-0.35) (-0.78) (-0.08)
EDUHIFRAUD 0.616 -9.027 1.087 0.374 -0.935 0.398 
 (0.58) (-1.65) (1.00) (0.66) (-0.54) (0.67)
EMPLOYHIFRAUD 0.483 9.673 *** 0.427 0.603 ** 0.626 0.582 ** 

 (0.88) (3.25) (0.72) (2.39) (0.43) (2.29)
OTHERACTHIFRAUD 0.545 -15.425 2.166 0.159 -0.159 0.350 
 (0.34) (-1.33) (1.33) (0.31) (-0.13) (0.62)
BIG4 -0.277 0.858 -0.174 -0.733 *** 0.089 -0.762 *** 

 (-1.36) (0.40) (-0.84) (-7.40) (0.14) (-7.41)
LOGAUDFEE 0.392 *** 0.072 0.370 ** -0.002 -0.164 0.021 
 (2.85) (0.12) (2.57) (-0.03) (-0.61) (0.29)
INDSPEC -0.333 -0.112 -0.459 0.093 0.312 0.123 
 (-0.82) (-0.07) (-1.08) (0.55) (0.55) (0.69)
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ROA 0.308 -7.786 *** 0.383 -0.135 -1.218 -0.179 
 (0.95) (-3.06 ) (1.16) (-0.78) (-0.64) (-1.03)
LEV -0.082 -2.298 -0.052 0.084 0.566 0.023 
 (-0.27) (-1.04) (-0.17) (0.56) (0.69) (0.15)
FOREIGN -0.133 0.498 -0.329 0.183 0.167 0.165 
 (-0.52) (0.59) (-1.14) (1.56) (0.37) (1.36)
SEGMENT 0.022 -0.519 ** 0.054 0.057 ** 0.135 * 0.052 * 

 (0.35) (-2.51) (0.86) (2.30) (1.81) (1.93)
LOSS 0.042 1.727 * 0.006 0.132 -0.113 0.148 
 (0.23) (1.80) (0.03) (1.47) (-0.20) (1.64)
LOGTA -0.608 *** -0.480 -0.636 *** -0.169 *** -0.358 -0.150 *** 

 (-6.19) (-0.81) (-6.06) (-3.59) (-1.32) (-3.00)
ICW 0.965 *** 0.390 1.005 0.955 *** 1.737 *** 0.933 *** 

 (5.13) (0.18) (5.18) (10.15) (3.79) (9.77)
MAO 0.100 0.303 0.094 0.081 0.764 *** 0.034 
 (0.81) (0.45) (0.75) (1.35) (3.78) (0.55)
MB -0.028 * -0.052 -0.028 * -0.007 0.014 -0.010 
 (-1.93) (-0.74) (-1.88) (-1.09) (0.59) (-1.40)
Fixed Effectsc Included Included Included Included Included Included
Obs. 3575 491 3084 14774 1950 12824
Adjusted R2 (%) 14.93 43.17 14.57 9.87 18.78 8.82

aSee appendix for variable definitions. 
bWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. Asterisks *, **, and *** denote two-tailed 
significance levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively; pound key # denotes 0.10 one-tailed significance level.. 

cWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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Compensation Committee Independence and 
Board-level Governance 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Section 952 of the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 directs the national securities exchanges to adopt new 
listing standards applicable to compensation committees. On January 11, 2013, the SEC approved 
the NYSE and the NASDAQ listing standards relating to the independence of compensation 
committees. In its approval orders, the SEC explicitly emphasized that all listed firms should 
comply with the NYSE’s and NASDAQ’s independence standards. This study examines whether 
these 2013 independence standards on compensation committees affect firms’ board-level 
governance. The empirical results show that more independent compensation committees are 
negatively associated with CEO compensation and positively associated with CEO turnover. 

 

Keywords: CEO compensation, CEO turnover, Compensation committee, Independence. 

Data Availability: All the data used in this study are from Audit Analytics, Compustat, Execucomp, 
and BoardEx.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In response to corporate scandals in 2001 and 2002, the US law-makers, regulators, and major 

stock exchanges have issued new board standards to enhance boards’ oversight effectiveness. The 

manner in which executives are compensated is an essential element of any corporate governance 

system (Monks and Minow 2011; Murphy 1999). A fundamental conflict of interest exists, however, 

between shareholders and executives with respect to executive compensation. On the one hand, 

shareholders want executive compensation to be as closely linked to corporate performance as 

possible. On the other hand, executives want their incentive compensation to be as high as possible. 

In fact, executive compensation practices have focused too strongly on short-term performance and 

have rewarded executives for making business decisions that bring excessive undue risks to the 

firms. This conclusion results in even greater shareholder scrutiny of compensation committees and 

their compensation-setting practices. As has been recognized by members of Congress, regulators, 

and industry leaders, independence is an essential characteristic for a compensation committee if it 

is to be well positioned to deal with this increased pressure and fulfill its duties to the shareholders. 

This is consistent with the notion that compensation decisions should be delegated to outside 

directors due to their unbiased judgments about executives’ quality (Fama 1980; Fama and Jensen 

1983; Jensen 1993) and CEOs who involve in director nomination and serve as board chairs usually 

receive higher compensation (Bebchuk and Fried 2003, 2004; Core et al. 1999; Cyert et al. 2002; 

Grinstein and Hribar 2004). 

Even though securities regulators and national exchanges have emphasized the importance of 

compensation committee independence since early 1990s (see Section 2 for details), many listed 

firms did not comply with these independence standards, resulting in widespread excessive 

executive compensation.1 This excessive executive compensation practice has been criticized as 

one major reason that caused the financial crisis in 2008~2009 (Balachandran et al. 2010) because 
                                                       
1For example, in 2003 the shareholders of Walt Disney brought a derivative action alleging the board of directors 
"consciously and intentionally disregarded their responsibilities" regarding a $ 38 million cash and $ 3 million stock 
option payout to the company's former president, who spent only fourteen months on the job. Chhaochharia and 
Grinstein (2009) also reports that the fraction of firms complying with independent compensation committees ranges 
from 75% in 2000 to 86% in 2005. 
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insider participation in compensation committees compromise committee independence, resulting 

in contracts that are skewed in executives’ favor (Vafeas 2003). The concern over opportunistic 

behavior by firms’ insiders sitting on the compensation committees led to government intervention 

in the design of appropriate structure for the compensation committees. For example, Section 952 

of the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 directs the national securities exchanges to adopt new listing 

standards applicable to compensation committees. On January 11, 2013, the SEC approved the 

NYSE and the NASDAQ listing standards relating to the independence of compensation 

committees. In its approval orders, the SEC explicitly emphasized that all listed firms should 

comply with the NYSE’s and NASDAQ’s independence standards. Importantly, all listed firms will 

have until the earlier of their first annual meeting after January 15, 2014, or October 31, 2014, to 

comply with these new listing standards.  

This study examines whether the 2013 independence standards on compensation committees 

affect firms’ board-level governance. Following Adams and Ferreira (2009), I adopt two measures 

of board-level governance: CEO compensation and turnover. I choose CEO compensation as one 

measure because the NYSE and NASDAQ new listing standards clearly require that compensation 

committees assume the responsibility of determining CEOs’ compensation. Furthermore, because 

CEO contracts are fairly heterogeneous and complex, the compensation committees are likely to 

spend considerable time and effort discussing their details. Therefore, CEO compensation can 

better capture compensation committees’ function effectiveness (Adams and Ferreira 2009). I also 

choose CEO turnover as another measure because prior studies suggest that boards with stronger 

governance are more likely to fire entrenched CEOs who pursue personal gains at the expense of 

shareholders (e.g., Adams and Ferreira 2009; Hermalin and Weisbach 1998, 2003). Moreover, the 

sensitivity of CEO turnover to stock return performance could be considered a measure of the 

intensity of board monitoring (Adams and Ferreira 2009; Weisbach 1988). 

Prior studies have investigated the effect of board structure on CEO compensation (e.g., 

Adams and Ferreira 2009; Bertrand and Mullainathan 2001; Core et al. 1999; Finkelstein and 
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Hambrick 1989; Grinstein and Hribar 2004; Hallock 1997; Lambert et al. 1993; Yermack 1996) but 

provide inconclusive evidence. One major reason is that board structure is often endogenously 

determined by unobservable firm and CEO characteristics that, in turn, determine CEO 

compensation (Chhaochharia and Grinstein 2009; Hermalin and Weisbach 2003; Thorburn 1997). 

Because the approval of the 2013 independence standards is a regulation event, changes to board 

structure can be attributed to the new standards rather than to unobservable characteristics. 

Therefore, analyzing such an event help mitigate the endogeneity problem. By using the 

differences-in-differences approach, I compare changes in CEO compensation and turnover 

between firms that were already complying with early independence requirements and firms that 

were not complying with them.  

The empirical evidence on the association between compensation committee independence and 

CEO pay is also mixed. For example, Newman and Mozes (1999) shows that the relation between 

CEO compensation and performance is more favorable toward the CEOs among firms that have 

insiders on the compensation committees. Conyon and Peck (1998) finds that the proportion of 

outside directors in a compensation committee is positively associated with CEO pay and 

sensitivity of pay to performance. In contrast, Conyon and He (2004) reports that insiders or CEOs 

from other companies who are members of the compensation committee have no impact on the 

level of CEO compensation or structure of equity incentives. Daily et al. (2003) shows that 

compensation committees consisting of affiliated directors do not award excessive pay or lower 

overall incentives to the CEOs. Clearly, these mixed results warrant further research. In this study, I 

use the 2013 independence standards to provide new evidence that is relevant to this debate. 

My study is similar to three prior studies that use US legislative events to test whether 

independence requirements affect compensation committees’ decisions in determining CEO 

incentive contracts. On October 16, 1992, the SEC adopted its final rules requesting a new "Board 

Compensation Committee Report on Executive Compensation" through which a compensation 

committee would disclose detailed justifications for the executive compensation paid. Also, the 
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report should show the names of all compensation committee members and be included in firm’s 

annual proxy statement. Anderson and Bizjak (2003) examines whether these reforms changed 

compensation committees’ decisions toward CEO compensation. The empirical results do not find 

evidence supporting the notion that greater compensation committee independence affects CEO pay. 

Specifically, compensation committees consisting of insiders and CEOs do not award excessive pay 

or lower overall incentives to the CEOs. Somewhat different from Anderson and Bizjak (2003), 

Vafeas (2003) also adopts the SEC 1992 reforms as the event but finds a steady decline in the 

number of insider participation in compensation committees. After the reforms, there is an increase 

in CEO pay and in the sensitivity of salary pay to performance. In a more recent study, 

Chhaochharia and Grinstein (2009) chooses Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) and subsequent 

amended listing standards proposed by the NYSE and NASDAQ as the event to examine whether 

the independence requirements on the majority of board members and members of the audit, 

compensation, and nominating committees affect CEO compensation. The empirical results show 

that only the independence requirement on the majority of board members is significantly 

associated with a decrease in CEOs’ bonus and stock-based compensation. The requirement on 

compensation committee independence has no effect on CEO pay.      

My study differs from the above three studies in four major aspects. First, the SEC’s 1992 

reforms only encourage listed firms to include independent directors into the compensation 

committees and increase disclosure requirements when corporate insiders serve on the 

compensation committees. Therefore, the main purpose is the mandatory disclosure of executive 

compensation, the rationale for the executive compensation paid, and the relationship of the 

compensation paid to the company's performance. In contrast, the primary goals of SOX are to 

enhance auditor independence (see Title II of SOX) and strengthen corporate governance with an 

emphasis on the effectiveness of audit committees (see Sections 301, 303, and 407 of SOX). 

Therefore, audit committee independence is one major concern at the board level and has received 

much attention by the regulators and the accounting academics (e.g., Beasley et al. 2009; Bedard et 
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al. 2004; Bronson et al. 2009; Carcello and Neal 2003; Lennox and Park 2007; Menon and 

Williams 2004, 2008; Naiker and Sharma 2009; Naiker et al. 2013; Srinivasan 2005). Even though 

the NYSE and NASDAQ also amended their listing standards (which were approved by the SEC on 

November 4, 2003) to require that compensation committees be composed of independent directors, 

many firms did not comply with this rule due to the exceptions allowed by the standards (see 

Section 2 for details). Given the above discussions, it appears that the impacts of the SEC 1992 

reforms, SOX provisions, and amended listing standards on compensation committee independence 

are relatively weak. This may explain why Anderson and Bizjak (2003) and Chhaochharia and 

Grinstein (2009) do not find significant association between compensation committee 

independence and CEO compensation. Different from these legislative events, the 2013 

independence standards target directly to compensation committees mandating that all listed firms 

should have fully independent compensation committees. Therefore, the 2013 independence 

standards provide a stronger setting in which I can cleanly and directly test whether exogenously 

determined change in compensation committee structure affects CEO compensation and turnover. 

Second, the sample periods selected by Anderson and Bizjak (2003) and Vafeas (2003) may be 

too out-of-dated (i.e., 1985~1998 and 1991-1997, respectively) to draw useful policy implications 

in the post-SOX period. Because SOX has significantly changed the financial reporting and 

regulatory environment, including the roles of the boards and their committees, it is not clear 

whether findings based on pre-SOX era are applicable to the current era. Carcello et al. (2011) 

suggests that post-SOX studies are necessary where similar issues have been investigated in the 

pre-SOX period. Thus, more recent empirical evidence is needed to understand whether 

compensation committee independence affects firms’ board-level governance in the post-SOX era. I 

adopt a sample between 2010~2014 to test the effects of the 2013 independence standards on CEO 

compensation and turnover. Third, the above three studies do not consider characteristics that may 

affect the effectiveness of compensation committees. My study controls for compensation 

committee-specific characteristics such as meeting times, industry expertise, and overlapping 
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between compensation committee and compensation committee (see Section 3.1 for details). 

Finally, Anderson and Bizjak (2003) and Vafeas (2003) do not control for endogeneity problem that 

may adversely influences the statistical validity of their tests. I use the differences-in-differences 

approach to control for any economic shocks that occurred during the legislation event and that 

could have affected CEO compensation and turnover in all firms. 

The remainder of this research proposal is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the 

history of regulations related to compensation committee independence. Section 3 describes the 

basic research design, including the measures of dependent and independent variables, the 

econometric models, and the sample selection procedures. Section 4 lists tasks to be finished if this 

research proposal is approved. 

 
2. HISTORY OF REGULATIONS ON COMPENSATION COMMITTEES  

On July 2, 1992, the SEC proposed substantial changes to its executive compensation 

disclosure rules (Release No. 33-6940). The most important part of this proposal is the new "Board 

Compensation Committee Report on Executive Compensation" requiring the compensation 

committee to disclose its specific rationale for executive compensation and the link between 

compensation and firm’s performance. The SEC proposed that this report should be included in the 

“Management's Discussion and Analysis” section of firm’s financial statements and believed this 

report would "… bring shareholders into the compensation committee or board meeting room and 

permit them to see and understand the specific decisions made through the eyes of the directors." 

Due to commenters’ strong arguments that this proposal would introduce undue intrusion into firms’ 

internal affairs and interfere with the functioning of the compensation committee, the SEC finally 

decided to require specific disclosure with respect to CEO rather than all named executives. In 

addition, the report has to show the names of all compensation committee members (but signatures 

are not required) and is required to be included in firms’ proxy statements for annual meeting 

purposes. The final rules were adopted on October 16, 1992 (Release No. 33-9089). One critical 

problem with the SEC 1992 reforms is that the subsequent amendments on NYSE and NASDAQ 
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listing standards did not mandatorily require firms to have compensation committees because the 

board compensation report can be issued by the governance or nominating committee if 

compensation committees do not exist. In addition, there was no formal definition of 

“independence” for members of compensation committees. This is the legislative event used in 

Anderson and Bizjak (2003) and Vafeas (2003). 

On February 13, 2002, Harvey Pitt, the then chair of SEC, requested that national exchanges 

should try to improve their governance listing standards (Press Release 2002-23). In response, the 

NYSE and the NASDAQ sent their proposed changes to the SEC in August 2002 and October 2002, 

respectively. The SEC approved these proposals with minor changes on November 4, 2003 

(Release No. 34-48745). The main provisions of the final listing standards require all firms must 

have a majority of independent directors (defined as those who have no directly material 

relationship with the firm or as a partner, shareholder, or officer of an organization that has a 

relationship with the firm). Also, the compensation committee, nominating committee, and audit 

committee shall consist of independent directors and should have written charters that define the 

obligations of these committees. All audit committee members should be financially literate and at 

least one member has accounting or related financial management expertise. Finally, non-executive 

directors must meet regularly to oversee the management. There are three major problems with the 

amended listing standards. First, they allow for exceptions to the independence requirements if the 

board has determined that the appointment of an inside director to the nominations and/or 

compensation committee is in the best interests of the company and the firm has disclosed its 

determination in the proxy statement or annual report filed with the SEC. This exception condition 

provides boards with more flexibility to justify their incompliance with the independence 

requirements. Second, the NASDAQ listing standards still do not require firms establish 

compensation committees. Finally, even though the NYSE and NASDAQ have the authority to 

delist firms that do not comply with their governance requirements (see NYSE Governance Rule 

202A, Section 13), they use this penalty only in very extreme case. Chhaochharia and Grinstein 
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(2009) uses the last problem as the reason to explain their puzzling result that not all firms 

complied with the exchanges’ amended listing standards but does not discuss the other two 

problems. This is the legislative event used in Chhaochharia and Grinstein (2009).  

Because of the financial crisis during 2008~2009, the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and 

Consumer Protection Act (Public Law 111-203) was signed into federal law by President Barack 

Obama on July 21, 2010. Section 952 of the Dodd-Frank Act added Section 10C (titled 

“Compensation Committees”) to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 requiring the SEC to direct 

the national securities exchanges to change their listing standards on the authority of the 

compensation committee, the independence of the members of the compensation committee, and 

the consideration by the compensation committee of specific factors relating to the independence of 

compensation advisers. On June 20, 2012, the SEC adopted Rule 10C-1 to implement the 

provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act. Rule 10C-1 explicitly requires each exchange to adopt rules 

providing that each member of the compensation committee of a listed firm must be a member of 

the board of directors and must otherwise be independent. In addition, the compensation committee 

should have authority to retain, appoint, compensate, and oversee compensation advisors, as well as 

to consider the independence of these outside advisors.2 Because the NYSE’s existing standards 

already require each listed firm to have a separate compensation committee consisting solely of 

directors who satisfy the NYSE’s general independence requirements, the “enhanced independence” 

specified in Rule 10C-1 and the new listing standards require that, in affirmatively determining the 

independence of any director who will serve on the compensation committee, the board must 

consider all factors specifically relevant to determining whether a director has a relationship to the 

firm that is material to that director’s ability to be independent from management in connection 

                                                       
2However, the final listing standards emphasize that nothing in the rules requires a compensation adviser to be 

independent, only that the compensation committee consider the six factors (i.e., the provision of other services to the 
listed firm by the person that employs the compensation consultant, counsel or other adviser; the amount of fees the 
advisor receives from the listed firm as a percentage of the advisor’s total revenue; the advisor’s policies and 
procedures designed to prevent conflicts of interest; any business or personal relationship of the compensation 
consultant, counsel or other adviser with a member of the compensation committee; any listed firm stock owned by 
the consultant, counsel or adviser; and any business or personal relationship of the consultant, counsel or adviser with 
an executive officer of the listed firm) before selecting or receiving advice from such adviser. 
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with the duties of a compensation committee member. In making such affirmative determination, 

the board should consider at least two relevant factors: (a) the sources of compensation of the 

director or other compensatory fee paid by the company to the director, and (b) whether the director 

is affiliated with the company or any of its subsidiaries or their affiliates (see Section 10C(a)(3)). 

Therefore, to be considered independent, members of the compensation committees must meet both 

the general independence criteria already included in the exchanges’ listing standards and the new 

compensation committee-specific criteria required by the new independence standards. The NYSE 

and NASDAQ submitted their proposed changes to the SEC on September 25, 2012. Both 

exchanges later submitted amendments to their proposals and the SEC finally approved the 

exchanges’ proposals, as amended, on January 11, 2013 (Release No. 34-68639). Companies have 

until the earlier of their first annual meeting after January 15, 2014, or October 31, 2014, to comply 

with the new compensation committee independence requirements. These final listing standard 

changes reflect the latest development in an on-going campaign from all sides (e.g., Congress, the 

SEC, exchanges, proxy advisers, and shareholders) to hold corporate boards more accountable for 

their compensation-related procedures and decisions (Poerio et al. 2013). This is the legislative 

event used in this study.  

The main provisions of the 2013 final listing standards are as follows: 

(1) The firm’s compensation committee is required to:  

(a) be comprised solely of independent directors;  

(b) have the authority to retain compensation advisers; and  

(c) consider independence factors in selecting not only compensation consultants but also 
any other advisers, including outside legal counsel.  

(2) The firm’s board of directors should affirmatively assess the independence of 
compensation committee members considering all relevant factors.  

(3) The compensation committee must have a formal written charter reflecting the committee’s 
responsibilities (e.g., structure, processes, and membership requirements, determination of 
compensation of CEO and all other executive officers). 

(4) Special considerations to compensation committee advisors: 

(a) the compensation committee may, in its sole discretion, retain or obtain advice of a 
compensation consultant, independent legal counsel or other adviser; 
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(b) the compensation committee is directly responsible for the appointment, compensation, 
and oversight of the work of any such adviser; 

(c)    the company must provide appropriate funding, as determined by the compensation 
committee, for payment of reasonable compensation to any such adviser; and 

(d) in selecting any adviser, the compensation committee must take into consideration all 

factors relevant to that person’s independence from management. 

(e) Compensation committee is not required to follow the advice of any such adviser. 
 

Obviously, the above discussions indicate that the SEC’s 1992 final rules focused on the 

mandatory disclosure of CEO compensation and required the compensation committees to issue a 

report explaining how they determine executive pays and whether such pays are linked to firms’ 

performance. On the other hand, even though SOX and subsequent amendments in the NYSE and 

NASDAQ listing standards required that compensation committees be composed of independent 

directors, firms may use the exception conditions specified in the standards to justify their 

noncompliance decisions. Also, some firms may simply decide not to comply with the standards 

because the NYSE seldom penalized them for noncompliance (Chhaochharia and Grinstein 2009). 

Due to these reasons, it appears that the association between these legislative events and 

compensation committee independence is not as straightforward as it might seem. Therefore, 

Anderson and Bizjak’s (2003) and Chhaochharia and Grinstein’s (2009) finding that there is no 

association between compensation committee independence and CEO compensation may not be 

valid. Different from these early legislations, the NYSE and NASDAQ 2013 independence 

standards aim directly at enforcing the independence of compensation committees. I thus argue that 

these new independence standards create a much stronger association between a legislative event 

and compensation committee independence. This provides a good opportunity to examine whether 

compensation committee independence affects CEO compensation and turnover. 

 
 

3. RESEARCH DESIGN  

3.1 Effect of 2013 Independence Standards on Board-level Governance: 
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I choose 2010~2014 as my sample period for two reasons. First, according to the effective date 

of the 2013 listing standards, there will be no impact for calendar-year reporting firms on their 2013 

proxy season. However, prior studies show that, even though firms were not formally required to 

comply with the listing standards until the effective date, the publication of the proposed 

recommendations itself probably led many firms to start complying long before the effective date. 

For example, Chhaochharia and Grinstein’s (2009) uses year 2003 as the breaking point for 

examining differences in CEO compensation before and after the listing standards despite the fact 

that the amended standards were approved on November 4, 2003. This is consistent with the notion 

that many firms began to change their board structure once the recommendations were put forth by 

the national exchanges. Following this notion, I choose 2013 as the cut-off and regard 2013~2014 

as the years after the new listing standards. Second, I do not consider years 2008~2009 because the 

variations in CEO compensation and turnovers tend to be substantially high during this financial 

crisis periods.  

 I hypothesize that if the 2013 independence standards imposed on the compensation 

committee affect board-level governance, boards that did not comply with these standards should 

respond more to the standards than boards that did comply with them. The measure of the level of 

compliance is whether the firm has a fully independent compensation committee in 2010~2012 

(before the new independence standards were announced). The dependent variable of interest is 

board-level governance (denoted by GOVERNANCE). Following Adams and Ferreira (2009), 

GOVERNANCE can be captured by CEO compensation (denoted by CEO_COMP) and CEO 

turnover (denoted by CEO_TURN). To test my hypothesis, I run the following regression (1) over 

an unbalanced panel of firm-observations in the years 2010~2014: 
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where 

CEO_COMP = (a) Natural log of CEO’s total compensation or (b) the ratio of CEO’s 
equity-based compensation to total compensation in year t; 

CEO_TURN = A dummy variable that equals one if the CEO leaves the CEO position in 
the following year (I also define CEO_TURN to be missing in the final 
year of the sample); 

NONCOMPLY = A dummy variable that equals one if the firm did not have a fully 
independent compensation committee on the board in 2010~2012 and 
zero otherwise (a director is defined as an independent director if the 
director was not an employee of the firm during the previous 3 years, 
if the director does not have family affiliation of the officers of the 
firm, and if the director does not have any business transactions with 
the firm); 

POST = A dummy variable that equals one if the firm-observation is in the period 
2013~2014 and zero otherwise; 

SALES = Natural log of firm’s net sales (in $millions) in year t−1; 

SEGMENTS = Number the firm’s business segments in year t−1; 

ROA = Natural log of one plus net income before extraordinary items and discontinued 
operations divided by the book value of assets, all measured in year t−1; 

RETURN = The firm’s raw stock return for year t−1 net of the CRSP value-weighted 
index, both compounded continuously; 

VOLA = Standard deviation of monthly stock returns from CRSP over the previous five 
years from t−5 to t−1; 

BOARDSIZE = Number of directors on the board in year t−1; 

BOARDIND = Percentage of independent directors on the board in year t−1; 

AGE = The age of the CEO in year t−1; 

HOLDINGS = Percentage of outstanding shares held by the CEO in year t−1; 

GENDER = A dummy variable that equals one if the CEO is female and zero otherwise; 

CHAIR = A dummy variable that equals one if the CEO is also the chairman in year t−1 
and zero otherwise; 

TENURE = Natural log of (1 + number of years CEO served in the firm by year t−1); 

MEETING = Number of meetings held by the compensation committee in year t−1; 

OVERLAP = Percentage of compensation committee members who also sit in the audit 
committee in year t−1; 
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EXPERTISE = Percentage of compensation committee members who are accounting 
experts with work experience as CPAs, CFOs, vice presidents of 
finance, financial controllers, or any other major accounting positions; 

Industry-year fixed effects = The Fama–French (1997) 48-industry dummies interacted 
with year dummies; 

 = Residual term. 
 

Following prior studies (e.g., Chhaochharia and Grinstein 2009; Adams and Ferreira 2009), I 

use a natural logarithmic transformation of total compensation (including base salary, bonuses, 

options, restricted stocks, and other compensation) and the ratio of equity-based compensation to 

total compensation as two measures of CEO_COMP. Because the ratio of equity-based 

compensation is bounded between zero and one, I use its log transform (i.e., the log odds ratio) as 

the dependent variable. If the ratio is z, my dependent variable is ln(z/(1-z)+), where  is a very 

small number I add to ensure I do not attempt to take the logarithm of zero. In the above regression 

model (1), if the dependent variable is CEO_COMP, coefficient 3 represents the change in each of 

the two CEO compensation measures of the noncomplying firms in the post-regulation period 

(years 2013-2014) compared to the CEO compensation of the complying firms. A significantly 

negative 3 suggests that the 2013 independence standards improve compensation committee 

independence, leading to reduced CEO compensation. Similarly, if the dependent variable is 

CEO_TURN, coefficient 3 represents the change in CEO turnover of the noncomplying firms in 

the post-regulation period compared to the CEO turn of the complying firms. A significantly 

positive 3 suggests that the 2013 independence standards improve compensation committee 

independence, leading to higher CEO turnover. Note that I restrict my sample to turnover events 

that are not classified as turnover due to CEO death or retirement.  

I also control for characteristics related to the firm, the board, and the CEO that have been 

reported in prior studies to have impacts on CEO compensation and turnover. For firm 

characteristics, I control for firm size (SALES), operation complexity (SEGMENTS), performance 

(ROA and RETURN), and firm risk (VOLA). I use the natural log of a firm’s net sales (in $millions) 
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to control for firm size. I also use two measures to control for firm’s performance: the natural log of 

the gross annual stock return and the natural log of the gross return on assets, which is defined as 

net income before extraordinary items divided by the book value of assets. Both performance 

measures are lagged 1 year to avoid measuring the effect of compensation on performance. For 

board characteristics, I consider board size (BOARDSIZE) and the percentage of independent 

directors on the board (BOARDIND). For CEO characteristics, I control for age, share ownership, 

gender, and whether CEO is also the chairman of the board. To control for CEO seniority, I use the 

natural log of one plus the number of years the CEO has served in the firm. Finally, I control for 

industry shocks that may affect the supply and demand for CEOs in different industries in different 

years by interacting industry dummies with year dummies. My industry classification follows that 

of Fama and French (1997). I also include firm fixed effects to control for any unobservable fixed 

firm characteristics that can affect compensation (e.g., the complexity of the tasks that the CEO 

faces) and turnover. In all the regressions I cluster the standard errors at the firm-period level for 

potential heteroskedasticity. For comparison purposes, I adjust for inflation by converting all 

compensation variables into 2010 dollars using the Consumer Price Index-All Urban Consumers 

(CPI-U), produced by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. By construction, there is a one-year lag 

between GOVERNANCE proxies and all control variables. 

In addition to the above firm-specific control variables, I also include three variables that may 

influence the effectiveness of the compensation committee. This procedure is important because 

improving compensation committee effectiveness is the main purpose of the 2013 independence 

standards. First, because there is no prior study that has ever adopted proxies for compensation 

committee’s effort, I borrow from the audit committee literature (e.g., DeZoort et al. 2002; Engel et 

al. 2010; Menon and Williams 1994) and use the number of meetings held by the compensation 

committee in a given year (MEETING) to capture committee’s diligence. More diligent 

compensation committees are more likely to meet more frequently. 

Second, Laux and Laux (2009) argue that due to the conflicting interests between the audit and 
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compensation committees, compensation committee members serving on the audit committees 

(OVERLAP) will tradeoff the costs between providing incentives to the CEOs and preventing CEOs’ 

earnings management. This tradeoff leads to a preference for offering less incentive compensation 

contracts to mitigate CEOs’ incentives in managing earnings. Hoitash and Hoitash (2009) provide 

empirical evidence consistent with the above prediction. Finally, even though the SEC’s 1992 rules 

and the 2013 independence standards allow firms to hire outside independent compensation 

advisors or consultants to help the compensation committees determine CEO compensation, the 

final decisions are made by the members of the compensation committees. Because shareholders 

prefer the CEOs to be compensated by their performance and CEOs’ operation performance is 

usually reflected in firms’ financial statements, compensation committee members who have 

accounting expertise shall be able to better evaluate CEOs’ true performance from accounting 

numbers and determine the appropriate level of CEO pays. Following prior research, I measure 

compensation committee’s accounting expertise (EXERTISE) as the percentage of compensation 

committee members who are accounting experts with work experience as CPAs, CFOs, vice 

presidents of finance, financial controllers, or any other major accounting positions (e.g., Krishnan 

and Visvanathan 2008; and Dhaliwal et al. 2010). 

 
3.2 Effect of Equity-based Compensation on Compensation Committee Independence: 

Even though the 2103 independence standards intend to enhance the independence of 

compensation committees, the efficacy of these standards may be enhanced or impaired if firms 

pay more equity-based compensation to their compensation committee members. On the one hand, 

corporate governance literature indicates that it is beneficial to have outside directors own stocks to 

align their interests with the shareholders (e.g., Fama and Jensen 1983; Monks and Minow 2001; 

Williamson 1984) and provide incentives for outside directors’ monitoring (e.g., Beasley 1996), 

resulting in better firm performance (e.g., Fich and Shivdasani 2006; Hanlon et al. 2003). In 

addition, compensation committee members may have incentives to maintain their reputation due to 

potential litigation exposure. Fama and Jensen (1983) and Zajac and Westphal (1996) point out that 
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a primary incentive for outside directors to effectively monitor managers is to enhance outside 

directors’ reputation. This is consistent with Yermack’s (2004) finding that 40% of total outside 

director incentives are related to reputation, which basically drives the chance to get and the risk to 

lose directorships. Further, some research finds that outside directors with a poor track record of 

monitoring are disciplined by the managerial labor market (e.g., Milgrom and Roberts 1992; Gerety 

and Lehn 1997). Finally, equity-based compensation could help firms in attracting talented 

compensation committee members who can determine appropriate CEO compensation. Overall, the 

above observations underscore the potential economic costs borne by compensation committee 

members as a result of their ineffective functioning. Therefore, members of compensation 

committees receiving more equity-based compensation shall face strong incentives to exercise due 

diligence to mitigate the risk of litigation and the consequential reputation loss.  

On the other hand, it is possible that equity-based compensation may impair the effectiveness 

of compensation committees. This argument is supported by the reasoning that, because stocks and 

options tie compensation committee members’ wealth to firms’ short-term and long-term financial 

performance, the objectivity of compensation committee members in determining appropriate CEO 

compensation level may decrease when their compensation create conflicts that induce them to 

compromise independence, leading to weak board-level governance. The National Association of 

Corporate Directors (NACD 2001, 2003) currently promotes the use of equity-based compensation 

for directors (Archambeault et al. 2008; Magilke et al. 2009) and large U.S. companies have 

increased the use of stocks and options to compensate their non-executive directors, of which 

compensation committees are to be formed. However, there is a lack in the literature that examines 

the association between equity-based compensation and compensation committees’ effectiveness.3 

More importantly, even though the 2013 independence standards mandate that all compensation 

                                                       
3Recent studies have found that equity-based compensation creates incentives for audit committee members to tolerate 
earnings management by managers since audit committee directors directly benefit from such actions (e.g., Magilke et 
al. 2009). Empirical studies also show that option compensation is associated with higher likelihood of restatements 
(e.g., Archambeault et al. 2008) and earnings management (e.g., Bedard et al. 2004). In addition, clients whose audit 
committees have larger stock ownership are more likely to dismiss their auditors following first-time going concern 
opinion (Carcello and Neal 2003). Firms demanding less monitoring over financial reporting pay more equity-based 
compensation to their audit committees (Engel et al. 2010).  
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committee members should be fully independent, it is possible that these members satisfy this 

requirement when they are newly appointed, but become less independent when they receive 

equity-based compensation during their tenure periods. Therefore, the answers to the question of 

whether new regulations are needed to govern how compensation committees should be 

compensated to ensure their effectiveness over time bear important policy implications to the 

regulators and national exchanges. 

Given these opposite predictions, the net effect of equity-based compensation on compensation 

committee independence is an empirical issue. This issue becomes even more important under the 

2013 independence standards because the NYSE and NASDAQ explicitly require the boards 

consider “… the sources of compensation of the director or other compensatory fee paid by the 

company to the director...” in evaluating the independence of compensation committee members. 

To test if equity-based compensation enhances or harms compensation committees’ independence, 

I include the ratio of equity-based compensation to total compensation paid to the compensation 

committees (denoted by EBC) into regression model (1), leading to the following model (2):  
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where 

EBC = Ratio of equity-based compensation to total compensation paid to the 
compensation committees in year t−1; 

The definitions of all other variables are the same as those in model (1).  

 

If equity-based compensation impairs the independence of compensation committees, 

coefficient 4 shall be positive when CEO_COMP is the dependent variable (i.e., the CEO will 

receive larger total compensation and higher portion of equity-based compensation) and be 

negative when CEO_TURN is the dependent variable (i.e., the CEO is less likely to be dismissed 
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when his/her performance is poor). 

 
3.3 Data and Sample Selection: 

The data source for CEO compensation, tenure, turnover, and chairmanship is the Execucomp 

database, which has all compensation information about firms that belong to the NYSE or that once 

belonged to the exchange. I do not consider firms listed at NASDAQ because its 2013 

independence standards are different from those of the NYSE in three substantial ways. First, the 

NASDAQ standards only require firms to have a compensation committee of at least two 

independent directors. This requirement is not consistent with the definition of the variable 

NONCOMPLY, which is coded one if all members of a compensation committee are independent. 

Second, the NASDAQ standards do not implement the “enhanced independence” requirement that 

the boards must consider relevant factors to make affirmative determination about the independence 

of compensation committee members. Finally, the NASDAQ standards maintain the existing 

exception allowing a listed firm to have inside directors serving on its compensation committee. 

The data source for board structure and director information (e.g., size, independence, 

compensation, memberships, age, gender, holdings, and education and prior work experience) 

comes from BoardEx. In particular, the database has information about whether the director is 

independent and about whether the director serves on the compensation and audit committees. My 

analysis spans the years 2010 to 2014 covering all companies listed at NYSE. To ensure that I do 

not capture changes in compensation due to firms entering and leaving the samples, and to ensure 

that the firms are subject to the 2013 independence standards, I include in the analysis only U.S. 

firms that existed in these two databases for the entire period and that are members of the NYSE. I 

will retrieve financial information for each firm from COMPUSTAT. All variables are adjusted for 

inflation using 2010 as the base year. Firm observations will be deleted if they: (a) do not have 

complete financial and compensation data and (b) do not pay equity compensation. To control for 

outlier problem, I winsorize observations that fall in the top and bottom 1 percent of the empirical 

distribution for both the dependent and independent variables (Bulter et al. 2004; Fan and Wong 
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2005). 

Two major compensation components will be examined: stock awards (which include 

common stock with and without restrictions, deferred stock units, and phantom stock units) and 

option grants (which include short-term and long-term stock options). The value of stocks will be 

determined by multiplying the number of shares awarded by the closing price. Following Brick et 

al. (2006) and Core et al. (1999), I will compute the value of options using the 25 percent of their 

exercise price or the closing market price on the annual meeting date if exercise price is not 

available. I exclude meeting fees because they are often viewed as an opportunity cost of attending 

a meeting and, thus, are not similar to annual compensation (Adams and Ferreirs 2008). 

 
3.4 Further Analyses: 

3.4.1 Low vs. High External Monitoring 

Prior research shows that  the extent to which the decrease in CEO compensation is related to 

the existence of other external monitoring mechanisms in the noncomplying firms. I focus on two 

mechanisms that have been shown to affect CEO compensation. The first is the concentration of 

institutional holdings. Hartzell and Starks (2003) find that firms with high concentrations of 

institutional holdings tend to give more efficient compensation schemes to their managers. 

Following Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith (2007), I first calculate the sum of all ownership positions 

greater than 5% held by institutional investors for each firm in each year. These blockholdings, as 

collected from the 13-F filings by Thomson Financial, can be considered a measure of the extent 

active large shareholders oversee the management. Since large shareholders have greater incentive 

to monitor management, firms improve their governance from within by taking policies and 

procedures to protect their investments in the face of potential agency conflicts (Gompers et al. 

2003). I then use the median value of these sums to partition the sample into two groups and code 

observations above (below) the median as having high (low) monitoring. Model (1) is estimated 

separately for each group.  

The second mechanism is the existence of a nonemployee blockholder on the board. Core et al. 
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(1999) show that when a blockholder sits on the board of directors, compensation to the manager is 

lower, consistent with Spatt’s (2006) conjecture that stronger incentives to directors are likely to 

make them more effective. Following Chhaochharia and Grinstein (2009), I define a director 

blockholder as a nonemployee director who holds 5% or more of the shares in the firm. I partition 

the sample into firms with and without a blockholder and re-estimate model (1) separately for each 

group. I hypothesize that noncomplying firms that have a large concentration of ownership by 

institutional investors or a nonemployee blockholder on the board should not decrease the firm’s 

CEO compensation as much as firms that do not have a large concentration of holdings.  

3.4.2 Low vs. High Fraud Risk 

 Firms with a higher risk of fraud are of particular interest to investors, auditors, and regulators. 

I examine whether the effect of compensation committee independence on board-level governance 

varies with firms’ fraud risk. I use the F-score to proxy for fraud risk (Dechow et al. 2011). 

DeChow et al.’s (2011) F-score provides an ex ante indicator of a firm’s risk of having material 

accounting misstatements due to fraud. Specifically, a larger F-score indicates a higher probability 

of material misstatements. I partition the sample at the median value of the F-score and code 

observations above (below) the median as high (low) fraud risk and re-estimate model (1) 

separately for each partition. I hypothesize that noncomplying firms that have larger fraud risk 

should decrease the firm’s CEO compensation more than firms that have smaller fraud risk. 

3.4.3 Low vs. High Managerial Ability 

Demerjian et al. (2013) show that, because superior managers are more knowledgeable of their 

company and business, they will make better judgments and estimates, leading to higher earnings 

quality. Based on this conclusion, I hypothesize that firms having more capable CEOs will have 

less incentive to manipulate earnings because they do not need to do so to maintain their earnings 

levels. Therefore, the effect of compensation committee independence may become insignificant 

for noncomplying firms if these firms hire capable CEOs.  

Demerjian et al. (2013) measure their managerial ability variable using the decile ranks of the 
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managerial ability scores (denoted by MAS) developed in Demerjian et al. (2012) by year and 

industry with an aim to make the MAS more comparable across time and industries. This 

measurement may not be applicable to my study because I want to examine whether, at the firm 

level, more capable CEOs have less incentive to manage earnings and, therefore, can possibly 

mitigate the positive effect of compensation committee independence on CEO compensation and 

turnover. To capture the salient features that capable CEOs shall increase their managerial ability 

over time and this continuing improvement in managerial ability enhances firm’s earnings quality 

in year t, I use the SIC 2-digit industry-year mean MAS to separate the sample into two groups and 

run model (1) separately. 

4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The empirical results show that more independent compensation committees are negatively 

associated with CEO compensation and positively associated with CEO turnover. Interested readers 

are welcomed to ask the author for a complete copy of this paper. 
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Abstract 
 

Motivated by the finding of prior research that social ties (resulting from past education, 
employment, or other non-professional activities) between CEOs and audit committee members 
will hamper audit committee oversight quality, we examine whether and how the auditors react 
to these social ties and what factors affect such reactions. Based on a large dataset of US-listed 
firms during 2004~2012, we document the following findings. First, at the aggregate level, 
CEO-audit committee social ties have increased 5% during the sample period. At the individual 
tie level, employment ties have doubled, from 8% in 2004 to 16% in 2012. Second, S&P 500 
firms considerably reduced non-professional ties while non-S&P 500 firms substantially 
increased employment ties. Finally, while auditors consistently react to employment ties only, 
their reactions vary depending on firm types and whether firms’ audit committees have 
accounting experts. If there are accounting expert on the audit committees, the auditors will react 
by being more conservative to non-S&P 500 or resigning from S&P 500. If there is no 
accounting expert on the audit committees, the auditors will react by exerting more effort on 
non-S&P 500 firms. These results bear important implications for regulators and investors. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Audit committees (AC) have long been regarded as a vital mechanism to assure the 

transparency and integrity of financial reporting (Blue Ribbon Committee 1999; COSO 1992; Public 

Oversight Board 1993). However, recent accounting frauds have led market participants to question the 

effectiveness of ACs in fulfilling their oversight role. Such concerns gave rise to the more stringent 

provisions stipulated in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), which increased ACs’ accountability and 

expanded their responsibilities in an attempt to restore the credibility of corporate financial statements. 

These AC mandates (e.g., fully independent, financial expertise, duties of determining audit fees and 

auditor choice) attempt to increase the demand for audit quality by improving corporate governance 

through altering firms’ incentives and competencies (DeFond and Zhang 2014). Most prior research 

investigates whether SOX’s AC mandates improve audit quality and finds strong support. For example, 

independent ACs are more likely to hire industry specialist auditors (e.g., Dhaliwal et al. 2010; 

Krishnan 2005) and protect auditors from being dismissed after first-time going concern reports (e.g., 

Carcello and Neal 2003), less likely to appoint officers’ former audit firms (e.g., Lennox and Park 

2007), and purchase less non-audit services from auditors (e.g., Abbott et al. 2003).1 Also, ACs with 

financial, legal, and industry expertise are associated with better financial reporting quality (e.g., 

Abbott et al. 2007; Bedard et al. 2004; Cohen et al. 2014; Dhaliwal et al. 2010; Krishnan et al. 2011). 

While the above studies show that effective ACs improve audit quality, few studies examine 

how auditors react to ineffective ACs. From the demand-side perspective, Bruynseels and Cardinaels 

(2014) find that post-SOX ACs who are socially tied with the CEOs are more likely to pay lower audit 

fees, and have larger discretionary accruals. Also, auditors are less likely to issue going concern 

                                                       
1AC independence has received much attention from professional bodies and accounting academics because independence 
is the cornerstone on which ACs can effectively exercise their delegated duty (e.g., Lennox and Park 2007; Menon and 
Williams 2004, 2008; Naiker and Sharma 2009; Public Oversight Board 1993; Srinivasan 2005). See Carcello et al. (2011a) 
for a detailed review of the literature on ACs. 
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opinions and internal control weakness reports. These results suggest that ACs will become ineffective 

due to a lack of independence if some (or all) of the members are socially tied with the CEOs. Because 

SOX substantially increases auditors’ legal liabilities (Lu and Sapra 2009) and specifies mandates on 

auditor independence (e.g., prohibition of the provisions of non-audit services and revolving door), we 

contend that it is practically infeasible for auditors to increase their litigation exposure by accepting 

low audit fees, providing less effort, and issuing going-concern and internal control weakness reports 

less often to clients that genuinely warrant such opinions. Actually, auditors should regard the 

existence of social ties between the CEOs and AC members as an important signal that the clients’ 

control risk is high. Therefore, auditors should take actions to protect themselves from potential 

litigation and reputation loss. Drawing on the above arguments, we take a supply-side perspective to 

explore (1) what actions the auditors will take if there are social ties between clients’ CEOs and AC 

members, (2) whether auditors react to different types of social ties differently, and (3) whether 

auditors view social ties to have differential effects on different types of firms (e.g., S&P 500 vs. 

non-S&P 500). These issues have not been examined in the audit committee literature.  

To contrast our empirical results with those reported in Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014), we 

adopt the same definitions of three types of social ties: past education (e.g., alumni relation), 

employment (e.g., current or past working experience as employees or directors at other firms), and 

other non-professional activities (e.g., members of clubs, charities, foundations, and non-profit 

organizations). Although both studies draw their samples from the BoardEx database, we extend the 

sample period from 2004~2008 in Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) to 2004~2012, thereby giving us 

a much larger dataset of US-listed companies. This longer time-series dimension facilitates more 

precise measurements of different types of social ties as well as their trends. 

We then relate these tie measures to three variables that are commonly used in prior studies to 
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proxy for auditors’ possible reactions to the existence of CEO-AC social ties. Prior studies have found 

that audit report lag (which is the difference between a company’s fiscal year-end and the audit report 

date) can proxy for audit effort because the length of this lag is positively associated with audit risk 

(e.g., Bamber et al.1993; Ettredge et al. 2006; Knechel and Payne 2001). If the auditors are likely to 

increase clients’ assessed audit risk due to the CEO-AC social ties, which may impair AC 

independence, they will lengthen the audit report lag in auditing the clients’ financial statements. 

Because the existence of social ties may help auditors distinguish clients with a higher likelihood of 

financial misstatements and in turn higher audit risk, social ties will motivate auditors to increase their 

effort. Therefore, we test whether auditors are more likely to exert more audit effort when there are 

social ties between the CEOs and AC members. 

Recent studies report that auditors have become more conservative in auditing their clients after 

SOX (e.g., Cahan and Zhang 2006; Lobo and Zhou 2006). DeFond and Subramanyam (1999) and Lee 

and Mande (2003) show that auditor conservatism is related to clients’ litigation risk. On the other 

hand, it is well-documented in prior research that, if additional audit effort is not enough to reduce 

audit risk to a tolerable level, auditors tend to avoid or reduce risk by terminating engagements with 

risky clients. Using data from a variety of sources, this line of research consistently document that 

auditors are more likely to resign from, and less likely to accept, riskier clients (e.g., Bockus and 

Gigler 1998; Choi et al. 2004; Hackenbrack and Hogan 2005; Johnstone and Bedard 2003, 2004; 

Krishnan and Krishnan 1997; Raghunandan and Rama 1999). Drawing on these studies, we also test 

whether auditors are more conservative and more likely to resign when clients’ CEOs and AC 

members are socially tied to each other.  

The empirical results show five important findings. First, there is a 5% increase in CEO-AC 

social ties of all types from 2004 to 2012. Importantly, the proportion of employment ties doubled, 
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from 8% in 2004 to 16% in 2012. Second, S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 firms adopt entirely different 

policies in hiring their AC members. Particularly, the S&P 500 firms reduce AC members who are 

socially tied with the CEOs due to other non-professional activities by 5%. In contrast, the non-S&P 

500 firms increase AC members who have employment ties with the CEOs by 9%. Third, the auditors 

appear to regard that it is the employment ties in the non-S&P 500 firms that harm AC independence. 

The auditors react to these employment ties by exerting more audit effort, becoming more conservative, 

and resigning more often when these firm have higher fraud risk. Fourth, similar to Bruynseels and 

Cardinaels (2014), we also find that auditors will react to non-professional ties by reducing audit fees. 

However, we do not find that auditors respond to lower audit fees by reducing their audit effort. To 

reconcile these seemingly inconsistent results, we posit that the demand-side firms have stronger 

bargaining power than the supply-side auditors. Based on the notion that employment ties are 

practically observable but non-professional ties are not, we test our conjecture by using industry expert 

to capture auditors’ bargaining power. We find that Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ (2014) results exist 

only when auditors are non-experts. These auditors may not know the decrease in audit fees is due to 

non-professional ties (because they are not observable), but they will react to employment ties by 

investing more effort. Finally, even though we consistently find that auditors react to EMPLOY ties 

only, their reactions are affected by firm types and whether firms’ ACs have accounting experts. If ACs 

have accounting experts, the auditors will either become more conservative to non-S&P 500 or resign 

from S&P 500 more often. If there is no accounting expert on ACs, the auditors will exert more effort 

on non-S&P 500 firms.   

Our study makes at least five contributions to the literature. First, prior studies provide strong 

evidence that AC independence is associated with stronger monitoring (e.g., Klein 2002a, 2002b), and 

strengthened monitoring motivates ACs to choose high quality audit inputs (e.g., Dhaliwal et al. 2010; 
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Krishnan 2005) and reduce perceived threats to audit quality (e.g., Abbott et al. 2003; Carcello and 

Neal 2003; Lennox and Park 2007). However, Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) show that AC 

members are more likely to demand low audit quality if they have non-professional ties with the CEOs. 

While these findings may be valid from the demand-side firms’ perspective, the consequences of such 

social ties on the auditors is not well understood. Because SOX has substantially changed the 

regulatory and legal environment the auditors face, it is important to know whether and how the 

auditors react to these CEO-AC social ties. Different from Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014), we take a 

supply-side perspective and show that auditors regard employment ties, rather than non-professional 

ties, as the most severe and react differently to different types of firms. 

Second, prior research provides some evidence that shareholders and boards hold AC members 

accountable for ineffectiveness (e.g., Cai et al. 2009; Ertimur et al. 2010; Johnstone et al. 2011; 

Srinivasan 2005). However, these studies do not explore why ACs become ineffective. Bruynseels and 

Cardinaels (2014) contribute to the literature by showing that the existence of non-professional social 

ties between the CEOs and AC members is one possible reason that harms AC independence. We go a 

step further to show that auditors consider employment ties to be the major source of potential audit 

risk and take actions to protect themselves from litigation. 

Third, recent research indicates that auditors are more conservative in auditing their clients 

during the post-SOX period (e.g., Cahan and Zhang 2006; Lobo and Zhou 2006). Even though the 

empirical evidence documents this phenomenon, few attempts have been made to explore the 

determinants of auditor conservatism. Lu and Sapra (2009) analytically show that firms with higher 

business risk induce auditor conservatism. Particularly, conservatism and audit quality jointly affect 

firms’ share prices, leading to investment inefficiency. Different from these studies, we show that the 

existence of employment social ties between the CEOs and AC members is one determinant of auditor 
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conservatism because the CEOs can control major governance bodies inside the firms, leading to a 

weaker control environment and higher control risk. 

Fourth, while Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) focus on the demand side and find that it is the 

non-professional ties that induce ACs to be less independent, we focus on the supply side and find that 

auditors view employment ties to be the main reason that attenuates ACs’ oversight quality. These 

divergent findings raise the question of whether the auditors are not capable of identifying the correct 

social ties that really impair AC independence and the resulting oversight ineffectiveness. This inability 

may potentially harm audit quality, leading to unexpectedly higher audit risk. To this end, our empirical 

evidence highlights the need to require firms to publicly disclose different types of social ties between 

their CEOs and AC members so that AC members can maintain independence in fact rather than in 

appearance. Our proposed disclosure is consistent with the SEC's current calls to enhance the 

disclosures for audit committees (see SEC Concept Release No. 33-9862 [2015]).2 

Finally, understanding whether and how auditors react to the existence of social ties in clients’ 

boards is of great interest to academics, investors, and regulators because auditors play a crucial role in 

ensuring the quality of firms’ financial statements, a key information source for many important 

economic decisions. The interactive nature of the audit negotiation and verification process makes 

auditors’ reactions a relevant issue in which social ties are likely to influence AC independence. The 

existing literature is limited in addressing this issue. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related research and 

develops our hypotheses. Section 3 describes the basic research design, including the dependent and 

independent variable measures, econometric models, and sample selection procedures. Section 4 

                                                       
2Current AC disclosure requirements are contained in Item 407 of Regulation S-K. Certain AC related information are 
required to be disclosed in firms' proxy statements, such as the AC report, names of AC members, whether AC members 
are independent, the number of AC meetings held, and certain statements related to its responsibilities for overseeing 
financial reporting, internal control, and the audits. 
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discusses the empirical findings and Section 5 concludes. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Social Ties Research in the Finance Literature 

Social ties have received much attention from accounting and finance academics because they 

are nonfamilial and informal connections that may be a potential source of a person’s dependence on 

other people. Prior finance research examines whether CEOs’ social ties with board directors and other 

outside professionals bring negative consequences to the firms. However, the results are mixed. For 

example, in a smaller cross-section of Fortune 100 firms drawn from 1996-2005, Hwang and Kim 

(2009) find that firms whose board members are tied with their CEOs through education and 

non-professional connectedness award a significantly higher level of CEO compensation and exhibit 

weaker pay-performance sensitivity. Fracassi and Tate (2012) examine whether social ties between 

CEOs and board directors jeopardize firms’ governance. They find that CEO-director’s education, 

employment, and other activities ties reduce firm value, particularly when firms have no other 

governance mechanisms to substitute for board oversight. In addition, firms with more CEO-director 

ties engage in more value-destroying merger and acquisitions (M&A) activities.  

In contrast, Cohen et al. (2008) focus on education ties between CEOs and mutual fund 

managers. They find that portfolio managers put larger bets on connected firms and perform 

significantly better on these holdings. Cohen et al. (2010) also use education ties between CEOs and 

analysts to show that connected analysts outperform by up to 6.60% per year on their stock 

recommendations. The above two studies suggest that social ties facilitate information flows. Schmidt 

(2015) explores the effect of education and non-professional ties between CEOs and board members 

on firms’ M&A decisions. The empirical results indicate that bidder announcement returns are higher 
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when board advice is more important than monitoring. The author concludes that, in the M&A 

situation, board independence is not always in the shareholders’ best interest. 

Overall, given the mixed results reported in the finance literature, whether CEO-director social 

ties are detrimental or beneficial to firms is still an empirical question. Instead of focusing on the 

consequences of social ties among board members, our study focuses on what actions the auditors can 

take to respond to the existence of three types of social ties in their clients’ boards. We argue that 

different types of social ties between CEOs and people other than board directors who are not 

responsible for overseeing financial reporting will have different effects on the firms. 

2.2 Social Ties Research in the Accounting Literature 

Recently, accounting researchers have also begun to investigate the effects of social ties on 

firms’ earnings quality and governance effectiveness. Not surprisingly, the results are mixed. For 

example, Naiker and Sharma (2009) examine whether the presence of former audit partners on ACs 

harms the committees’ independence, leading to oversight failure in internal control weaknesses. They 

find that AC members who are former audit partners and affiliated with current auditors enhance AC 

oversight quality, which in turn improves internal controls and financial reporting quality. In a related 

study in a similar setting, Naiker et al. (2013) further show that the presence of former audit partners 

on ACs is negatively associated with the procurement of non-audit services from the current auditors. 

Both studies suggest that past audit firm employment ties will not reduce current AC oversight quality. 

In contrast, Krishnan et al. (2011) combine social ties resulting from education, employment, 

and non-professional activities into one measure and test whether these ties between the CEOs/CFOs 

and board directors motivate firms’ earnings management. They first show that CEOs/CFOs are more 

likely to appoint socially-connected directors to boards after SOX. They then show that these social 

ties are positively associated with firms’ avoidance of a loss, an earnings decline, and failure to meet or 
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beat analysts’ earnings forecasts. However, the negative effect of social ties seems to be offset by the 

increase in board risk aversion due to SOX. 

Two more recent studies turn attention to two monitoring bodies that are mandated to be 

independent. Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) document that social ties between AC members and 

CEOs have a negative effect on the quality of AC oversight. Particularly, they find that ACs that have 

non-professional activities ties with CEOs tend to pay lower audit fees to buy less audit effort, leading 

to larger discretionary accruals. In addition, because ACs become ineffective, they cannot sufficiently 

mitigate management pressure on the auditors when there are disputes about firms’ going-concern and 

internal control weaknesses. However, social ties resulting from AC members' past education and 

employment with the CEOs do not have adverse effects on AC oversight effectiveness. In another 

study, Guan et al. (2016) use China data to show that auditors who have school ties with clients’ 

executives are more likely to issue favorable audit opinions, especially for financially distressed clients. 

Also, firms audited by these connected auditors are more likely to have larger discretionary accruals, 

subsequent downward earnings restatements, and lower information content of earnings. The authors 

conclude that school ties between auditors and clients’ executives impair audit quality. 

Different from the above two studies, Westphal and Graebner (2010) adopt impression 

management theory to test whether powerful firm leaders change board composition so that they 

appear to be more independent but actually do not enhance monitoring capacity, especially when 

analysts make negative appraisals of firm value. The results show that CEOs tend to increase 

socially-tied directors that are formally independent to induce analysts to issue more optimistic 

earnings forecasts and more positive stock recommendations. This finding suggests that, even though 

regulators believe that an increase in formal board independence can improve board governance, such 

changes in board composition are made simply to create the appearance of improved governance 
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without actually increasing board control. 

Our study differs from prior accounting studies in two aspects. First, Bruynseels and Cardinaels 

(2014) take a demand-side perspective and show that it is other non-professional ties that harm AC 

independence. We take a supply-side perspective and report that auditors regard employment ties to be 

their major concern and react accordingly. Importantly, Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) do not 

separate their sample into S&P 500 vs. non-S&P 500 firms and do not investigate whether AC 

members’ accounting expertise mitigates the adverse effect of social ties on AC quality. Because they 

do not examine whether different types of firms will use different types of social ties to influence their 

AC members, it is possible that their empirical results may be jointly driven by social tie type and firm 

type. We conduct our analyses using S&P 500 vs. non-S&P 500 samples and find that auditors do not 

perceive any type of social ties to be severe and do not react when their clients are S&P 500 firms or 

when firms have at least one accounting expert on their ACs. We focus on the auditors’ reactions 

because accepting low audit fees from ineffective ACs and exerting less audit effort exposes auditors to 

much higher litigation risk. In auditing practice, the auditors will not compromise their audit quality 

simply because clients’ CEOs and AC members are socially tied by non-professional activities.  

Second, our study and Westphal and Graebner (2010) examine entirely different incentive 

problems. In Westphal and Graebner's (2010) setting, the corporate leaders react to analysts’ negative 

firm valuation by appointing more socially-tied directors with an aim to convince the analysts that 

firms' governance has improved. However, the actual board control capacity does not increase. In other 

words, social ties serve as a means to “cheat” the analysts. In contrast, auditors in our setting react to 

social ties between CEOs and AC members by taking certain actions to protect themselves from 

litigation. Therefore, social ties serve as a “warning sign” that clients’ control risk may be higher.  

2.3 Hypotheses: 
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First, because social ties may harm AC independence and facilitate earnings management, 

which increases the likelihood of restatements and in turn audit risk, we expect CEO-AC social ties 

will lead to reduced AC oversight quality. We thus test whether auditors regard the existence of social 

ties as a signal of increased audit risk and react accordingly. 
  
H1: The auditor’s reaction increases with the proportion of social ties between the CEO and 

audit committee members. 
 

Second, Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) show that, from a demand-side perspective, only 

other non-professional ties impair AC oversight quality. Because we do not know which type of social 

ties the auditors will perceive to jeopardize ACs' monitoring effectiveness from a supply-side 

perspective, we predict that the auditors will regard different types of social ties to have different 

effects on AC and, therefore, react differently: 
 
H2: The auditor’s reaction differs across education, employment, and non-professional ties 

between the CEO and audit committee members. 

Finally, because larger firms are more likely to attract the attention of the public (Watts and 

Zimmerman 1986) and their shares are highly preferred by institutional investors due to their stronger 

governance (Ferreira and Matos 2008), larger firms are subjected to higher external monitoring 

pressure. Therefore, even though there are social ties between CEOs and AC members, larger firms’ 

ACs are more likely to remain effective than smaller firms. Because firms with different sizes may 

have different incentives to use different types of social ties to influence their ACs, we predict that the 

auditors will perceive the social ties problem to be less severe for larger firms than for smaller firms 

and react differently.   
 
H3: The auditor’s reaction to social ties between the CEO and audit committee members differs 

between large and small firms.  

To test the above hypotheses, we focus on the following three common proxies for auditors’ 
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reactions: audit effort, conservatism, and auditor change. Also, we use S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 

(including Mid-cap S&P 400 and small-cap S&P 600) to distinguish large and small firms. We use 

S&P 500 membership to define firm types mainly because S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 firms have 

substantial differences in stock returns, risk exposure to the market, media attention, industry 

concentration, market capitalization, and the adoption of social ties in appointing AC members (to be 

discussed in Section 3.2). Since global investors may include both types of firms in their portfolios, it 

is necessary to examine whether different social ties affect ACs’ oversight quality and whether auditors 

react to different social ties in different ways for different types of firms.   

3. DATA DESCRIPTIONS 

3.1 Sample Selection  

We collect data on social ties from BoardEx for the years 2004-2012. After excluding financial 

institutions (SIC codes 6000-6999) due to their special regulations and operating practices, we obtain a 

sample of 29,225 firm-year observations. We then exclude observations that do not have the requisite 

data in COMPUSTAT and Audit Analytics, giving rise to our initial sample of 20,965 firm-year 

observations from 3,546 firms. For our audit effort models, we exclude missing adjusted report lag, 

cases where the difference between a firm’s fiscal year-end and the audit report date is greater than 90 

days from our initial sample, and missing control variables, resulting in 18,932 observations. For our 

conservatism test, we follow Kothari et al. (2005) to compute performance-adjusted discretionary 

accruals. After excluding observations with missing data to calculate these accruals and control 

variables, we have 10,079 observations. We use adjusted discretionary accruals to proxy for auditor 

conservatism. Finally, for our auditor change model, we restrict our sample to firms with high 

probability of committing fraudulent financial reporting. Excluding observations with missing control 

variables and data to compute firms’ fraud risk gives rise to 7,364 observations. To control for the 
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potential effects of extreme values, we winsorize observations that fall in the top and bottom 1 percent 

of the sample distributions of the dependent and the continuous independent variables. 

Table 1 shows the distribution of sample firms by year and industry. Panel A reports that the 

sample is evenly distributed across 2004-2012, except in the first year when there are fewer 

observations. Panel B reports that, across our four samples, the top three industry categories are, 

respectively, manufacturingPart 2 (ranging from 25.83%~40.03%), services (ranging from 

19.84%~26.52%), and manufacturingPart 1 (ranging from 17.45%~19.58%). Overall, our sample 

distribution by industry is very similar to that reported in Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014). 

[Insert Table 1 here] 

3.2 CEO-AC Social Ties  

For comparison with Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014), we follow their definitions of the 

social ties measures. Education ties arise when the CEO and AC member(s) earn their bachelor or 

graduate degrees from the same educational institution. Employment ties arise when the CEO and AC 

member(s) have current or past overlapping employment as employees or directors in any firms. Other 

non-professional ties arise when CEO and AC member(s) have present or past membership in the same 

charities, clubs, foundations, and non-profit organizations. To test H1, we use an aggregate tie measure 

ALLTIES, which is defined as the proportion of AC members who have at least one type of ties with 

the CEO. To test H2, we use EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT to denote the proportions of AC 

members who have connections to the CEO based on education, employment, and other 

non-professional ties, respectively. To test H3, we estimate all the regressions for our S&P 500 and 

non-S&P 500 sub-samples separately. Using the initial sample of 20965 firm-observations, Table 2 

reports a complete picture of the average distributions of these tie measures over our sample period.  

[Insert Table 2 here] 
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Panel A of Table 2 shows a sharp increase in ALLTIES, from 16% in 2004 to 21% in 2012. 

Turning to the three types of social ties, the proportion of EDU remains stable at 4% while the 

proportion of OTHERACT decreases from 7% in 2004 to 4% in 2012. Notably, the proportion of 

EMPLOY doubles, from 8% in 2004 to 16% in 2012. These 9-year distributions suggest that, on 

average, CEOs substantially increase the appointment of AC members that have employment ties with 

them and reduce AC members that are connected to them through other non-professional activities. If 

we separate the full sample into S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 groups, Panels B and C report that the 

S&P 500 firms tend to reduce AC members who are socially tied with the CEOs, mainly through a 

notable decrease, from 14% in 2004 to 9% in 2012, of AC members with other non-professional ties. 

In contrast, the non-S&P 500 firms tend to increase the appointment of socially-tied individuals to their 

ACs, mainly through a substantial increase, from 8% in 2004 to 17% in 2012, of AC members with 

employment ties. These results suggest that S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 firms appear to adopt entirely 

different policies in hiring AC members. Particularly, CEOs in non-S&P 500 firms may have changed 

their AC selection decision by appointing more individuals who have previously worked with them and 

reducing individuals who are connected to them through non-professional activities. One possible 

reason underlying this phenomenon is that the CEOs tend to focus more on AC members’ professional 

expertise and competence rather than their friendship. This notion is consistent with Cohen et al.’s 

(2014) result that industry expertise together with accounting expertise can improve AC oversight 

effectiveness. In contrast, CEOs in the S&P 500 firms tend to decrease individuals who have 

connections with them from non-professional activities. Given Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ (2014) 

finding that it is non-professional ties that jeopardize AC oversight quality, Table 2 implies that the 

impairment of AC effectiveness appears to decrease in S&P 500 firms.  

Note that our social ties distributions are similar to those documented in Panel A of Table 2 in 
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Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014). Looking at years 2004~2008, the average proportion of ALLTIES is 

between 15%~17% in our study and 16%~17% in theirs. In addition, we both report that the average 

proportion of EDU is 4%. Finally, the average proportions of EMPLOY and OTHERACT in our study 

(8%~10% and 5%~7%, respectively) are almost the same as those in their study (i.e., 9%~10% and 

4%~6%, respectively). These basic statistics provide evidence that our identifications of ALLTIES, 

EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT are consistent with those in Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014). 

4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

In this section we report the regression results to test our three hypotheses. In each model, we 

follow prior studies and include control variables related to characteristics of the firms, the boards, the 

auditors, and the audit committees. See the appendix for detailed definitions of all the variables. In 

addition to these control variables, we also include year and industry fixed effects to control for the 

potential effects due to macroeconomic, regulatory, and industry-specific factors on our dependent 

variables.3 Because our tests rely on panel data, the residuals may be correlated across firms in each 

year and over time for each firm. Therefore, we adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard 

errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity (Petersen 2009). To evaluate potential 

multicollinearity concerns, we examine variance inflation factors (VIFs) among the independent 

variables in each model. All of the VIFs are between 1.225 and 3.125, well below the 10.0 threshold 

suggested by Neter (1996). Accordingly, multicollinearity is not a problem in our analyses. 

4.1 Audit Effort Analysis  

4.1.1 Empirical model 

Following prior studies (e.g., Chan et al. 2012), we use audit report lag to proxy for audit effort. 

Knechel and Payne (2001) show that a lengthy audit report lag is due to more audit hours and effort 

                                                       
3We also include Big 4 fixed effects in all our regression models and obtain the similar results.   
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being devoted to an engagement. Ettredge et al. (2006) also document that the reporting of internal 

control weaknesses is associated with longer audit report lag due to extended audit work. We use 

REPORTLAG, which is defined as the number of days between a firm’s fiscal year-end and the audit 

report date minus the SEC’s filing deadline requirements (60, 75, and 90 days for large accelerated, 

accelerated, and non-accelerated filers, respectively) (Hoitash and Hoitash 2016), as the dependent 

variable and regress it on our social ties variables and a set of control variables. We adopt the 

following models (1-1) and (1-2) to test whether auditors exert more audit effort in response to the 

existence of social ties between CEOs and AC members. We first use the aggregate measure ALLTIES 

in model (1-1) to test H1 and then replace ALLTIES by EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT in model 

(1-2) to test H2.  

 
  REPORTLAG = 0 + 1ALLTIES + 2LOGTA + 3LEV + 4QUICK + 5FOREIGN 
                + 6SEGMENT + 7ROA + 8LOSS + 9BIG4 + 10INDSPEC 

+ 11GC + 12ICW+ 13AUDCHANGE+ 14LOGCEOTENURE 
+ 15CEOCHANGE+ 16INVREC+ 17INDEP+ 18AUDSIZE 
+ 19CURR+ Fixed effects + ,                                  (1-1) 

 
  REPORTLAG = 0 + 1EDU + 2EMPLOY + 3OTHERACT + 4LOGTA + 5LEV 

 + 6QUICK + 7FOREIGN + 8SEGMENT+ 9ROA + 10LOSS 
 + 11BIG4 + 12INDSPEC + 13GC+ 14ICW+ 15AUDCHANGE 
+ 16LOGCEOTENURE+ 17CEOCHANGE+ 18INVREC 
+ 19INDEP+ 20AUDSIZE+ 21CURR+ Fixed effects + ,              (1-2) 

where  all the dependent and independent variables are defined in the appendix. 

4.1.2 Empirical results 

Panel A of Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics of all variables used in models (1-1) and 

(1-2). While our REPORTLAG has been adjusted for SEC’s filing deadline requirements, prior studies 

do not make this adjustment. Therefore, the mean and median of REPORTLAG (which are -6.73 days 

and -4 days, respectively) cannot be compared with those reported in the literature. For comparison and 
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readability purposes, we report the descriptive statistics of REPORTLAG without adjusting the SEC’s 

deadlines. The unadjusted mean and median values are 63.45 days and 61 days, respectively. This 

mean value is longer than Ettredge et al.’s (2006) 50 days and Tanyi et al.’s (2010) 62.57 days 

(ex-Andersen clients) and 56.08 days (other Big 5 clients with auditor changes), but shorter than 

Knechel and Payne’s (2001) 68.09 days. On average, 75% of all board members are independent and 

an AC generally has 3.56 members. About 78% of all firms hire Big 4 as their auditors. Again, the 

means of ALLTIES, EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT (which are 18%, 4%, 12%, and 6%, respectively) 

are almost the same as those reported in Panel A, Table 2 of Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014), 

indicating that our sample for the test of audit effort is comparable to their initial sample. 

[Insert Table 3 here] 

The first column of Panel B in Table 3 shows that the coefficient on ALLTIES is positive and 

significant at the 0.05 level. This implies that auditors react to clients’ CEO-AC social ties by exerting 

more audit effort. This result is consistent with H1. The second and the third columns of Panel B 

indicate that, when we decompose the sample into S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 sub-samples, the 

coefficient on ALLTIES is not significant in the S&P 500 sub-sample but is positive and significant at 

the 0.01 level in the non-S&P 500 sub-sample. In other words, the auditors view CEO-AC social ties to 

have differential effects on AC oversight quality between S&P 500 and non- S&P 500 firms. This 

result is consistent with H3.  

When we focus on three types of social ties, an F test on the full sample results in column 1 of 

Panel C indicates rejection of the hypothesis that the coefficients of the three categories of social ties 

are equal to one another. Examination of the different social tie coefficients indicates that only the 

coefficient on EMPLOY is positive and significant at the 0.01 level. The second and the third columns 

indicate that auditors regard employment ties to be the main reason for reduced AC oversight quality 
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and exert more audit effort only in the non-S&P 500 sub-sample. This result is consistent with H2 and 

H3, suggesting that auditors view different CEO-AC social ties differently and perceive that 

employment ties play the most important role in AC oversight quality. Economically, when we change 

EMPLOY from 0 to its mean (i.e., 0.12) and set all other variables at their respective mean values, the 

reported coefficient on EMPLOY implies that the deadline-adjusted audit report lag will increase by 

4.39%. Taken together, Panels B and C of Table 3 indicate that the auditors only react to employment 

ties by exerting more audit effort when their clients are not S&P 500 firms. 

4.2 Auditor Conservatism Analysis  

4.2.1 Empirical model 

Because prior studies show that auditors are more conservative in auditing their clients after 

SOX (e.g., Cahan and Zhang 2006; DeFond and Subramanyam 1999; Lee and Mande 2003; Lobo and 

Zhou 2006), we also test whether auditors will become more conservative when clients’ CEOs and AC 

members are socially tied. Following Kothari et al. (2005), we first estimate unadjusted discretionary 

accruals based on the Jones model. We calculate performance adjusted discretionary accruals by taking 

the unadjusted discretionary accruals for firm i and subtracting the mean unadjusted discretionary 

accruals for the firm i’s industry-ROA decile, where the mean is computed excluding firm i. Each 

industry-ROA decile has at least ten observations. We use ROA-adjusted discretionary accruals 

(ADACC) to measure auditor conservatism and the following models (2-1) and (2-2) to test our 

hypotheses. Similar to the above analyses, we first use the aggregate measure ALLTIES in model (2-1) 

to test H1 and then replace ALLTIES by EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT in model (2-2) to test H2.  

 
      ADACC = 0 + 1ALLTIES + 2LOGTA + 3LEV + 4QUICK + 5FOREIGN 
                + 6SEGMENT + 7ROA + 8LOSS + 9BIG4 + 10INDSPEC 

+ 11LOGAUDTENURE + 12GC + 13ICW + 14AUDCHANGE 
+ 15LOGCEOTENURE+ 16CEOCHANGE+ 17LAGMB 
+ 18INDEP+ 19AUDSIZE+ Fixed effects + ,                     (2-1) 
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      ADACC = 0 + 1EDU + 2EMPLOY + 3OTHERACT + 4LOGTA + 5LEV 
                + 6QUICK + 7FOREIGN + 8SEGMENT + 9ROA + 10LOSS 
                + 11BIG4 + 12INDSPEC + 13LOGAUDTENURE + 14GC 
                + 15ICW + 16AUDCHANGE + 17LOGCEOTENURE 
                + 18CEOCHANGE+ 19LAGMB + 20INDEP+ 21AUDSIZE 
                + Fixed effects + ,                                           (2-2) 

    where  all the dependent and independent variables are defined in the appendix. 

4.2.2 Empirical results 

Panel A of Table 4 presents the descriptive statistics of all variables. The mean and median of 

ADACC are around zero, consistent prior studies (e.g., Dechow and Dichev 2002). About 76% of all 

board members are independent and the average size of an AC is 3.52 members. Big 4 audit about 77% 

of all firms in our sample. Again, the means of ALLTIES, EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT (which are 

19%, 4%, 12%, and 6%, respectively) are the same as those reported in Panel A of our Tables 4 and 5. 

Thus, our sample for the test of auditor conservatism is comparable to Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ 

(2014) sample. 

[Insert Table 4 here] 

Panel B of Table 4 shows that the coefficient on ALLTIES is significant only in our non-S&P 

500 sub-sample at the 0.10 level. This result implies that, at the aggregate tie level, the auditors will be 

more conservative only when their non-S&P 500 clients have CEO-AC social ties. While this evidence 

implies that auditors perceive the negative effect of social ties differently for different types of clients, 

which is consistent with our H3, it is not consistent with H1. In contrast, when we focus on three types 

of social ties, Panel C of Table 4 shows that the coefficients on EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT are 

not equal to one another for the full sample and the non-S&P 500 group, consistent with H2. The 

results also show that the coefficients on EMPLOY are negative and significant for the full sample and 

the non-S&P 500 sub-sample, both at the 0.05 level. The coefficients on EDU and OTHERACT remain 

insignificant. These results suggest that, at the individual tie level, the auditors still recognize that it is 
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the employment ties in the non-S&P 500 firms that bring adverse effect on AC oversight quality and 

react by being more conservative. To compute the economic significance, we change EMPLOY from 0 

to its mean and set all other variables at their mean values. The reported coefficient on EMPLOY 

implies a decrease in ADACC by 1.97% (around $126,000). Overall, our empirical results are 

consistent with H2 and with H3. 

4.3 Auditor Change Analysis  

4.3.1 Empirical model 

Prior research has documented that auditors may avoid audit risk by client retention and 

acceptance (DeFond and Zhang 2014). Practically, auditors can avoid future litigation risk by departing 

from controversial clients. Recent studies have shown that, when clients create unacceptable level of 

audit risk for the CPA firms, auditors may choose to resign to avoid adverse consequences (e.g., Choi 

et al. 2004; Hackenbrack and Hogan 2005; Johnstone and Bedard 2003, 2004; Krishnan and Krishnan 

1997; Raghunandan and Rama 1999). Because resignation is the most serious action the auditors will 

take to respond to clients’ risk (Burke et al. 2016) and the existence of CEO-AC social ties by itself 

may not be egregious enough to warrant a resignation, we predict that auditors will resign only when 

the CEO-AC social ties can be used to conceal firms’ financial reporting fraud. We use the F-score 

proposed by Dechow et al. (2011) to measure the ex ante risk that firms have misstated their financial 

statements. An indicator variable HIFRAUD is coded one if a firm’s F-score is greater than the yearly 

median values (i.e., high fraud risk) and zero otherwise. We then interact this dummy variable with the 

aggregate measure ALLTIES and three individual ties EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT to test whether 

auditors are more likely to resign from clients who have CEO-AC social ties and higher risk of fraud.     

 While the above discussion implies that we should focus on resignations, the differentiation 

between auditor resignation and dismissal is often unreliable as disclosure of reasoning beyond 
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accounting disagreements is voluntary and infrequent (Burke et al. 2016; Hackenbrack and Hogan 

2002). For this reason, we employ an indicator variable CHANGE4Y, which equals one if a firm-year 

observation has an auditor change in years t, t+1, t+2, and t+3, and zero otherwise, to capture both 

resignations and dismissals. We use a long window to measure auditor changes because auditors may 

not resign immediately when they find that their clients have high fraud risk. We regress this 

dependent variable on our social ties variables, the fraud risk dummy, the interaction terms, and a set of 

control variables using the following models (3-1) and (3-2) to test our hypotheses.  

 
      CHANGE4Y = 0 + 1ALLTIES + 2HIFRAUD + 3ALLTIESHIFRAUD 

+ 4GIG4 + 5 LOGAUDFEE + 6INDSPEC + 7ROA 
 + 8LEV + 9FOREIGN + 10SEGMENT + 11LOSS  
+ 12LOGTA + 13ICW + 14MAO+ 15MB 
+ Fixed effects + ,                                     (3-1) 

 
      CHANGE4Y = 0 + 1EDU + 2EMPLOY + 3OTHERACT + 4HIFRAUD 

 + 5EDUHIFRAUD + 6EMPLOYHIFRAUD  
+ 7OTHERACTHIFRAUD + 8BIG4 + 9LOGAUDFEE  
+ 10INDSPEC + 11ROA + 12LEV + 13FOREIGN  
+ 14SEGMENT + 15LOSS + 16LOGTA + 17ICW  
+ 18MAO+ 19MB + Fixed effects + ,                     (3-2) 

 
where  all the dependent and independent variables are defined in the appendix. 

4.3.2 Empirical results 

Panel A of Table 5 presents the descriptive statistics of all variables. On average, there are 15% 

of our firm-year observations have auditor changes between year t and t+3. In addition, Big 4 and 

industry experts audit about 78% and 28% of all firms in our sample. Finally, the means of ALLTIES, 

EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT (which are 18%, 4%, 11%, and 5%, respectively) are almost the 

same as those reported in Panel A of our Tables 3 and 4. Thus, our sample for the test of auditor change 

is comparable to Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ (2014) sample. 

[Insert Table 5 here] 
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Panel B of Table 5 shows that the coefficients on ALLTIES are negative and significant only in 

the non-S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.10). The coefficients ALLTIESHIFRAUD are positive and 

significant in our full sample (p < 0.05) and non-S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.01). We test and find that 

the sums of the coefficients on ALLTIES and ALLTIESHIFRAUD (i.e., 1 + 3) are positive and 

significant in our full sample (p < 0.0938) and non-S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.0998). These results 

suggest that, when firms have higher risk of financial statement fraud, the existence of CEO-AC social 

ties is positively associated with the likelihood of auditor change, consistent with our H1. In contrast, 

when we decompose ALLTIES into three types of social ties, Panel C of Table 5 shows that, while the 

coefficients on EMPLOYHIFRAUD are positive and significant for the full sample and the non-S&P 

500 sub-sample (p < 0.05), the coefficients on EDUHIFRAUD and OTHERACTHIFRAUD are not 

significant. This is consistent with H2. We further test and find that the sums of the coefficients on 

EMPLOY and EMPLOYHIFRAUD (i.e., 2 + 6) are positive and significant in the full sample (p < 

0.0668) and one-tailed significant in the non-S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.1191). These results indicate 

that, when the auditors face clients with high fraud risk, they react to employment ties in the non-S&P 

500 firms by resignation.4 We calculate the economic significance as the change in likelihood of 

auditor change when HIFRAUD moves from zero (i.e., low fraud risk) to one (i.e., high fraud risk). 

Holding all control variables at their mean values, we observe a mean likelihood increase of 13.33% in 

the full sample and 14.76% in the non-S&P 500 firms. These results are consistent with H2 and H3. 

4.4 Additional Tests  

4.4.1 Controls for endogeneity  

The results in Tables 3~5 show that auditors perceive that only employment ties in the 

                                                       
4Note that the coefficient on EDU is significant in the S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.10), suggesting that auditors will 
consider education ties to be serious and react by resigning from S&P 500 clients who have low fraud risk. Since this 
result bears no practical implication and disappears in our subsequent tests of endogeneity, it is a random result and does 
not deserve further discussion. 
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non-S&P 500 firms will harm AC oversight quality and react accordingly. However, the possibility of 

endogeneity is a concern in our analysis. Prior studies identify three major sources of endogeneity that 

may arise in our setting. The first source is time-invariant unobservable heterogeneity, which arises if 

there are unobservable firm-specific factors that affect both the CEO-AC social ties and auditors' 

reactions. To address this endogeneity problem, we follow Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) by 

re-estimating all the previous regressions with lagged values of the three social tie measures. 

In our audit effort test, Panel A of Table 6 shows that the coefficients on LAGEMPLOY are 

positive and significant in the full sample (p < 0.01) and the non-S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.10). The 

coefficients on LAGEDU and LAGOTHERACT remain insignificant across different samples. Similarly, 

in our conservatism test, Panel B indicates that the coefficients on LAGEMPLOY are significant in the 

full sample and the non-S&P 500 sub-sample at the 0.10 level. Again, the coefficients on LAGEDU 

and LAGOTHERACT are still insignificant. Finally, Panel C shows that in our auditor change test the 

coefficients on EMPLOYHIFRAUD are significant in the full sample and the non-S&P 500 

sub-sample at the 0.10 one-tailed level. Overall, Table 6 is consistent with Tables 3~5. 

[Insert Table 6 here] 

Although using lag analyses helps address the time-invariant unobservable heterogeneity 

problem, they may not mitigate endogeneity arising when an omitted time-variant variable leads to 

both a change in social ties and a change in auditors' reactions. We use an instrumental variables 

approach to address this second source of endogeneity. Because our Tables 3~5 consistently show that 

auditors care about social ties from employment and react accordingly, we follow Bruynseels and 

Cardinaels (2014) and focus only on EMPLOY. We use the 1-year lag of EMPLOY as the instrumental 

variable. We implement the instrumental variables approach as follows. In the first stage, we regress 

the level of EMPLOY on the level of lag EMPLOY and all the control variables used in Tables 3~5 as 
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exogenous variables. In the second stage, we use the predicted level of employment ties from the first 

stage regressions (denoted by EMPLOY_PRED) in place of the actual values and estimate regressions 

of auditors' reactions on this predicted EMPLOY measure and all control variables used in Tables 3~5. 

The results of the second-stage regressions are reported in the first three columns of Panels A, B, and C 

in Table 7. The coefficients on EMPLOY_PRED are significant in our full sample and non-S&P 500 

sub-sample for the tests of audit effort, conservatism (at 0.10 level or better), and auditor change (at 

0.10 one-tailed level). Taken together, our second-stage results produce very similar conclusions. 

[Insert Table 7 here] 

A third source of endogeneity is simultaneity, which arises when the variable of interest is also 

a function of the dependent variable. Specifically, dynamic endogeneity may exist in such a way that 

the values of the variable of interest in year t are a function of the dependent variable in year t-1. This 

is a potential concern in our setting because auditors’ past reactions could be related to the current 

levels of CEO-AC social ties. To address this potential endogeneity problem, we follow prior studies 

(e.g., Blundell and Bond 1998; Kim et al. 2015; Wintoki et al. 2012) and adopt a system of two 

equations that include a dynamic model transformed into first-differenced form and a dynamic model 

in levels form. We then use dynamic GMM to estimate the following system of equations using 1-year 

lagged EMPLOY as the instrument: 

EMPLOYt = a0 + a1REACTIONt-1 + Controls,                       (4-1) 

REACTIONt = b0 + b1EMPLOYt  + Controls.                       (4-2) 

The last three columns of Panels A ,B, and C in Table 7 report the results from the dynamic 

GMM estimations. We continue to find significant coefficients on EMPLOY_PRED at the one-tailed 

0.10 level or better. This suggests that, after controlling for endogeneity using the dynamic GMM 
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estimator, auditors appear to react to CEO-AC employment ties only in the non-S&P 500 firms by 

increasing audit effort, becoming more conservative, or even resigning from clients who have high 

fraud risk. Overall, the results from the above three econometric methods to control for endogeneity 

indicate that our major findings reported in Tables 3~5 are unlikely to result from endogeneity.5  

4.4.2 Audit fee analysis  

The regression model   

Prior studies show that audit fees reflect audit risk (e.g., Bedard and Johnstone 2004; Chan et al. 

2012; Gul and Tsui 2001). If auditors observe significant audit risk, they are likely to charge higher 

fees to cover the extra costs arising from additional audit effort and/or the assignment of more 

experienced staff to the audit (Simunic and Stein 1996). Previous research also documents a positive 

relation between the aggressiveness of financial reporting and audit fees (e.g., Gul et al. 2003; Hogan 

and Wilkins 2008; Hoitash et al. 2008). We posit that the auditors will charge higher audit fees if 

clients’ AC members are socially tied with the CEOs. This is because these ties may impair AC 

independence and facilitate earnings management, which increases the likelihood of restatements and 

in turn audit risk. In their review paper, DeFond and Zhang (2014) identify that auditors are more 

likely to respond to litigation risk by reducing or bearing risk through audit fee adjustments. 

Following prior audit fee studies (e.g., Chaney et al. 2004; Ferguson et al. 2003; Francis et al. 

2005; Whisenant et al. 2003), we employ the following models (5-1) and (5-2) to test whether auditors 

adjust higher audit fees (LNAF) in response to the existence of social ties between CEOs and AC 

members. Similar to our main analyses, we use ALLTIES in model (5-1) and replace it with EDU, 

                                                       
5We also try to use a within-firm sample to test whether there are significant changes in audit effort, conservatism, and 
auditor changes before and after a firm has an individual social tie. To do this test, we need to make sure that a firm does 
not have any social tie for a certain number of years and then has a social tie in subsequent years. In other words, each firm 
should have complete social tie data during our sample period. Missing data in any single year cannot be our observations. 
Due to this reason, our within-firm samples for three types of social ties are too small to provide any meaningful 
regression results. Therefore, we cannot use this method to control for endogeneity.     
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EMPLOY, and OTHERACT in model (5-2). Note that we include the same set of control variables as in 

Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) so that we can make comparisons between our results and theirs. 

 

              LNAF = 0 + 1ALLTIES + 2CEOCHAIR + 3CEOTENURE 
+ 4BOARDSIZE + 5INDEP + 6FINEXP + 7AUDSIZE 
+ 8LOGTA + 9INITIAL + 10BIG4+ 11LEV+ 12CURR 
+ 13ROA+ 14LOSS+ 15INVREC+ 16BM+ 17FOREIGN 
+ 18GROWTH + 19NEWFIN + Fixed effects + ,                   (5-1) 

 
              LNAF = 0 + 1EDU + 2EMPLOY + 3OTHERACT + 4CEOCHAIR  

+ 5CEOTENURE + 6BOARDSIZE + 7INDEP + 8FINEXP 
+ 9AUDSIZE + 10LOGTA + 11INITIAL + 12BIG4+ 13LEV 
+ 14CURR + 15ROA+ 16LOSS+ 17INVREC+ 18BM 
+ 19FOREIGN + 20GROWTH + 21NEWFIN + Fixed effects + ,      (5-2) 

 
where  all the dependent and independent variables are defined in the appendix.  

The empirical results  

Panel A of Table 8 presents the descriptive statistics of all variables used in models (5-1) and 

(5-2). The mean and median values of audit fees (LNAF) are 13.69, consistent with Bruynseels and 

Cardinaels (2014) and other prior studies. About 17% of all AC members are socially tied with the 

CEOs in our audit fee sample. In addition, the average board size is about 8 members and 75% of the 

firms are audited by the Big 4. Note that the means of ALLTIES, EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT 

(which are 17%, 4%, 11%, and 5%, respectively) are very close to those reported in Table 4 of 

Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014), indicating that our sample is comparable to their audit fee sample. 

[Insert Table 8 here] 

Panel B shows that, when we use the full sample, the coefficient on ALLTIES is negative and 

significant at the 0.10 level. This implies that auditors charge lower audit fees to clients with CEO-AC 

social ties. This result, which is consistent with Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014), does not support our 

H1. The second and the third columns of Panel B indicate that the coefficient on ALLTIES is negative 
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and significant at the 0.05 level only in the non-S&P 500 sub-sample. These results are consistent with 

H3. Panel C further indicates that the coefficients on OTHERACT are negative and significant in both 

the full sample (p < 0.05) and non-S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.01) while the coefficients on EDU and 

EMPLOY are not significant in any sample. These results suggest that auditors react to CEO-AC 

non-professional ties by charging lower audit fees, consistent with H2. Taken together, our audit fee 

analyses provide supply-side evidence supporting Bruynseels and Cardinaels’s (2014) findings.6 

Discussions of the inconsistent findings  

DeFond and Zhang (2014) point out that audit fees are jointly determined by the demand-side 

firms and the supply-side auditors. From the demand-side, Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) show that 

CEO-AC social ties resulting from OTHERACT will harm AC independence, leading to lower audit 

fees and audit quality. From the supply-side, our results confirm Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ (2014) 

demand-side results. The evidence obtained from both sides not only contradicts with prior literature’s 

conclusion that auditors will raise audit fees to compensate increased audit risk, but also contradicts 

with our main findings that auditors regard EMPLOY ties as the most critical and react. Notably, given 

Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ (2014) results that audit fees will be lower, the auditors shall have strong 

incentive to reduce audit effort. However, we do not find negative and significant coefficients on 

OTHERTACT in our audit effort model across different samples. Given these results, the critical 

question we want to ask is: Why are the auditors willing to charge a lower level of audit fees but still 

put more effort when they identify EMPLOY ties between the CEOs and AC members?    

To answer the above question, we first posit that other non-professional activities are private 

personal actions that may not be observable to the auditors. In contrast, prior employment experience 

could be relatively easier to observe from auditors’ own social networking. Therefore, auditors are able 

                                                       
6We also separate our sample into 2004-2008 and 2009-2012 sub-samples and re-estimate the audit fee model separately. 
The results are still consistent with Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014).  
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to identify EMPLOY ties and perceive them as a potential threat to AC independence.7 We then posit 

that the demand-side firms may have stronger bargaining power than the supply-side auditors in 

determining audit fees. To test this conjecture, we adopt industry expert to capture auditors’ bargaining 

power because previous research shows that industry specialization leads to a fee premium (e.g., 

Casterella et al. 2004) and this audit fee premium is driven by city-level industry expertise (e.g., 

Francis et al. 2005). Following prior studies (e.g., Balsam et al. 2003; Kim et al. 2015; Lim and Tan 

2008), we use clients’ sales to estimate industry market share (MS) of an audit firm as follows: 
 

∑

∑ ∑
 

The numerator is the sum of the sales of all 	clients of audit firm i in industry k. The 

denominator is the sales of all  clients in industry k, summed over all  audit firms in the industry. 

We require a minimum of 20 clients in each industry to estimate industry market share for an audit 

firm in a given year. Auditor with the top two industry market shares are defined as industry experts. 

We then separate our sample into Industry Expert vs. Non-industry Expert sub-samples and re-estimate 

our audit fee and audit effort models. Panels A and B of Table 9 indicate that only in the non-industry 

Expert sub-sample that the coefficient on OTHERACT is negative (p < 0.05) and the coefficient on 

EMPLOY is positive (p < 0.01). In other words, Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ (2014) results exist only 

                                                       
7We obtained this information from personal interviews with managing partners, CEOs, chairmen, and senior partners at the 
Big 4’s headquarters. They kindly provide several reasons. First, because the auditors have to maintain independence in 
fact, partners at the Big 4 are not allowed to participate in private parties or banquets held by clients’ executives. Therefore, 
it is relatively difficult for the partners to observe CEOs’ and audit committee members’ private connections. Second, only 
employment ties involve “professional knowledge” interactions from which the CEOs and audit committee members 
(especially the chairs) can figure out how to manage earnings and find acceptable reasons to convince audit partners that a 
reduction in audit fees is necessary. Third, CEOs’ non-professional activities are so diversified that it’s almost impossible 
to identify them. Also, the frequencies of these activities are usually high. In contrast, CEOs’ prior and current 
employment ties are highly focused and, once the employment ties are established, they will be stable over time. Finally, 
to show their appreciation, people who get promoted in a company are more likely to cooperate with their supervisors who 
promote them. It is relatively easier for the audit partners to know who have been promoted in their clients (especially the 
S&P 500) from partners’ personal social networking.  
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when auditors are non-experts. Because non-experts have only few clients in each industry, the 

importance of these clients increases. Also, a lack of industry expertise prevents non-experts from 

earning audit fee premium. These factors jointly motivate firms with OTHERACT ties to cut audit fees. 

Since non-experts may not observe OTHERACT ties but can observe EMPLOY ties, they will react by 

exerting more audit effort to reduce potential audit risk.   

[Insert Table 9 here] 

Panels A and B of Table 9 also indicates that the coefficients on EDU, EMPLOY, and 

OTHERACT are all insignificant in the Industry Experts sub-sample. One possible reason underlying 

these results is that industry experts have already charged high audit fees. Therefore, when they 

observe social ties between clients’ CEOs and AC members, they tend to take other actions such as 

conservatism rather than increasing audit fees. To test whether our conjecture is correct, we estimate 

the abnormal audit fees for industry experts and non-experts. Untabulated results indicate that the 

average normal audit fees (in log values) for industry experts and non-experts are 14.04 and 13.05, 

respectively, and the difference is significant (t = 45.53; p < 0.0001). Similarly, there is a significant 

difference in average abnormal audit fees (t = 4.31; p < 0.0001) for industry experts (i.e., 0.421) and 

non-experts (i.e., 0.392). The median tests between these two sub-samples provide the same results. 

These statistics suggest that industry experts already charge higher normal and abnormal audit fees 

than non-experts. Because prior studies indicate that the increase in audit fees is attributable mainly to 

the increase in audit hours rather than higher rate per hour (e.g., Bae et al. 2016), industry experts have 

already devoted more effort in their audit work. Therefore, these could be the reasons that industry 

experts will not charge higher audit fees and put more effort as reactions to the existence of CEO-AC 

EMPLOY ties. 

4.4.3 Effects of Accounting Expertise and Social Ties  
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Regulators regard accounting expertise as one of the most important characteristics of ACs. 

Prior studies find strong support for the notion that AC members’ accounting expertise is positively 

associated with firms’ financial reporting quality (e.g., Agrawal and Chadha 2005; Bedard et al. 2004; 

DeFond et al. 2005; Dhaliwal et al. 2010; Krishnan and Visvanathan 2008; Xie et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 

2007). However, because AC oversight quality is jointly determined by AC members’ professional 

knowledge and integrity, accounting expertise by itself cannot maintain or improve AC effectiveness 

without AC independence. Recent studies find that AC independence may be compromised due to 

option compensation (e.g., Archambeault et al. 2008; Campbell et al. 2015; Keune and Johnstone 

2015), presence of former audit partners (e.g., Naiker and Sharma 2009; Naiker et al. 2013), and social 

ties between CEOs and AC members (e.g., Bruynseels and Cardinaels 2014). In this study, we strictly 

define accounting experts as those who have bachelor or master degrees in accounting, prior working 

experience as an auditor, controller, or internal auditor, and hold CPA licenses. We first separate our 

full sample into sub-samples with and without at least one accounting expert on the AC. We then 

estimate our regression models separately on these two sub-samples to examine how auditors view the 

relative efficacy of expertise and independence on AC oversight quality.     

Panels A of Table 10 shows that, if there is at least one accounting expert on the AC, the 

coefficients on EDU, EMPLOY, and OTHERACT are not significant in our full sample, S&P 500, and 

non-S&P 500 sub-samples. However, if there is no accounting expert on the AC, only the coefficients 

on EMPLOY become significant in our full sample and non-S&P 500 sub-sample at the 0.01 level. 

These results suggest that the auditors will not exert more audit effort for any social ties when both 

S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 firms have at least one accounting expert on their ACs. If there is no 

accounting expert, the auditors only react to employment ties in the non-S&P 500 firms by exerting 

more audit effort. In contrast, Panel B shows that, if there is at least one accounting expert on the AC, 
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only the coefficients on EMPLOY are significant in our full sample and non-S&P 500 sub-sample at 

the 0.10 level or better. These results imply that auditors will be more conservative in auditing 

non-S&P 500 firms’ financial statements even though these firms have accounting experts on their ACs. 

Finally, Panel C shows that, for firms who have accounting experts on their ACs, the coefficients on 

EDU, EMPLOY, OTHERACT, and EMPLOYHIFRAUD are significant at 0.05 level or better. 

However, we test and find that only the sum of the coefficients on EMPLOY and EMPLOYHIFRAUD 

is positive and significant in the S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.0346). One possible reason of this result is 

that the auditors regard accounting experts who have prior or current employment connection with the 

CEOs to be more capable of managing earnings and more willing to cooperate with the CEOs in hiding 

earnings management. Therefore, the auditors tend to react by resignation.8 While recent studies have 

found that larger portion of accounting experts on ACs can effectively enhance AC oversight quality 

(e.g., Dhaliwal et al. 2010; Krishnan and Visvanathan 2008), our results show that the negative effect 

of CEO-AC employment ties may outweigh the benefit of having accounting experts on ACs. In 

contrast, we test and find that the sums of the coefficients on EMPLOY and EMPLOYHIFRAUD are 

positive but insignificant in the full sample (p < 0.1007) and non-S&P 500 sub-sample (p < 0.1329).  

[Insert Table 10 here] 

Taken together, Table 10 indicates that, while auditors consistently react to EMPLOY ties only, 

their reactions vary depending on firm types and whether firms’ ACs have accounting experts. If there 

is at least one accounting expert on AC, the auditors will react by (1) not exerting more effort to either 

S&P 500 or non-S&P500 firms, (2) being more conservative to non-S&P 500 only, and (3) resigning 

from S&P 500. If there is no accounting expert on AC, the auditors will react by exerting more effort 

                                                       
8We check our data and find that, in our full sample for auditor change analyses, there are 2441 S&P 500 firms. Nearly 55% 
of these firms are classified as having high fraud risk. We also find that there are 491 S&P 500 firms whose ACs have at 
least one accounting experts. About 53% of them are classified as high fraud risk firms. 
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on non-S&P 500 firms only.    

4.4.4 Using the 2009~2012 sample  

To ensure that our empirical results are not driven by the long horizon of the sample period, we 

use observations during 2009-2012 as our sample and re-estimate the audit effort, conservatism, and 

auditor change models. Untabulated results show that, in the audit effort model, all the results reported 

in Table 3 remain unchanged. In the conservatism model, the coefficients on ALLTIES are not 

significant in the full sample and the S&P 500 and non-S&P 500 sub-samples. However, the 

coefficients on EMPLOY are significantly positive (p < 0.05) in the full and non-S&P 500 samples, 

consistent with our Table 4. Finally, in the auditor change model we find significant coefficients on 

EMPLOYHIFRAUD in the S&P 500 and S&P 500 sub-samples at the 0.05 level. Further, we also find 

the sum of the coefficients on EMPLOY and EMPLOYHIFRAUD to be significant in S&P 500 (p < 

0.01) and non-S&P 500 (p < 0.05). These results may imply that, due to the increased requirements and 

standards imposed on the auditing profession, auditors are more willing to resign from their S&P 500 

clients who have high ex ante risk of fraudulent financial reporting.     
 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The role of ACs in enhancing financial reporting quality has received much attention in the past 

decade. Therefore, research evidence on factors that may affect the effectiveness of ACs is of interest 

to regulators, boards, and investors. While Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) show that CEO-AC 

social ties resulting from other non-professional activities are associated with ineffective boards’ 

demand for low audit quality, the consequences of such social ties on auditors remain unclear. Because 

SOX has substantially increased the litigation risk auditors face, it is important to know whether 

auditors recognize this increased risk and how they react to different types of CEO-AC social ties in 

auditing different types of firms. This study takes a supply-side perspective to address these questions. 
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Using a large dataset of US-listed firms during 2004 to 2012, we document three important 

findings. First, there is a sharp increase in social ties of all types, from 16% in 2004 to 21% in 2012. 

Importantly, the proportion of employment ties changes from 8% in 2004 to 16% in 2012, a 100% 

increase. We further find that the S&P 500 firms reduce the number of AC members who are socially 

tied with the CEOs due to other non-professional activities from 14% in 2004 to 9% in 2012. In 

contrast, the non-S&P 500 firms substantially increase the number of AC members who have 

employment ties with the CEOs from 8% in 2004 to 17% in 2012. These statistics imply that the S&P 

500 and non-S&P 500 firms adopt different policies in hiring their AC members. Second, auditors only 

react to employment ties existed in non-S&P 500 firms by exerting more audit effort, becoming more 

conservative, and resigning more often if clients have higher fraud risk. These findings are robust to 

controlling for endogeneity and different sample periods. Third, we provide and test a possible 

explanation that may reconcile the inconsistency between Bruynseels and Cardinaels’ (2014) results 

and ours. Finally, we find that, whereas auditors consistently react to EMPLOY ties only, their reactions 

vary depending on firm types and whether firms’ ACs have accounting experts. . 

 Our empirical findings have important implications for regulators, boards of directors, investors, 

and others. First, we find that more than one-fifth of the AC members in our 2012 firm-year 

observations are socially tied with the CEOs. Because Westphal and Graebner (2010) show that CEOs 

may increase socially-tied directors that are formally independent simply to create the appearance of 

improved governance without actually increasing boards’ control capacity, our results may motivate 

regulators to seriously consider this problem and establish new rules, such as a mandatory disclosure of 

AC social ties with executives in firms’ proxy statements. Second, our audit fee analyses produce the 

same results as those in Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014). If social ties between CEOs and AC 

members indeed impair AC independence, the auditors shall face a higher control risk. Following prior 
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studies, the auditors should adjust audit fees upward to incorporate the increased audit risk. However, 

empirical evidence from the demand-side and supply-side shows that audit fees decrease when 

non-professional ties exit. Future research may explore the underlying reasons why the auditors view 

this type of social ties to be beneficial to ACs. Third, we find that Bruynseels and Cardinaels' (2014) 

results are mainly driven by non-S&P 500 firms. As a result, regulators and investors should pay more 

attention to the financial reporting quality of non-S&P 500 because these firms are more likely to hire 

non-industry expert auditors, giving rise to lower audit quality. Fourth, we show that auditors are more 

likely to resign from their S&P 500 clients if these firms have accounting experts on their audit 

committees. We posit that these experts may take advantage of their accounting expertise to cooperate 

with the CEOs in managing and hiding earnings manipulation. Our conjecture may be important to 

regulators because, when considering the existence of employment ties between the CEOs and 

accounting experts, audit committees with more “tied” experts may increase risk, leading to a higher 

likelihood that the auditors will resign. Future research may examine whether our conjecture is valid. 

Finally, we focus on four common reactions the auditors may take to respond to clients’ CEO-AC 

social ties. Future research could explore how auditors use the combination of these reactions and test 

other reactions to examine whether these reactions are effective in improving AC oversight quality. 
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APPENDIX 
Variable Definitions 

 

Variables  Definitions 

Social Ties   

ALLTIES 
 Proportion of audit committee members who are socially connected with the 

CEO; 

EDU 
 Proportion of audit committee members who are connected with the CEO 

via education ties; 

EMPLOY 
 Proportion of audit committee members who are connected with the CEO 

via employment ties; 

OTHERACT 
 Proportion of audit committee members who are connected with the CEO 

via other activities; 

Auditors' Reactions   

LNAFEE  Natural logarithm of total audit fees; 

REPORTLAG 

 The number of days between a firm’s fiscal year-end and the audit report 
date minus the SEC’s filing deadline requirement (60, 75, and 90 days for 
large accelerated, accelerated, and non-accelerated filers, respectively); 

DACC 

 Performance adjusted discretionary accruals is calculated by taking the 
unadjusted discretionary accruals for firm i and subtracting the mean 
unadjusted discretionary accruals for the firm i’s industry-ROA decile where 
the mean is computed excluding firm i. Each industry-ROA decile has at 
least ten observations; 

CHANGE4Y 
 Indicator variable equal 1 for companies that have auditor changes in years t, 

t+1, t+2, and t+3, and zero otherwise; 

Control Variables   

HIFRAUD  Indicator variable equal to 1 if a firm’s F-score is greater than the yearly 
median values, and 0 otherwise. 

LOGTA  Natural logarithm of total assets (in millions); 

LEV  Total liabilities divided by total assets; 

QUICK  Current assets minus inventory, divided by current liabilities; 

INVREC  Inventory plus accounts receivable, divided by total assets; 
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CURR  Current assets divided by current liabilities; 

FOREIGN 
 Indicator variable equal to 1 if foreign assets are greater than zero, and 0 

otherwise; 

SEGMENT  Natural logarithm of the number of business segments; 

ROA  Net income before extraordinary items scaled by total assets; 

LOSS  Indicator variable equal to 1 if net income is less than zero, and 0 otherwise; 

BIG4  Indicator variable equal to 1 if an auditor is one of a Big 4 auditor, and zero 
otherwise; 

INDSPEC  Auditor’s industry market share in a four-digit SIC code industry based on 
client sales revenue; 

LOGAUDTENURE  Natural logarithm of the number of years the auditor is with the company; 

INITIAL  Indicator variable equal to 1 if the auditor is in the first year of engagement, 
and 0 otherwise; 

GC  Indicator variable equal to 1 if a going-concern opinion is issued, and 0 
otherwise; 

ICW  Indicator variable equal to 1 if a SOX 404 audit opinion indicates inefficient 
internal control, and 0 otherwise; 

AUDCHANGE  Indicator variable equal to 1 if there is an auditor change in the current year, 
and 0 otherwise; 

BOARDSIZE  Number of directors on the board; 

CEOCHAIR  Indicator variable equal to 1 if the CEO is the chair of the board, and 0 
otherwise; 

CEOTENURE  CEO’s tenure; 

LOGCEOTENURE  Natural logarithm of the CEO’s tenure; 

CEOCHANGE  Indicator variable equal to 1 if there is a CEO change in the year, and 0 
otherwise; 

INDEP  Proportion of independent directors on the board; 
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AUDSIZE  Number of directors on the audit committee; 

FINEXP  Proportion of financial experts on the audit committee; 

BM  Book-to-market ratio; 

LAGMB  Market-to-book ratio at the beginning of the fiscal year;  

GROWTH  Growth in sales; 

NEWFIN  Indicator variable equal to 1 if the company issued either equity or debt 
during the fiscal year, and 0 otherwise; 

LAGMAO  Indicator variable equal to 1 if the prior year audit report is qualified, adverse 
or disclaimer audit opinion, and 0 otherwise. 
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TABLE 1 

Sample Size and Industry Distribution 

 

Panel A: Distribution of Sample Firms by Year 

  
Audit Effort 

Model 
 

Conservatism 
Model 

 
Auditor Change 

Model 
Year  n   %  n %  n % 

2004  1724 9.11   656  6.51  1063 5.79 

2005  1989 10.51   966  9.58  1777 9.68 

2006  2170 11.46  1187 11.78  1931 10.52 

2007  2207 11.66  1308 12.98  2239 12.20 

2008  2205 11.65  1276 12.66  2370 12.92 

2009  2242 11.84  1300 12.90  2338 12.74 

2010  2253 11.90  1226 12.16  2259 12.31 

2011  2220 11.73  1204 11.95  2217 12.08 

2012  1922 10.15   956  9.49  2155 11.74 

Total  18932 100.00  10079   100.00  18349 100.00 

 

Panel B: Distribution of Sample Firms by Industry 

2-digit 

SIC Industries 

 
Audit Effort 

Model 
Conservatism 

Model 
 

Auditor 
Change 
Model 

N % N %    N % 

01 – 09  Agriculture, forestry, and 
fishing 42 0.22 0 0.00  32 0.17 

10 – 14  Mining 1263 6.67 726 7.20  1135 6.19 

15 – 17  Construction 274 1.45 0 0.00  127 0.69 

20 – 29  Manufacturing—Part 1 3707 19.58 1759 17.45  3782 20.61 

30 – 39  Manufacturing—Part 2 5659 29.89 2603 25.83  6158 33.56 

40 – 49  Transportation, communication,
utilities 2023 10.69 985 9.77  1672 9.11 

50 – 51  Wholesale trade 702 3.71 374 3.71  694 3.78 

52 – 59  Retail Trade 1457 7.70 959 9.51  1321 7.20 

70 – 89  Services 3757 19.84 2673 26.52  3394 18.50 

91 – 99  Public administration 48 0.25 0 0.00  34 0.19 

Total  18932 100.00 10079 100.00  18349 100.00
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TABLE 2 

Proportions of Audit Committee Members Having Social Ties with CEOs during 2004 – 2012 

 

Panel A: Full Sample 

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total

Obs. 1956 2407 2577 2585 2459 2421 2340 2279 1941 20965a

Social Tiesb      Average

ALLTIES 16% 15% 16% 15% 17% 17% 17% 19% 21% 17%

EDU 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%

EMPLOY 8% 8% 9% 9% 10% 11% 12% 14% 16% 11%

OTHERACT 7% 6% 6% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 4% 5%

 

Panel B: S&P 500 Firms 

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total

Obs. 272 275 270 255 263 286 290 282 236 2429

Social Tiesb     Average

ALLTIES 21% 19% 19% 20% 19% 19% 19% 18% 18% 19%

EDU 4% 4% 4% 4% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 4%

EMPLOY 10% 9% 9% 9% 9% 10% 10% 10% 10% 9%

OTHERACT 14% 13% 13% 12% 12% 11% 11% 9% 9% 11%

 

Panel C: Non-S&P 500 Firms 

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total

Obs. 1684 2132 2307 2330 2196 2135 2050 1997 1705 18536

Social Tiesb     Average

ALLTIES 16% 15% 15% 15% 16% 16% 17% 19% 21% 17%

EDU 5% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%

EMPLOY 8% 8% 9% 9% 10% 11% 12% 14% 17% 11%

OTHERACT 6% 5% 5% 5% 5% 4% 4% 4% 4% 5%
aIn this table, we use the initial sample of 20965 observations to provide a more complete picture of the social tie 
distribution and trend over 2004-2012. Using smaller samples shown in Table 1 gives rise to very similar results. 

bVariable ALLTIES is the ratio of the number of directors who have at least one connection to the CEO by the total number 
of directors in the audit committee. Variables EDU, EMPLOY, OTHERACT denote the proportions of audit committee 
members who have a connection to the CEO on the basis of social ties from education, employment and other activities, 
respectively. 
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TABLE 3 

Auditors’ Reaction #1  Adjust Audit Effort 

 

Panel A: Descriptive Statistics (N = 18932) 

Variablesa Mean Median Q1 Q3 Std. Dev. 

REPORTLAGb 63.45  61.00  56.00  73.00  12.70  

ALLTIES 0.18  0.00  0.00  0.33  0.26  

EDU 0.04  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.11  

EMPLOY 0.12  0.00  0.00  0.17  0.24  

OTHERACT 0.06  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.15  

LOGTA 6.36  6.35  4.94  7.74  2.00  

LEV 0.49  0.48  0.30  0.64  0.26  

QUICK 2.32  1.52  0.97  2.62  2.46  

FOREIGN 0.10  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.30  

SEGMENT 2.21  1.00  1.00  3.00  1.64  

ROA -0.02  0.04  -0.02  0.08  0.24  

LOSS 0.22  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.41  

BIG4 0.78  1.00  1.00  1.00  0.42  

INDSPEC 0.27  0.22  0.05  0.43  0.26  

GC 0.02  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.14  

ICW 0.04  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.19  

AUDCHANGE 0.07  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.26  

LOGCEOTENURE 1.15  1.34  0.47  2.00  1.18  

CEOCHANGE 0.08  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.28  

INVREC 0.24  0.21  0.09  0.35  0.18  

INDEP 0.75  0.78  0.67  0.86  0.13  

AUDSIZE 3.56  3.00  3.00  4.00  0.87  

CURR 2.84  2.04  1.33  3.30  2.61  

 

Panel B: Audit Effort Model using an Aggregate Measure of social tiesc 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept -10.063 -5.88 *** 0.699 0.11 -12.290 -6.53 ***

ALLTIES 1.560 2.43 ** -0.378 -0.29 1.610 2.32 ***

LOGTA 0.477 3.28 *** -1.634 -4.22 *** 0.974 5.30 ***

LEV 0.234 0.25 -0.613 -0.25 -0.307 -0.30 
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QUICK -0.782 -1.96 * -1.495 -1.29 -0.480 -1.16 

FOREIGN -0.538 -0.85 0.596 0.68 -0.999 -1.37 

SEGMENT 0.234 2.02 ** -0.175 -1.02 0.385 2.86 ***

ROA -0.257 -0.26 -13.413 -3.59 *** -0.856 -0.85 

LOSS -0.246 -0.52 0.819 0.57 -0.153 -0.31 

BIG4 3.836 6.34 *** 7.652 1.86 * 3.093 4.91 ***

INDSPEC -1.545 -1.84 * -0.018 -0.01 -1.236 -1.30 

GC 1.103 0.94 1.536 1.32 

ICW 8.744 16.79 *** 9.018 5.54 *** 8.524 15.66 ***

AUDCHANGE -0.629 -1.13 -0.328 -0.27 -0.521 -0.89 

LOGCEOTENURE -0.368 -2.76 *** 0.180 0.72 -0.423 -2.90 ***

CEOCHANGE -0.208 -0.46 1.151 1.96 * -0.529 -1.03 

INVREC -3.229 -1.93 * -2.843 -0.85 -2.591 -1.47 

INDEP -0.222 -0.14 2.068 0.56 0.316 0.19 

AUDSIZE -0.308 -1.68 * 0.265 0.98 -0.390 -1.79 * 

CURR 0.458 1.27  1.007  0.89 0.196 0.52 

Fixed Effectsd Included Included Included 

Obs. 18932 2638 16294 

Adjusted R2 (%) 4.78 17.45 5.37 

 

Panel C: Audit Effort Model using Three Types of Social Tiesc 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept -10.357 -6.01 *** 1.120 0.17 -12.301 -6.54 *** 

EDU -1.109 -0.64 -2.060 -0.81 -0.787 -0.41 

EMPLOY 2.242 3.44 *** 0.828 0.59 1.779 2.56 ** 

OTHERACT -0.407 -0.40 0.543 0.36 0.265 0.22 

LOGTA 0.490 3.36 *** -1.662 -4.20 *** 0.974 5.29 *** 

LEV 0.178 0.19 -0.647 -0.27 -0.344 -0.33 

QUICK -0.788 -1.97 ** -1.494 -1.30 -0.487 -1.18 

FOREIGN -0.541 -0.86 0.553 0.64 -1.020 -1.40 

SEGMENT 0.242 2.09 ** -0.177 -1.02 0.384 2.86 *** 

ROA -0.226 -0.23 -13.516 -3.59 *** -0.823 -0.82 

LOSS -0.262 -0.55 0.852 0.59 -0.162 -0.33 

BIG4 3.859 6.39 *** 7.597 1.84 * 3.127 4.96 *** 

INDSPEC -1.511 -1.80 * -0.067 -0.05 -1.232 -1.29 
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GC 1.124 0.96 1.537 1.32 

ICW 8.720 16.75 *** 9.100 5.59 *** 8.509 15.64 *** 

AUDCHANGE -0.622 -1.12 -0.300 -0.25 -0.517 -0.89 

LOGCEOTENURE -0.320 -2.35 ** 0.170 0.67 -0.397 -2.68 *** 

CEOCHANGE -0.132 -0.30 1.158 1.98 ** -0.501 -1.00  

INVREC -3.159 -1.89 * -2.793 -0.82 -2.599 -1.47 

INDEP -0.151 -0.10 1.850 0.50 0.338 0.20 

AUDSIZE -0.275 -1.50 0.278 1.01 -0.380 -1.75 * 

CURR 0.459 1.27 1.000 0.89 0.199 0.53 

Fixed Effectsd Included Included Included 

Obs. 18932 2638 16294 

Adjusted R2 (%) 4.83 17.45 5.37 
aThe dependent variable is audit report lag. See appendix for variable definitions. 
bFor readability purpose, in this table we report the original (unadjusted) audit report lag. After adjusting the SEC’s filing 
deadlines, the mean, median Q1, Q3, and standard deviation of the deadline-adjusted audit report lag are -6.73, -4.00, -13.00, 
0.00, and 15.59, respectively. 

cWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. 
Asterisks *, **, and *** denote two-tailed significance levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. 

dWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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TABLE 4 

Auditors’ Reaction #2  Conservatism 

 

Panel A: Descriptive Statistics (N = 10079) 

Variablesa Mean Median Q1 Q3 Std. Dev. 

DACC 0.00 -0.01 -0.08 0.06 0.17 

ALLTIES 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.26 

EDU 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 

EMPLOY 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.24 

OTHERACT 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 

LOGTA 6.26 6.22 4.76 7.70 2.07 

LEV 0.48 0.46 0.28 0.64 0.27 

QUICK 2.54 1.62 0.99 3.00 2.65 

FOREIGN 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 

SEGMENT 2.10 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.59 

ROA -0.06 0.03 -0.06 0.08 0.28 

LOSS 0.25 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.44 

BIG4 0.77 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.42 

INDSPEC 0.25 0.21 0.04 0.39 0.23 

LOGAUDTENURE 2.12 2.08 1.52 2.71 0.95 

GC 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 

ICW 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 

AUDCHANGE 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 

LOGCEOTENURE 1.18 1.34 0.47 2.01 1.14 

CEOCHANGE 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 

LAGMB 3.16 2.23 1.39 3.85 4.67 

INDEP 0.76 0.78 0.67 0.86 0.13 

AUDSIZE 3.52 3.00 3.00 4.00 0.85 

 

Panel B: Conservatism Model using an Aggregate Measure of Social Tiesb 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept 0.192 1.20 -0.292 -0.40 0.238 1.50

ALLTIES -0.013 -1.44 0.020 1.04 -0.016 -1.67 * 

LOGTA -0.014 -7.78 *** -0.005 -1.01 -0.014 -5.81 ***

LEV 0.005 0.31 0.020 0.76 0.004 0.25
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QUICK -0.006 -4.28 *** -0.013 -2.59 *** -0.006 -3.99 ***

FOREIGN -0.002 -0.31 -0.002 -0.14 -0.002 -0.25

SEGMENT 0.002 1.34 0.001 0.59 0.002 1.19

ROA 0.148 10.16 *** 0.132 1.67 * 0.152 10.07 ***

LOSS 0.050 7.16 *** -0.011 -0.63 0.052 7.18 ***

BIG4 -0.009 -1.08 0.075 1.15 -0.009 -1.02

INDSPEC 0.006 0.54 -0.008 -0.34 0.005 0.35

LOGAUDTENURE 0.002 0.94 0.002 0.39 0.002 0.74

GC 0.043 1.99 **  0.045 2.04 ** 

ICW -0.011 -0.98 0.014 0.74 -0.012 -1.00

AUDCHANGE -0.017 -2.14 ** 0.000 0.02 -0.019 -2.28 ** 

LOGCEOTENURE 0.001 0.65 -0.003 -0.75 0.002 0.79

CEOCHANGE -0.004 -0.54 0.007 0.65 -0.006 -0.78

LAGMB -0.002 -4.18 *** -0.002 -1.67 * -0.002 -3.89 ***

INDEP -0.046 -2.40 ** -0.053 -1.26 -0.051 -2.46 ** 

AUDSIZE 0.004 1.62 -0.000 -0.01 0.005 1.55

Fixed Effectsc Included Included Included 

Obs. 10079 1461 8618 

Adjusted R2 (%) 5.28 15.52 4.71 

 

Panel C: Conservatism Model using Three Types of Social Tiesb 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept 0.200 1.25 -0.314 -0.43 0.249 1.56 

EDU -0.007 -0.39 0.025 0.68 -0.015 -0.73

EMPLOY -0.020 -2.05 ** 0.026 1.14 -0.024 -2.29** 

OTHERACT 0.021 1.52 0.024 1.10 0.021 1.27

LOGTA -0.014 -7.92 *** -0.005 -1.05 -0.015 -5.87*** 

LEV 0.005 0.33 0.020 0.76 0.004 0.26

QUICK -0.006 -4.25 *** -0.012 -2.56 ** -0.006 -3.97*** 

FOREIGN -0.002 -0.28 -0.002 -0.19 -0.002 -0.23

SEGMENT 0.002 1.31 0.001 0.59 0.002 1.26

ROA 0.148 10.06 *** 0.133 1.68 * 0.151 9.97*** 

LOSS 0.050 7.17 *** -0.011 -0.60 0.052 7.18*** 

BIG4 -0.008 -1.03 0.073 1.12 -0.009 -1.01

INDSPEC 0.005 0.47 -0.008 -0.34 0.004 0.33
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LOGAUDTENURE 0.002 0.85 0.002 0.39 0.002 0.68

GC 0.043 1.96 **  0.044 2.02** 

ICW -0.011 -0.98 0.015 0.76 -0.012 -1.01

AUDCHANGE -0.017 -2.12 ** 0.000 0.02 -0.019 -2.27** 

LOGCEOTENURE 0.001 0.43 -0.003 -0.86 0.001 0.57

CEOCHANGE -0.004 -0.60 0.007 0.65 -0.007 -0.86

LAGMB -0.002 -4.17 *** -0.002 -1.65 * -0.002 -3.85*** 

INDEP -0.046 -2.40 ** -0.050 -1.18 -0.050 -2.43** 

AUDSIZE 0.004 1.43 -0.000 -0.05 0.004 1.41 

Fixed Effectsc Included Included Included 

Obs. 10079 1461 8618 

Adjusted R2 (%) 5.32 15.69 4.76 
aThe dependent variable is auditors’ conservatism. See appendix for variable definitions. 
bWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. 
Asterisks *, **, and *** denote two-tailed significance levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. 

cWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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TABLE 5 
Auditors’ Reaction #3  Auditor Changes 

 
Panel A: Descriptive Statistics (N = 18349) 

Variablesa Mean Median Q1 Q3 Std. Dev. 

CHANGE4Y 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.36 

ALLTIES 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.25 

EDU 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 

EMPLOY 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 

OTHERACT 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 

FSCORE 1.10 0.62 1.02 1.44 0.64 

HIFRAUD 0.50 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 

BIG4 0.78 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.41 

LOGAUDFEE 13.85 13.12 13.83 14.56 1.13 

INDSPEC 0.28 0.05 0.22 0.43 0.26 

ROA -0.02 -0.03 0.04 0.08 0.23 

LEV 0.48 0.28 0.46 0.64 0.26 

FOREIGN 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31 

SEGMENT 2.19 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.59 

LOSS 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.41 

LOGTA 6.32 4.99 6.26 7.61 1.92 

ICW 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 

MAO 0.40 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.49 

MB 2.83 1.27 2.06 3.48 4.21 
 
Panel B: Auditor Change Model using an Aggregate Measure of Social Tiesb 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500  Non-S&P 500 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value  Coeff. t-value

Intercept -0.805 -1.21 2.174 0.84  -1.088 -1.55 

ALLTIES -0.265 -1.55 0.627 0.97  -0.327 -1.85 * 

HIFRAUD -0.018 -0.25 -0.198 -0.65  -0.001 -0.02 

ALLTIESHIFRAUD 0.539 2.45 ** -0.247 -0.28  0.596 2.64 *** 

BIG4 -0.653 -7.22 *** -0.838 -1.32  -0.662 -7.04 *** 

LOGAUDFEE 0.072 1.11 -0.102 -0.39  0.087 1.30 

INDSPEC 0.016 0.10 0.296 0.53  0.025 0.15 

ROA -0.061 -0.39 -1.947 -1.33  -0.097 -0.62 

LEV 0.065 0.48 0.597 0.75  0.016 0.11 
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FOREIGN 0.131 1.21 0.229 0.63  0.102 0.90 

SEGMENT 0.050 2.14 ** 0.078 1.07  0.051 2.06 ** 

LOSS 0.116 1.40 0.413 0.89  0.120 1.45 

LOGTA -0.245 -5.64 *** -0.280 -1.13  -0.232 -5.03 *** 

ICW 0.960 11.26 *** 1.390 3.36 ***  0.945 10.91 *** 

MAO 0.082 1.51 0.569 2.93 ***  0.042 0.75 

MB -0.011 -1.72 * 0.017 0.82  -0.013 -2.01 ** 

Fixed effectsc Included Included  Included

Obs. 18349 2441  15908

Pseudo R2 (%) 10.02 13.83  9.00

 

Panel C: Auditor Change Model using Three Types of Social Tiesb 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500  Non-S&P 500 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value  Coeff. t-value

Intercept -0.905 -1.31 1.717 0.59  -1.138 -1.57 

EDU -0.024 -0.07 2.024 1.94 *  -0.137 -0.37 

EMPLOY -0.256 -1.39 -0.346 -0.40  -0.263 -1.40 

OTHERACT -0.292 -0.78 0.562 0.69  -0.556 -1.28 

HIFRAUD -0.017 -0.25 -0.145 -0.49  -0.004 -0.06 

EDUHIFRAUD 0.490 0.97 -1.089 -0.67  0.564 1.07 

EMPLOYHIFRAUD 0.572 2.45 ** 1.147 0.98  0.537 2.27 ** 

OTHERACTHIFRAUD 0.158 0.32 -0.934 -0.78  0.547 1.00 

BIG4 -0.657 -7.27 *** -0.720 -1.19  -0.662 -7.05 *** 

LOGAUDFEE 0.079 1.19 -0.071 -0.25  0.091 1.32 

INDSPEC 0.019 0.12 0.280 0.50  0.029 0.18 

ROA -0.065 -0.41 -1.913 -1.31  -0.098 -0.62 

LEV 0.062 0.46 0.599 0.75  0.015 0.10 

FOREIGN 0.135 1.24 0.240 0.67  0.104 0.91 

SEGMENT 0.050 2.16 ** 0.077 1.05  0.051 2.06 ** 

LOSS 0.115 1.39 0.387 0.82  0.118 1.42 

LOGTA -0.245 -5.58 *** -0.304 -1.21  -0.232 -4.99 *** 

ICW 0.955 11.21 *** 1.295 3.14 ***  0.942 10.86 *** 

MAO 0.083 1.52 0.595 3.03 ***  0.044 0.77 

MB -0.011 -1.73 * 0.017 0.82  -0.013 -2.03 ** 

Fixed Effectsc Included Included  Included

Obs. 18349 2441  15908
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Pseudo R2 (%) 10.07 14.30  9.04
aThe dependent variable is auditor changes. See appendix for variable definitions. 
bWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. Asterisks 
*, **, and *** denote two-tailed significance levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. 

cWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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TABLE 6 
Controlling for Endogeneity  Using Lag Model 

 
Panel A: Audit Efforta 

Variablesb All S&P 500 Others 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept -10.107 -5.87*** 1.025 0.16 -11.908 -6.35 *** 

LAGEDU -0.758 -0.51 -1.272 -0.55 -0.557 -0.34 

LAGEMPLOY  1.689 2.63 *** 0.859 0.62 1.274 1.85 * 

LAGOTHERACT -1.217 -1.27 0.348 0.25 -0.752 -0.66 

LOGTA 0.388 2.67 *** -1.650 -4.16 *** 0.830 4.47 *** 

LEV 0.218 0.22 -0.761 -0.31 -0.253 -0.24 

QUICK -0.696 -1.73 * -1.447 -1.25 -0.400 -0.96 

FOREIGN -0.438 -0.70 0.516 0.59 -0.929 -1.28 

SEGMENT 0.238 2.10 ** -0.171 -0.98 0.382 2.89 *** 

ROA -0.229 -0.23 -13.635 -3.60 *** -0.775 -0.76 

LOSS -0.268 -0.55 0.847 0.59 -0.170 -0.34 

BIG4 3.737 6.15 *** 7.513 1.81 * 3.065 4.82 *** 

INDSPEC -1.227 -1.45 0.028 0.02 -0.957 -0.99 

GC 0.980 0.80 1.388 1.14 

ICW 8.591 16.36 *** 9.093 5.59 *** 8.385 15.28 *** 

AUDCHANGE -0.519 -0.99 -0.686 -0.59 -0.385 -0.69 

LOGCEOTENURE -0.050 -0.36 0.198 0.78 -0.096 -0.63 

CEOCHANGE 0.325 0.75 1.219 2.04 ** 0.024 0.05 

INVREC -3.140 -1.84 -2.853 -0.84 -2.671 -1.47 

INDEP -0.716 -0.45 * 1.788 0.48 -0.318 -0.19 

AUDSIZE -0.153 -0.83 0.300 1.10 -0.254 -1.17 

CURR 0.401 1.10 0.953 0.84 0.148 0.39 

Fixed Effectsc Included Included Included 

Obs. 17984 2632 15352 

Adjusted R2 (%) 4.32 17.43 4.73 

 

Panel B: Conservatisma  

Variablesb All S&P 500  Others 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept 0.195 1.22 -0.316        -0.42 0.245     1.54 

LAGEDU -0.009 -0.50 0.056 1.58 -0.020 -1.04 
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LAGEMPLOY -0.016 -1.73 * 0.006 0.30 -0.017 -1.74 * 

LAGOTHERACT 0.020 1.50 0.022 1.07 0.020 1.21 

LOGTA -0.015 -7.94 *** -0.005 -1.06 -0.015 -5.91 *** 

LEV 0.005 0.32 0.021 0.82 0.004 0.26 

QUICK -0.006 -4.25 *** -0.012 -2.52 ** -0.006 -3.99 *** 

FOREIGN -0.002 -0.26 -0.003 -0.26 -0.002 -0.21 

SEGMENT 0.002 1.30 0.001 0.47 0.002 1.23 

ROA 0.148 10.08 *** 0.129 1.63 * 0.152 10.01 *** 

LOSS 0.050 7.17 *** -0.012 -0.64 0.052 7.18 *** 

BIG4 -0.008 -1.02 0.075 1.15 -0.009 -1.00 

INDSPEC 0.005 0.47 -0.007 -0.30 0.004 0.34 

LOGAUDTENURE 0.002 0.86 0.001 0.34 0.002 0.72 

GC 0.043 1.97 **   0.044 2.04 ** 

ICW -0.011 -0.97 0.015 0.77 -0.012 -1.00 

AUDCHANGE -0.017 -2.13 ** 0.000 -0.01 -0.018 -2.26 ** 

LOGCEOTENURE 0.001 0.45 -0.003 -0.85 0.001 0.63 

CEOCHANGE -0.004 -0.55 0.004 0.37 -0.006 -0.75 

LAGMB -0.002 -4.18 *** -0.002 -1.72 *  -0.002 -3.87 *** 

INDEP -0.046 -2.37 ** -0.050 -1.17  -0.049 -2.39 ** 

AUDSIZE 0.004 1.43 -0.001 -0.21  0.004 1.42 

Fixed Effectsc Included  Included Included 

Obs. 10079  1461 8618 

Adjusted R2 (%) 5.30  15.72 4.73 
 

Panel C: Auditor Changesa  

Variablesb All S&P 500  Others 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value  Coeff. t-value

Intercept -0.937 -1.31 2.291 0.82  -1.210 -1.61 

LAGEDU -0.024 -0.06 1.158 1.22  -0.091 -0.24 

LAGEMPLOY -0.154 -0.82 0.011 0.01  -0.169 -0.88 

LAGOTHERACT -0.253 -0.67 0.584 0.72  -0.534 -1.19 

HIFRAUD 0.000 0.00 -0.171 -0.59  0.014 0.19 

EDUHIFRAUD 0.525 1.06 -0.446 -0.28  0.571 1.11 

EMPLOYHIFRAUD 0.337 1.38 # 0.452 0.39  0.319 1.28 # 

OTHERACTHIFRAUD 0.116 0.23 -0.708 -0.66  0.496 0.87 

BIG4 -0.649 -7.02 *** -0.805 -1.26  -0.655 -6.81 ***
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LOGAUDFEE 0.083 1.21 -0.113 -0.41  0.098 1.38 

INDSPEC 0.005 0.03 0.261 0.46  0.018 0.11 

ROA -0.051 -0.32 -2.094 -1.49  -0.082 -0.51 

LEV 0.080 0.57 0.650 0.82  0.030 0.21 

FOREIGN 0.139 1.26 0.208 0.59  0.110 0.95 

SEGMENT 0.053 2.24 ** 0.078 1.05  0.054 2.15 ** 

LOSS 0.098 1.16 0.369 0.79  0.101 1.18 

LOGTA -0.253 -5.62 *** -0.283 -1.13  -0.242 -5.07 ***

ICW 0.952 10.90 *** 1.317 3.24 ***  0.937 10.53 ***

MAO 0.081 1.47 0.617 3.18 ***  0.039 0.68 

MB -0.008 -1.28 0.019 0.94  -0.010 -1.60 

Fixed Effectsc Included Included  Included 

Obs. 17938 2436  15502 

Adjusted R2 (%) 10.03 14.30  8.96 
aWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. 
Asterisks *, **, and *** denote two-tailed significance levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively; pound key # denotes 
0.10 one-tailed significance level. 

bSee appendix for variable definitions. 
cWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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TABLE 7 
Controlling for Endogeneity  Using Two Alternative Approaches 

 
Panel A: Audit Efforta 

Variablesb Instrumental Variable Dynamic GMM 
All S&P 500 Others All S&P 500 Others 

Intercept -9.970 *** 0.815 -11.868 *** -9.888 *** 0.906 *** -11.796 *** 

 (-5.80) (0.13) (-6.32) (-5.72) (0.14) (-6.26) 
EMPLOY_PREDc 1.940 ** 1.040 1.470 * 1.965 *** 0.998 1.500 * 

 (2.58) (0.64) (1.82) (2.62) (0.61) (1.87) 
LOGTA 0.367 ** -1.643 *** 0.821 *** 0.374 ** -1.652 *** 0.833 *** 

 (2.54) (-4.29) (4.42) (2.58) (-4.31) (4.47) 
LEV 0.241 -0.720 -0.241 *** 0.203 -0.708 -0.294 
 (0.25) (-0.29) (-0.23) (0.20) (-0.29) (-0.27) 
QUICK -0.699 * -1.442 -0.400 -0.697 * -1.414 -0.399 
 (-1.74) (-1.24) (-0.96) (-1.73) (-1.22) (-0.95) 
FOREIGN -0.437 0.521 -0.916 -0.402 0.513 -0.877 
 (-0.69) (0.58) (-1.26) (-0.63) (0.57) (-1.19) 
SEGMENT 0.231 ** -0.171 0.380 *** 0.231 ** -0.178 0.380 *** 

 (2.03) (-0.98) (2.87) (2.03) (-1.02) (2.87) 
ROA -0.213 -13.521 *** -0.771 -0.296 -13.640 *** -0.869 
 (-0.22) (-3.60) (-0.75) (-0.30) (-3.63) (-0.84) 
LOSS -0.282 0.831 -0.178 -0.312 0.831 -0.208 
 (-0.58) (0.57) (-0.36) (-0.64) (0.57) (-0.41) 
BIG4 3.747 *** 7.472 * 3.063 *** 3.767 *** 7.489 * 3.081 *** 

 (6.16) (1.81) (4.82) (6.19) (1.81) (4.84) 
INDSPEC -1.253 0.066 -0.969 -1.248 0.110 -0.963 
 (-1.48) (0.05) (-1.01) (-1.47) (0.08) (-1.00) 
GC 0.977 

NA
1.388 0.981 

NA
1.394 

 (0.80) (1.14) (0.79) (1.13) 
ICW 8.612 *** 9.066 *** 8.397 *** 8.617 *** 9.053 *** 8.400 *** 

 (16.41) (5.59) (15.30) (16.39) (5.58) (15.27) 
AUDCHANGE -0.529 -0.717 -0.392 -0.481 -0.718 -0.334 
 (-1.01) (-0.61) (-0.71) (-0.91) (-0.61) (-0.60) 
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LOGCEOTENURE -0.069 0.196 -0.108 -0.070 0.190 -0.109 
 (-0.50) (0.78) (-0.71) (-0.51) (0.76) (-0.72) 
CEOCHANGE 0.352 1.244 ** 0.052 0.382 1.234 ** 0.090 ** 

 (0.81) (2.13) (0.10) (0.88) (2.12) (0.18) 
INVREC -3.145 * -2.829 -2.657 -3.127 * -2.779 -2.634 
 (-1.84) (-0.84) (-1.47) (-1.83) (-0.82) (-1.45) 
INDEP -0.727 1.892 -0.324 -0.796 1.930 -0.395 
 (-0.46) (0.51) (-0.19) (-0.50) (0.52) (-0.23) 
AUDSIZE -0.174 0.304 -0.264 -0.188 0.298 -0.280 
 (-0.95) (1.11) (-1.21) (-1.02) (1.09) (-1.28) 
CURR 0.404 0.955 0.149 0.400 0.931 0.145 
 (1.11) (0.85) (0.39) (1.10) (0.82) (0.38) 
Fixed Effectsd Included Included Included Included Included Included 
Obs. 17984 2632 15352 17921 2625 15296 
Adjusted R2 (%) 4.31  17.47 4.74 4.29  17.50 4.72 

 
Panel B: Conservatisma 

Variablesb Instrumental Variable Dynamic GMM 
All S&P 500 Others All S&P 500 Others 

Intercept 0.193 -0.250 0.243 0.166 -0.289 0.218 
 (1.21) (-0.33) (1.52) (1.04) (-0.39) (1.36) 
EMPLOY_PREDc -0.018 * 0.010 -0.020 * -0.015 # 0.011 -0.017 # 
 (-1.68) (0.43) (-1.73) (-1.43) (0.49) (-1.48) 
LOGTA -0.014 *** -0.005 -0.014 *** -0.014 *** -0.005 -0.014 *** 

 (-7.79) (-0.97) (-5.81) (-7.83) (-0.98) (-5.82) 
LEV 0.005 0.019 0.004 0.005 0.018 0.005 
 (0.33) (0.72) (0.27) (0.36) (0.69) (0.32) 
QUICK -0.006 *** -0.013 *** -0.006 *** -0.006 *** -0.013 *** -0.006 *** 

 (-4.25) (-2.63) (-3.96) (-4.28) (-2.63) (-3.99) 
FOREIGN -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.001 
 (-0.28) (-0.13) (-0.21) (-0.22) (-0.15) (-0.15) 
SEGMENT 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.002 
 (1.33) (0.65) (1.22) (1.30) (0.70) (1.18) 
ROA 0.148 *** 0.134 * 0.151 *** 0.149 *** 0.140 * 0.152 *** 
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 (10.07) (1.69) (9.98) (10.01) (1.77) (9.91) 
LOSS 0.050 *** -0.012 0.052 *** 0.050 *** -0.011 0.052 *** 

 (7.20) (-0.68) (7.20) (7.20) (-0.63) (7.21) 
BIG4 -0.009 0.077 -0.009 -0.009 0.078 -0.010 
 (-1.08) (1.15) (-1.04) (-1.15) (1.18) (-1.13) 
INDSPEC 0.006 -0.006 0.004 0.006 -0.006 0.005 
 (0.51) (-0.26) (0.34) (0.53) (-0.25) (0.38) 
LOGAUDTENURE 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 
 (0.87) (0.44) (0.70) (1.01) (0.46) (0.84) 
GC 0.043 **

NA
0.044 ** 0.044 **

NA
0.045 ** 

 (1.97) (2.02) (1.99) (2.04) 
ICW -0.011 0.013 -0.012 -0.011 0.014 -0.011 
 (-0.99) (0.67) (-1.01) (-0.96) (0.69) (-0.99) 
AUDCHANGE -0.017 ** 0.001 -0.018 ** -0.017 ** 0.001 -0.018 ** 

 (-2.13) (0.05) (-2.27) (-2.11) (0.07) (-2.26) 
LOGCEOTENURE 0.001 -0.002 0.002 0.001 -0.003 0.002 
 (0.54) (-0.67) (0.68) (0.63) (-0.73) (0.78) 
CEOCHANGE -0.004 0.008 -0.006 -0.004 0.008 -0.006 
 (-0.60) (0.65) (-0.82) (-0.60) (0.68) (-0.83) 
LAGMB -0.002 *** -0.002 * -0.002 *** -0.002 *** -0.002 * -0.002 *** 

 (-4.16) (-1.67) (-3.87) (-4.33) (-1.70) (-4.04) 
INDEP -0.046 ** -0.051 -0.051 ** -0.045 ** -0.049 -0.050 ** 

 (-2.40) (-1.22) (-2.45) (-2.33) (-1.17) (-2.38) 
AUDSIZE 0.004 -0.000 0.005 0.004 -0.000 0.005 
 (1.58) (-0.01) (1.52) (1.52) (-0.08) (1.49) 
Fixed Effectsd Included Included Included Included Included Included 
Obs. 10079 1461 8618 10074 1466 8608 
Adjusted R2 (%) 5.29 15.39 4.71 5.30 15.54 4.72 

 
Panel C: Auditor Changesa 

Variablesb Instrumental Variable Dynamic GMM 
All S&P 500 Others All S&P 500 Others 

Intercept -0.933 2.203 -1.243 * -0.932 2.209 -1.242 * 

 (-1.31) (0.80) (-1.66) (-1.31) (0.80) (-1.66) 
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EMPLOY_PREDc -0.186 0.164 -0.201 * -0.197 0.148 -0.212 
 (-0.83) (0.16) (-0.88) (-0.88) (0.14) (-0.93) 
HIFRAUD 0.022 -0.281 0.050 0.022 -0.280 0.050 
 (0.32) (-0.99) (0.69) (0.32) (-0.99) (0.69) 
EMPLOY_PREDHIFRAUD 0.407 # 0.444 0.380 # 0.407 # 0.442 0.379 # 

 (1.41) (0.34) (1.29) (1.41) (0.33) (1.28) 
BIG4 -0.644 *** -0.831 -0.652 *** -0.644 *** -0.833 -0.652 *** 

 (-6.96) (-1.31) (-6.77) (-6.96) (-1.31) (-6.78) 
LOGAUDFEE 0.083 -0.106 0.100 0.083 -0.106 0.100 
 (1.21) (-0.39) (1.41) (1.21) (-0.39) (1.41) 
INDSPEC 0.001 0.302 0.010 0.001 0.303 0.010 
 (0.00) (0.54) (0.06) (0.00) (0.54) (0.06) 
ROA -0.044 -2.083 -0.077 -0.044 -2.083 -0.077 
 (-0.27) (-1.50) (-0.48) (-0.28) (-1.50) (-0.48) 
LEV 0.080 0.628 0.030 0.080 0.627 0.030 
 (0.57) (0.81) (0.21) (0.57) (0.81) (0.21) 
FOREIGN 0.135 0.221 0.107 0.135 0.221 0.107 
 (1.23) (0.62) (0.93) (1.23) (0.62) (0.93) 
SEGMENT 0.053 0.081 0.054 ** 0.053 ** 0.081 0.054 ** 

 (2.24) ** (1.11) (2.14) (2.24) (1.11) (2.14) 
LOSS 0.100 0.374 0.103 0.101 0.374 0.104 
 (1.18) (0.79) (1.21) (1.18) (0.79) (1.21) 
LOGTA -0.256 *** -0.268 -0.245 *** -0.256 *** -0.268 -0.245 *** 

 (-5.70) (-1.07) (-5.15) (-5.70) (-1.07) (-5.15) 
ICW 0.955 *** 1.343 *** 0.940 *** 0.955 *** 1.343 *** 0.939 *** 

 (10.93) (3.20) (10.56) (10.93) (3.20) (10.56) 
MAO 0.080 0.609 *** 0.038 0.080 0.609 *** 0.038 
 (1.46) (3.15) (0.66) (1.46) (3.15) (0.66) 
MB -0.008 0.018 -0.010 -0.008 0.018 -0.010 
 (-1.30) (0.89) (-1.60) (-1.30) (0.89) (-1.60) 
Fixed Effectsd Included Included Included Included Included Included 
Obs. 17938 2436 15502 17938 2436 15502 
Adjusted R2 (%) 9.98 14.03 8.88 9.98 14.02 8.88 

aWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. Asterisks *, **, and *** denote two-tailed significance 
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levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively; pound key # denotes 0.10 one-tailed significance level. 
bSee appendix for variable definitions. 
cFollowing Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014), the instrumental variable is 1-year lag EMPLOY. 
dWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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TABLE 8 
Auditors’ Reaction－Adjusting Audit Fees 

 
Panel A: Descriptive Statistics (N = 20965) 
Variablesa Mean Median Q1 Q3 Std. Dev. 
LNAFEE 13.69  13.73  12.91  14.46  1.14  
ALLTIES 0.17  0.00  0.00  0.33  0.25  
EDU 0.04  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.12  
EMPLOY 0.11  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.22  
OTHERACT 0.05  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.14  
CEOCHAIR 0.59  1.00  0.00  1.00  0.49  
CEOTENURE 5.69  3.80  1.60  7.60  6.17  
BOARDSIZE 8.05  8.00  7.00  9.00  2.15  
INDEP 0.75  0.78  0.67  0.86  0.13  
FINEXP 0.46  0.33  0.33  0.67  0.26  
AUDSIZE 3.52  3.00  3.00  4.00  0.84  
LOGTA 6.13  6.12  4.71  7.52  1.94  
INITIAL 0.06  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.24  
BIG4 0.75  1.00  0.00  1.00  0.43  
LEV 0.46  0.45  0.28  0.62  0.22  
CURR 2.93  2.12  1.41  3.43  2.57  
ROA 0.03  0.07  0.01  0.12  0.19  
LOSS 0.39  0.00  0.00  1.00  0.49  
INVREC 0.25  0.22  0.10  0.36  0.18  
BM 0.61  0.48  0.29  0.75  0.56  
FOREIGN 0.12  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.33  
GROWTH 0.15  0.09  -0.02  0.22  0.43  
NEWFIN 0.93  1.00  1.00  1.00  0.26  
 
 
Panel B: Audit Fees Model using an Aggregate Measure of Social Tiesb 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 
Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept 9.831 60.12 *** 7.253 22.44 *** 9.975 59.30 ***

ALLTIES -0.047 -1.71 * -0.067 -0.82 -0.063 -2.21 **

CEOCHAIR -0.004 -0.28 -0.006 -0.18 -0.007 -0.48 
CEOTENURE -0.005 -4.29 *** 0.004 1.10 -0.006 -4.43 ***

BOARDSIZE 0.016 3.42 *** 0.040 4.37 *** 0.011 2.26 **

INDEP 0.393 6.71 *** 0.899 5.09 *** 0.344 5.65 ***

FINEXP 0.064 2.34 ** 0.048 0.88 0.054 1.82 *

AUDSIZE -0.012 -1.30 -0.034 -1.92 * -0.016 -1.60 
LOGTA 0.511 75.11 *** 0.565 23.62 *** 0.509 65.85 ***

INITIAL 0.063 4.03 *** -0.057 -1.21 0.073 4.48 ***

BIG4 0.325 15.34 *** -0.081 -0.41 0.334 15.40 ***

LEV 0.026 0.61 0.436 3.48 *** -0.007 -0.15 
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CURR -0.023 -6.91 *** -0.035 -2.16 ** -0.024 -7.10 ***

ROA -0.419 -10.13 *** -0.317 -1.25 -0.397 -9.37 ***

LOSS 0.157 11.74 *** 0.087 2.47 ** 0.163 11.70 ***

INVREC 0.572 9.52 *** 1.686 8.28 *** 0.481 7.90 ***

BM -0.039 -3.75 *** -0.051 -0.76 -0.039 -3.69 ***

FOREIGN 0.115 7.48 *** 0.141 4.75 *** 0.110 6.62 ***

GROWTH -0.038 -3.97 *** -0.142 -2.70 *** -0.035 -3.65 ***

NEWFIN 0.028 1.28 -0.130 -1.98 ** 0.040 1.78 *

Fixed Effectsc Included Included  Included  
Obs. 20965 2429 18536  
Adjusted R2 (%) 81.15 70.89 77.01  
 
 
Panel C: Audit Fees Model using Three Types of Social Tiesb 

Variablesa Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 
Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value

Intercept 9.811 59.74 *** 7.230 22.35*** 9.950 58.90 ***

EDU -0.037 -0.62 -0.100 -0.68 -0.027 -0.44 
EMPLOY -0.011 -0.38 -0.007 -0.08 -0.018 -0.61 
OTHERACT -0.114 -2.04 ** -0.072 -0.67 -0.184 -2.95 ***

CEOCHAIR -0.003 -0.23 -0.006 -0.17 -0.006 -0.41 
CEOTENURE -0.005 -4.04 *** 0.004 1.13 -0.005 -4.09 ***

BOARDSIZE 0.016 3.48 *** 0.040 4.39*** 0.012 2.31 **

INDEP 0.396 6.76 *** 0.893 5.11*** 0.349 5.73 ***

FINEXP 0.066 2.43 ** 0.049 0.91 0.057 1.94 *

AUDSIZE -0.010 -1.11 -0.032 -1.82* -0.014 -1.37 
LOGTA 0.511 75.19 *** 0.567 23.16*** 0.510 66.02 ***

INITIAL 0.063 4.03 *** -0.057 -1.19 0.073 4.48 ***

BIG4 0.326 15.38 *** -0.075 -0.38 0.335 15.47 ***

LEV 0.026 0.61 0.435 3.47*** -0.007 -0.15 
CURR -0.023 -6.91 *** -0.035 -2.17** -0.024 -7.11 ***

ROA -0.419 -10.13 *** -0.319 -1.24 -0.397 -9.35 ***

LOSS 0.156 11.71 *** 0.087 2.48** 0.162 11.66 ***

INVREC 0.574 9.57 *** 1.695 8.44*** 0.482 7.93 ***

BM -0.039 -3.73 *** -0.053 -0.79 -0.038 -3.65 ***

FOREIGN 0.115 7.46 *** 0.141 4.75*** 0.110 6.60 ***

GROWTH -0.039 -4.09 *** -0.143 -2.71*** -0.036 -3.80 ***

NEWFIN 0.027 1.24 -0.129 -1.97** 0.039 1.75 *

Fixed Effectsc Included Included  Included  
Obs. 20965 2429 18536  
Adjusted R2 (%) 81.16 70.88 77.04  

aSee appendix for variable definitions. 
bWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. 
Asterisks *, **, and *** denote two-tailed significance levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. 

cWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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TABLE 9 
Effect of Industry Expertise on Audit Fees and Audit Effort 

 
Panel A: Audit Fee Model 

Variables Industry Experts  Non-Industry Experts 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value  
Intercept 9.660 46.31 ***  9.976 53.20 ***

EDU 0.026 0.33  -0.083 -1.06 
EMPLOY -0.026 -0.65  0.005 0.14 
OTHERACT -0.079 -1.22  -0.191 -2.15 **

CEOCHAIR -0.003 -0.16  -0.002 -0.10 
CEOTENURE -0.005 -2.62 ***  -0.006 -3.65 ***

BOARDSIZE 0.019 3.07 ***  0.013 2.05 **

INDEP 0.383 4.62 ***  0.402 5.39 ***

FINEXP 0.052 1.52  0.082 2.10 **

AUDSIZE -0.027 -2.36 **  0.009 0.63 
LOGTA 0.509 55.42 ***  0.508 55.06 ***

INITIAL 0.066 2.35 **  0.071 3.70 ***

BIG4 0.265 4.01 ***  0.318 12.61 ***

LEV 0.155 2.70 ***  -0.084 -1.52 
CURR -0.020 -3.99 ***  -0.026 -6.34 ***

ROA -0.475 -6.84 ***  -0.364 -7.51 ***

LOSS 0.140 7.95 ***  0.169 9.26 ***

INVREC 0.805 9.06 ***  0.401 5.30 ***

BM -0.023 -1.42  -0.049 -3.77 ***

FOREIGN 0.114 6.05 ***  0.100 4.47 ***

GROWTH -0.036 -2.46 **  -0.042 -3.51 ***

NEWFIN 0.062 1.73 *  0.012 0.45 
Fixed Effects Included   Included  
Obs. 10658   10307  
Adjusted R2 (%) 76.65   78.51  
 
 
Panel B: Audit Effort Model 

Variables Industry Experts  Non-Industry Experts 

Coeff. t-value Coeff. t-value
Intercept -9.898 -2.85 ***  -11.964 -5.15 
EDU -3.920 -1.58  2.187 0.98 
EMPLOY 1.373 1.64  2.454 2.64 ***

OTHERACT 0.120 0.10  -1.217 -0.68 
LOGTA -0.043 -0.23  1.202 5.83 ***

LEV 0.595 0.41  -0.353 -0.32 
QUICK -1.626 -2.54 **  -0.355 -0.71 
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FOREIGN 0.018 0.02  -1.361 -1.54 
SEGMENT 0.177 1.24  0.416 2.27 **

ROA 0.069 0.05  -0.809 -0.69 
LOSS -0.208 -0.27  -0.128 -0.22 
BIG4 5.648 2.59 ***  2.538 3.60 ***

INDSPEC -1.189 -1.11  -2.080 -0.57 
GC 2.162 1.19  1.147 0.79 
ICW 7.767 9.95 ***  9.327 13.26 ***

AUDCHANGE 1.539 2.33 **  -1.034 -1.40 
LOGCEOTENURE -0.035 -0.20  -0.603 -3.08 ***

CEOCHANGE 0.296 0.47  -0.638 -1.06 
INVREC -1.426 -0.54  -4.479 -2.15 **

INDEP 0.537 0.27  -0.887 -0.39 
AUDSIZE -0.378 -1.79 *  -0.182 -0.59 
CURR 1.085 2.08 **  0.126 0.27 
Fixed Effects Included   Included  
Obs. 10048   8884  
Adjusted R2 (%) 4.35   7.90  

aSee appendix for variable definitions. 
bWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. 
Asterisks *, **, and *** denote two-tailed significance levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. 

cWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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TABLE 10 
Audit Committees With or Without Accounting Experts 

 
Panel A: Audit Effort 

Variablesa AC with Accounting Expertsb AC without Accounting Expertsb

Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 
Intercept -4.866 20.840 * -7.717 ** -11.909 *** -1.082 *** -13.843 *** 

 (-1.44) (1.72) (2.23) (-6.34) (-0.16) (-6.62)
EDU -1.806 -1.576 -2.125 -0.954 -2.746 -0.472 
 (-0.53) (-0.25) (-0.56) (-0.48) (-0.96) (-0.22)
EMPLOY 1.048 3.911 0.354 2.552 *** 0.236 2.125 *** 

 (0.81) (1.14) (0.26) (3.50) (0.16) (2.72)
OTHERACT -2.553 -3.371 -2.460 -0.234 1.449 0.469 
 (-1.08) (-0.91) (-0.84) (-0.21) (0.91) (0.36)
LOGTA 0.244 -2.47 ** 0.845 * 0.567 *** -1.723 *** 1.045 *** 

 (0.72) (-2.28) (1.89) (3.63) (-4.13) (5.28)
LEV -1.937 * 1.874 -2.855 0.718 -0.908 0.302 
 (-0.76) (0.24) (-1.04) (0.79) (-0.44) (0.31)
QUICK -1.259 -0.11 -0.993 -0.760 * -1.399 -0.464 
 (-1.43) (-0.04) (-1.10) (-1.71) (-1.21) (-1.01)
FOREIGN 0.536 1.132 -0.312 -0.672 0.607 -1.106 
 (0.35) (0.38) (-0.17) (-1.02) (0.67) (-1.48)
SEGMENT 0.455 * 0.09 0.652 ** 0.188 -0.161 0.314 ** 

 (1.88) (0.17) (2.40) (1.49) (-0.90) (2.13)
ROA -3.270 * -4.669 -3.997 ** 0.411 -14.447 *** -0.194 
 (-1.82) (-0.61) (-2.13) (0.37) (-3.30) (-0.17)
LOSS -1.315 -4.55 -1.203 -0.001 1.232 0.066 
 (-1.40) (-1.21) (-1.28) (-0.00) (0.79) (0.12)
BIG4 3.227 ***

NA
2.526 ** 4.096 *** 8.109 ** 3.333 *** 

 (2.92) (2.13) (6.00) (2.12) (4.68)
INDSPEC -2.235 1.79 -2.857 -1.380 -0.296 -0.994 
 (-1.25) (0.52) (-1.40) (-1.52) (-0.21) (-0.96)
GC 2.262 NA 2.849 0.956 NA 1.311 
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 (1.08) (1.36) (0.72) (0.99)
ICW 8.432 *** 14.61 *** 7.601 *** 8.627 *** 7.098 *** 8.489 *** 

 (7.19) (4.69) (6.07) (15.12) (3.66) (14.31)
AUDCHANGE -0.813 2.495 -1.036 -0.473 -0.916 -0.304 
 (-0.74) (0.77) (-0.90) (-0.75) (-0.72) (-0.46)
LOGCEOTENURE -0.733 ** -0.51 -0.797 ** -0.253 * 0.367 -0.329 ** 

 (-2.48) (-0.59) (-2.55) (-1.69) (1.62) (-1.98)
CEOCHANGE -1.431 * 2.981 * -2.244 ** 0.180 1.148 * -0.038 
 (-1.75) (1.75) (-2.48) (0.36) (1.88) (-0.06)
INVREC -8.216 *** -7.43 -7.369 ** -2.165 -2.154 -1.677 
 (-3.02) (-0.79) (-2.58) (-1.14) (-0.57) (-0.83)
INDEP 2.677 -4.642 4.171 -0.922 3.713 ** -0.534 
 (0.83) (-0.56) (1.24) (-0.53) (0.97) (-0.29)
AUDSIZE -0.449 0.39 -0.639 -0.202 0.269 -0.281 
 (-1.11) (0.65) (-1.33) (-1.02) (0.94) (-1.18)
CURR 0.701 -0.671 0.472 -5.229 *** 1.229 0.227
 (0.98) (-0.27) (0.64) (-5.69) (1.12) (0.54)
Fixed Effectsc Included Included Included Included Included Included
Obs. 3767 502 3265 15165 2136 13029
Adjusted R2 (%) 9.53 20.90 11.00 4.60 20.58 5.02

 
 

Panel B: Conservatism 

Variablesa AC with Accounting Expertsb AC without Accounting Expertsb

Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 
Intercept -0.041 -0.271 -0.023 0.238 -0.283 0.319 * 

 (-0.15) (-0.16) (-0.08) (1.33) (-0.43) (1.74) 
EDU 0.001 0.041 -0.015 -0.006 0.018 -0.012 
 (0.03) (0.37) (-0.33) (-0.30) (0.40) (-0.54) 
EMPLOY -0.043 * 0.035 -0.055 ** -0.015 0.018 -0.018 
 (-1.83) (0.64) (-2.23) (-1.45) (0.78) (-1.60) 
OTHERACT 0.043 0.037 0.021 0.017 0.000 0.022 
 (0.95) (0.49) (0.36) (1.28) (0.00) (1.44) 
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LOGTA -0.015 *** -0.017 -0.015 *** -0.014 *** -0.002 -0.014 *** 

 (-3.81) (-1.61) (-2.93) (-6.91) (-0.41) (-5.06) 
LEV 0.010 0.036 0.006 0.004 0.011 0.004 
 (0.30) (0.54) (0.18) (0.23) (0.42) (0.24) 
QUICK -0.005 *** -0.028 ** -0.004 * -0.006 *** -0.007 -0.006 *** 

 (-2.10) (-3.55) (-1.83) (-3.73) (-1.36) (-3.50) 
FOREIGN -0.018 -0.032 -0.027 0.002 -0.000 0.004 
 (-1.22) (-1.30) (-1.49) (0.29) (-0.01) (0.46) 
SEGMENT 0.003 0.007 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.003 
 (1.01) (1.33) (0.28) (1.03) (0.16) (1.14) 
ROA 0.119 *** 0.186 0.129 *** 0.153 *** 0.129 0.155 *** 

 (3.54) (1.03) (3.65) (9.41) (1.40) (9.23) 
LOSS 0.042 *** 0.002 0.042 *** 0.051 *** -0.008 0.054 *** 

 (2.84) (0.04) (2.83) (6.50) (-0.39) (6.55) 
BIG4 0.008 

NA
0.006 -0.013 0.071 -0.012 

 (0.46) (0.34) (-1.37) (0.92) (-1.24) 
INDSPEC 0.001 -0.134 ** 0.022 0.006 0.027 0.001 
 (0.03) (-2.49) (0.73) (0.50) (1.22) (0.04) 
LOGAUDTENURE -0.006 -0.007 -0.007 0.003 0.002 0.003 
 (-1.22) (-0.77) (-1.21) (1.10) (0.51) (0.90) 
GC -0.037 

NA
-0.032 0.057 **

NA
0.057 ** 

 (-0.78) (-0.67) (2.32) (2.34) 
ICW 0.017 -0.037 0.022 -0.016 0.033 * -0.018 
 (0.56) (-0.91) (0.63) (-1.41) (1.94) (-1.49) 
AUDCHANGE -0.005 -0.015 -0.003 -0.019 ** 0.004 -0.022 ** 

 (-0.25) (-0.33) (-0.16) (-2.20) (0.20) (-2.42) 
LOGCEOTENURE -0.003 -0.001 -0.003 0.002 -0.004 0.002 
 (-0.64) (-0.13) (-0.49) (0.79) (-0.89) (0.88) 
CEOCHANGE -0.017 0.047 -0.025 -0.001 -0.001 -0.003 
 (-1.21) (1.38) (-1.63) (-0.18) (-0.07) (-0.32) 
LAGMB -0.004 *** -0.004 -0.004 *** -0.002 *** -0.001 -0.002 *** 

 (-3.55) (-1.06) (-3.33) (-2.80) (-0.82) (-2.64) 
INDEP -0.060 -0.085 -0.067 -0.042 * -0.048 -0.048 ** 
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 (-1.47) (-0.67) (-1.54) (-1.93) (-1.06) (-2.05) 
AUDSIZE -0.007 -0.003 -0.007 0.005 * 0.001 0.006 * 

 (-1.17) (-0.22) (-0.98) (1.84) (0.15) (1.77) 
Fixed Effectsc Included Included Included Included Included Included 
Obs. 1993 291 1702 8086 1170 6916 
Adjusted R2 (%) 4.97 20.82 4.44 5.30 17.78 4.77 

 
Panel C: Auditor Changes 

Variablesa AC with Accounting Expertsb AC without Accounting Expertsb

Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 Full Sample S&P 500 Non-S&P 500 
Intercept -3.188 ** -0.058 -2.766 * -0.227 2.834 -0.639 
 (-2.14) (-0.01) (-1.77) (-0.31) (0.97) (-0.83) 
EDU 0.557 7.542 *** 0.125 -0.112 1.646 -0.185 
 (0.66) (3.23) (0.15) (-0.28) (1.43) (-0.44) 
EMPLOY -0.130 -4.424 ** -0.245 -0.294 -0.292 -0.296 
 -0.30) (-2.03) (-0.51) (-1.47) (-0.28) (-1.46) 
OTHERACT -0.922 4.651 ** -2.159 * -0.250 0.354 -0.377 
 (-0.71) (2.00) (-1.65) (-0.63) (0.37) (-0.83) 
HIFRAUD 0.014 0.660 -0.036 -0.028 -0.246 -0.006 
 (0.09) (0.77) (-0.22) (-0.35) (-0.78) (-0.08)
EDUHIFRAUD 0.616 -9.027 1.087 0.374 -0.935 0.398 
 (0.58) (-1.65) (1.00) (0.66) (-0.54) (0.67)
EMPLOYHIFRAUD 0.483 9.673 *** 0.427 0.603 ** 0.626 0.582 ** 

 (0.88) (3.25) (0.72) (2.39) (0.43) (2.29)
OTHERACTHIFRAUD 0.545 -15.425 2.166 0.159 -0.159 0.350 
 (0.34) (-1.33) (1.33) (0.31) (-0.13) (0.62)
BIG4 -0.277 0.858 -0.174 -0.733 *** 0.089 -0.762 *** 

 (-1.36) (0.40) (-0.84) (-7.40) (0.14) (-7.41)
LOGAUDFEE 0.392 *** 0.072 0.370 ** -0.002 -0.164 0.021 
 (2.85) (0.12) (2.57) (-0.03) (-0.61) (0.29)
INDSPEC -0.333 -0.112 -0.459 0.093 0.312 0.123 
 (-0.82) (-0.07) (-1.08) (0.55) (0.55) (0.69)
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ROA 0.308 -7.786 *** 0.383 -0.135 -1.218 -0.179 
 (0.95) (-3.06 ) (1.16) (-0.78) (-0.64) (-1.03)
LEV -0.082 -2.298 -0.052 0.084 0.566 0.023 
 (-0.27) (-1.04) (-0.17) (0.56) (0.69) (0.15)
FOREIGN -0.133 0.498 -0.329 0.183 0.167 0.165 
 (-0.52) (0.59) (-1.14) (1.56) (0.37) (1.36)
SEGMENT 0.022 -0.519 ** 0.054 0.057 ** 0.135 * 0.052 * 

 (0.35) (-2.51) (0.86) (2.30) (1.81) (1.93)
LOSS 0.042 1.727 * 0.006 0.132 -0.113 0.148 
 (0.23) (1.80) (0.03) (1.47) (-0.20) (1.64)
LOGTA -0.608 *** -0.480 -0.636 *** -0.169 *** -0.358 -0.150 *** 

 (-6.19) (-0.81) (-6.06) (-3.59) (-1.32) (-3.00)
ICW 0.965 *** 0.390 1.005 0.955 *** 1.737 *** 0.933 *** 

 (5.13) (0.18) (5.18) (10.15) (3.79) (9.77)
MAO 0.100 0.303 0.094 0.081 0.764 *** 0.034 
 (0.81) (0.45) (0.75) (1.35) (3.78) (0.55)
MB -0.028 * -0.052 -0.028 * -0.007 0.014 -0.010 
 (-1.93) (-0.74) (-1.88) (-1.09) (0.59) (-1.40)
Fixed Effectsc Included Included Included Included Included Included
Obs. 3575 491 3084 14774 1950 12824
Adjusted R2 (%) 14.93 43.17 14.57 9.87 18.78 8.82

aSee appendix for variable definitions. 
bWe adjust the estimated t statistics using robust standard errors corrected for firm-level clustering and heteroscedasticity. Asterisks *, **, and *** denote two-tailed 
significance levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively; pound key # denotes 0.10 one-tailed significance level.. 

cWe include year and industry fixed effects in the regression models. 
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